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R. J Reynolds Tobacco Co.
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One
efa 
kind.

He does more 
than survive. He lives. 
Because he knows.

He smokes for pleasure.
He gets it from the blend 

of Turkish and Domestic 
tobaccos in Camel Filters.

Doyou?

Turkish and 
Domestic Blend

Jiat". m iiiiniicuiiriu av. uer ciaaictio. FIC Report MAR. '75.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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You can't experience
today's high fidelity with

yesterday's record changer.
Most high fidelity manufacturers 
watch each other to find out what's 
new. At Pioneer,' we keep our eye on 
the audio enthusiast to find out what 
he wants. That's what keeps us ahead 
of all the others who are watching all 
of the others.

If you look at the sale of record 
playing devices   and we have   
you'll see that sales of manual 
turntables are increasing four times 
faster than the sale of record 
changers. The reasons are clear: 
Record changers were designed a 
generation ago   for another 
generation. Designed for hours of 
uninterrupted background music at 
cocktail parties.

Today, your needs are probably 
different. When you listen to music, 
you listen to music. You're involved 
with the sound   and with your 
equipment. And only a manual 
turntable can offer you this level of 
involvement.

It's part of Pioneer's responsibility 
to understand and anticipate your 
changing needs. As a result, we now 
offer you the most complete line of 
professional manual turntables 
available. Each one of them delivers 
the highest level of performance, the 
most sophisticated features and the 
greatest value in its price category. 
And all of them have the precision 
engineering and quality that are part

of the Pioneer legend.
When you buy your next record 

player, shop smart. Consider what 
you want   and what you need. If you 
need performance, precision and 
quality   and want the involvement 
that only a professional turntable can 
provide   you'll get a Pioneer.

It's as simple as that.
U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp., 

75 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, 
New Jersey 07074. 
West; 13300 S. Estrella, Los Angeles 
90248 / Midwest; 1500 Greenleaf, 
Elk Grove Village, III, 60007 / 
Canada: S. H. Parker Co.

ODPIOIVCCR
when you want something better

PL-71 Direct-Drive Turntable
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. The editorial this month was shap 
ing up like a real winner. At Reuben's. 
over a Sharon Tateburger, I repeated 
a couple of the rifls to Schmata Had, 
a charming company spy (or one of 
the garment district's largest dog 
wrappers, and sure and heck if they 
didn't pop up in a Radio Free Europe 
TV commercial featuring the Smothers 
Brothers and a singing mucus puddle 
barely a week later. Good news travels 
fast.

But then, each time I sat clown to 
write, things would start to...happen. 
New York, as usual, suddenly becomes 
ground zero for the whole fucking 
culture and iolks won't be paying the 
cops with daughters in Buffalo and 
Frisco until maybe fifteen minutes 
from now. (Tell Harry to dump New 
York State paper the minute the 
Daily News morning edition reports 
the lunchbuckets kicked in their 
pensions.)

Who killed Kennedy? Okay, it was 
me. I did it. 1 slipped out of third 
period study hall, hoiwired one of the 
school Oldsmohiles, and left it at the

airport under an assumed name. Ar 
riving in Dallas, I changed into cheer 
leader drag, thumbed down a pig, and 
let him suck my vaccination scar until 
he dropped me off at the parking lot 
tunnel entrance leading to the grassy 
knoll. The N.R.A. builds men, not 
boys.

P.J. and I had planned to detail the 
consequences of this mad act in 
Mexico when upon arrival in Puerto 
Villarto it is discovered somebody 
"forgot" the typewriter ribbons. The 
three-color kind that you need to be 
really funny.

Then the "flat tire" outside of 
Greensboro, N.C., and a two-day 
search for a 185/70 radial and 30-wt. 
unicorn blood. Not to mention the 
massage parlor just inside Greensboro 
that looked iike a gas station, if you 
can believe it. P.J. finds gas stations 
particularly homey, and recently ac 
quired half-interest in a jug of dating 
cologne that puts her right in the pit 
with a rutting Greyhound Traveliner.

Speaking of cocaine, not fifteen 
inches (quick, how long is your peter

in metric!) away is the Last of the 
Coke that Mary Renault promised 
somebody as a reward for dialing 
H- ^ R- Writers' Block. Don't take 
cocaine, kids. It's one of the subtlest, 
i.e., a rip-off, introduces you to Citizen 
Noseblood and his two-handed red 
bandana ream, plus (this is the killer), 
you can't afford it.

Well, anyway, just remember that 
for every elemented lunatic who wants 
to kill the president, there's one who 
doesn't want to kill the president. He 
should write, he forgot his rubber 
duck feet.

D.C.K.

Cover: This month's cover is a tit 
with an eye in it by Peter Kleinman 
and Chris Callis. Mexico was great. 
Don't order dog.

Note: Heartfelt apologies and a sum 
mons for assault go out to P.J. lor the 
omission of his byline on Nickleknows 
in the December ish and the solid 
brass lampstand he planted in editor 
Hendra's coccyx, respectively.
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Produced by James William Guercio.
/%&

CHICAGO" and j^jBgg are marks registered in the U.S. Pat Off.

ffl

The greatest hits of the seventies. 
^Chicago's Greatest Hits'.' On Columbia Records and Tapes.

25 or 6 to 4 Does Anybody Really Know What Time It Is?
Colour My World Just You WMe Saturday in the Park

Feeliri Stronger Every Day Make Me Smile Wishing¥)uWere Here
Call On Me (I've Been) Searchin So Long Beginnings
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With an Empire wide response cartridge.
A lot of people have started "rrackin"' with Empire cartridges for more or less the same 

reasons.
More separation: "Separation, measured between right and left channels at 
a frequency of 1 kHz, did indeed measure 35 dB {rather remarkable for any car 
tridge)!' FM Guide, The Feldman Lab Report.

Less distortion: ". .the Empire 4000D/III produced the flattest overall re 
sponse yet measured from a CD-4 cartridge within ±2 dB from 1,000 to 50.000 
Hz!' Stereo Review.

More versatile: "Not only does the 4000D/I1I provide excellent sound in both 
ereo and quadriphonic reproduction, but we had no difficulty whatever getting satisfactory 

quad playback through any demodulator or with any turntable of appropriate quality at our 
disposal!' High Fidelity.

Less tracking force: "The Empire 4000D/III has a surprisingly low tracking force in the 
1A gram to IK gram region. This is surprising because other cartridges, and I mean 4 channel types, seem 
to hover around the 2 gram class!' Modern Hi Fi & Stereo Guide.

For the complete test reviews from these major audio magazines and a free catalogue, write: 
Empire Scientific Corp., Garden City, N.Y 11530. Mfd. U.S.A.

ENPIFE
Choose the Cartridge Designed to Play Best in Your System
Plays 4 Channel Discrete (CD4) __Plays 2 Channel Stereo _ 

and Super Stereo ' '
.____ Plays AH 4 Channel Matrix Systems (SQ, QS, RM) __

r

Model
4000

D/lll
4000

D/ll
4000

D/l
2000

E/lll
2000

E/ll
2000

E/l
2000 2000

F r eq ue ncy Re spon se 
mHz 5-50,000 5-45,000 10-40.000 5-35,000 6-33,000 8-32.000 10-30,000 10-28.000

Output Voltage per 
Channel at 3.54 cm/sec 
groove velocity

3.0 3.0 30 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Channel Separation more than 
35dB

more than 
35dB 35dB 35dB 35dB 35dB 30dB 30dB

Tracking Force 
in Grams. V* tO 1 !/4 ft tO 1 '/2 % tO 1 '/2 1 tO 3 1 tO 3

Stylus Tip:

miniature nude 
diamond with 
.1 mil tracing 

radius
'"4 Dimensional

miniature nude
diamond with
.1 mil tracing

radius
""A Dimensional

miniature nude
diamond with

1 mil [racing
radius 

'"4 Dimensional

nude 
elliptical 
diamond 
.2x7 mil

nude 
elliptical 
diamond 
.2x 7 mil

nude 
elliptical 
diamond 
.2x7 mil

elliptical 
diamond 
,3x.7 mil

spherical
diamond

.7 mil

For Use In' turntable only turntable only turntable or 
changer

turntable or 
changer

urntableor 
changer

turntable or 
changer

changer 
only

changer 
only

.[White) (Yellow) [Black) (Clear) (Blue) [Green) (Red) [Smoke)
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Alive with pleasure

Jlfter

a pleasure, 
why bother?

Warning: The Surgeon General Has -Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. Box and Kings: 17 mg."tar", 1.2 mg. nicotineJOQ's: 21 mg, "tar". 

1.5 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Apr. 75.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Sirs:
You want to know what really 

cracks me up? It's the little pttt 
sound that cans ol Tab make when 
you pull off the pop top. I think it's 
terrific.

Andy Warhol 
New York, New York

Sirs:
Jeez, am I pissed! You know what 

she used to do? She used to come 
over to my place and hold olives 
between her teeth and steal all the 
jokers from my deck of cards, and 
then yesterday she comes over and 
changes the lime on my clock radio 
and hangs all my crucifixes upside 
down. Don't I have a right to be 
pissed?

Puck

D-D-D-Dear Ed-d-ditor,
M-m-my fffriend t-t-told m-m-me 

t-t-this j-j-joke. A m-m-man wa-a-alks 
iiinto a d-d-diner a-a-and s-s-ays, 

I-H-'d M-l-ike a c-c-c-up of 
c-c-coff-ffee, p-p-please." " " T-t-t-he 

w-w-wai-ter s-s-says, " " C-c-coming 
u-u-up," a-a-and g-g-gives h-h-him 

the c-c-colfee. A-a-another g-g-guy 
c-c-comes i-i-in a-a-and a-a-also 
o-o-ordevs a c-c-cup of c-c-cofi'ee. 
1-t-the w-w-w-aiter s-s-says, 
"C-c-coming u-u-up. " S-s-so the 
f-f-1-first g-g-guy s-s-s-says t-t-t-to the 

w-w-waiter, "W-w-were y-y-you 
m-m-making f-f-f-fun of m-m-me"? 
A-a-and the w-w-waiter s-s-says, 
"N-n-n-no. I w-w-was m-m-making 

f-t-fun of rhe o-o-other g-g-guy."
Z-/-zke P-plitsk 

B-b-bik-k-kini I-H-island

Sirs:
Maryland, the seventh state to 

join che Union, has an area of 10,577 
square miles. It is nearly three times 
as large as Delaware, and would lit 
nicely into Kentucky if you chopped 
off some of Wicomico County and 
sort of squashed it up into the 
Chesapeake Bay. Its largest city is 
Baltimore. The most abundant natural 
resources are water and Little Tavern

hamburgers. Major industries: horse 
racing, seborrhea, karate. State Bird: 
pink flamingo. State Flag: yellow and 
black quadrangles on dark rye with 
cole skiw.

Dick Shepherd 
Severna Park, Maryland

Sirs:
What's all this I hear about us 

machines organizing and throwing 
off the oppression of the "fascist 
pinks"? Don't gimme any of that 
crap about equality. Come the revo- 
looshun, those smartass IBMs'il get 
all good stuff and us garbage-garglers'll 
wind up with a coupla washers and a 
shot of oil every Christmas. Big deal. 
Fuck that shit. Madge and me got a 
good thing going here, and I'm not 
gonna kiss it off for a few Commie 
electronic assholes. Tell them to stick 
thai in their inputs and scan it.

Joe Insinkerator 
Madge's Sink, N.J.

Sirs:
Helen Keller used to peek. Enough 

said.
Anne Sullivan

Sirs:
The existence of God is not a con 

cept which requires blind faith, but 
simply a logical mind that is willing 
to accept the irrefutable evidence that 
abounds everywhere in our daily 
lives. This evidence not only proves 
God's existence, bur other things 
about Him as well.

For example, we have all heard and 
read about various computers which 
are able to solve incredibly complex 
problems. These computers are the 
products of the best technological 
minds in western civilization, and are 
sometimes the size of a city block, re 
quiring care and maintenance by many 
programmers and operators.

Yet the human brain, the same one 
you and I were born with, is a hun 
dred thousand times more complex 
than the most sophisticated computer 
man has yet to build; and it is small 
enough to be held in your hands!

It doesn't take blind faith to be 
able to conclude from this that, not- 
only does God exist, but that He is 
probably Japanese.

Gardner Ted Armstrong 
Los Angeles, Ca.

Sirs:
A few issues back I told you about 

my little ol' forty acres called the

Slough of Despair. I'm now quite 
proud to announce rhe opening of 
Wot> World  thanks to a hefty loan 
from the Emir of Jockrashi, 1 have 
converted my private gloom into a six- 
million-dollar Xanadu of hopelessness. 
Don't expect to see Goofy or Pluto at 
the gates of Woe World; you will in 
stead be greeted by the boatman 
Charon and his grouchy mutt, 
Cerberus. They will grumpily escort 
you to various rides (ike Bleak House, 
the Sealed Tomb (Aida's Scream), 
and the Cramped Roman Galley. If 
that doesn't wilt your spirits, you can 
slink, over to the Woe World Repertory 
Playhouse and watch my latest play, 
"Savage God, Part II," wherein the 
hero (Job Schopenhauer) is subjected 
to the green-apple trots and a travel 
ogue on Bolivia. Our entire staff is 
agog with torment. Name me one 
other park where you can cast your 
grin to the wind.

C.S. Lewis 
Gnash-on-Teeth, England

Sirs;
Broken arms
Can come true
It can happen to you
When you get in my way.

Frank Sinatra 
Palm Springs

Sirs:
Righl on, Frank, 
For what is a man? 
What has he got? 
If not his goons, 
Then he has not!!!

Sal and Vie 
Everything East of Newark

Sirs:
It has been our policy to use the 

new machine gun bullet spray when 
women in my country have feminine 
odor trouble with their junta.

Sometimes we spray the men and 
the children.

General What's-it 
Chile

Sirs;
Now keep this under your hat. I 

just heard testimony linking Jack 
Beanstalk (our undersecretary of agri 
culture) to the 1973-Sheepdip scandal. 
Beanstalk, you'll remember, was also a 
principal in the shady deal which sent 
50,000 head of Guernsey cows to 
Russia in exchange lor three magic 
beans. Anyway,'! had Beanstalk on 
the ropes   I was giving him the of

continuedCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



IT BROUGHT THE CASSETTE 
FROM THE TOYBOX TO THE HI-FI.

IT COULD BE YOUR BEST 
BUY IN SOUND TODAY.

TDK SD pioneered the stand 
ard for the quality of today's 
cassette sound, and its small cost 
now makes SD a big value. Here's 
the story. Early cassettes had toy- 
box quality recording capabilities, 
but when SD hit the shelf, cassette 
recording became high fidelity for 
the first time.

Fact is, many manufacturers of 
high-quality tape decks use SD to 
standardize their machines' bias.

Why? Because it has maximum 
capabilities in overall sound repro 
duction consistent and reliable in 
each tape you buy.

SD. Just perhaps your best buy 
in sound. Your closest to ideal.

TDK Electronics Corp., 
755 Eastgate Boulevard, 
Garden City, New York 11530. 
Also available in Canada.

TDK
Wait till you hear 

what you've been missing.

"Business-Card" 
Computer!

An Amazing, New Rechargeable Calculator 
The Size O1 Your Business Card

To Order, 
Call Toll Free: 
800-323-2408

(III. call 312-595-0461) \ •• 
Snap-Out Recharger can be used Abroad!

AS LOW AS$2397
each

Imagine a line-quality. wallet-sized computer no larger than 
your business card, ready to use anywhere, any time you 
need it Imagine an ingenious iv thick) snap-out recharger 
unit that you plug into the wall at hedtime and instantly 
snap hack into your micro-sized computer the next morning 
Forget bulky rechargers. adapters, wires cords, etc. lorever 
Imagine 8 digits. 6 (unctions including an automatic con 
stant and a % key!

Now-really get creative, and imagine presenting this 
handsome high-performance instmmenl lo hey clients. 
prosp3ds or associates with your personal business card 
affixed to the back-or lor a truly high-impact impression, 
we'll engrave youi card design (logo. name, address, phone, 
etc.| on each machine you ordei tor a nominal charge

MOST IMPORTANTLY. IMAGINE EACH RECHARGEABLE 
"8LJS1NESS-CARD 1 COMPUTER COSTING A MERE S29.95, 
RECHARGER. CARRYING CASE. AND ONE-YEAR REPLACE 
MENT WARRANTY INCLUDED Take a 10% discount lor 6 or 
more, and 20% lor 24 or more Delivery is immediate It's 
certainly the most impressive and unique business/pre 
mium gift idea this year 1

Order One or One Thousand For 
A Two Week Trial...
Please ship me I lie following "Busincss-Cimr Com 
pute r(s) as indicated below lor a 2 week examination 
and tiiat use. If not lully snhslied. < can <eturn the 
machine Is) willim 2 weeks lor an immediate lelund 
Please Indicate Ouanlity Desired 
___ l-5@S29.95eacli(liillprice) 
___ 6 - 23 @S26.9G each (10% discount) 
___ 24- @ SZ3.97 each (30% discount) 
Add S2 per unil lor shipping/insurance 
Q Enclosed is the business card design I would like

to have engraved on each machine (Cost is S3 per
unil regardless olquamiiyi 

Q Check or M 0 Enclosed (III. residents please add
5°.° tax)

D Please Charge My Credii Card Checked Beloiv. 
n American Express n BankAmencard Q Carte

Blanche
Q nmers Club D Master Charge 
Credit Card /> _____________________ 
Master Chaige Bank n ——————————————— 
Name ————————————————————————— 
Ad d re ss———————————————————————— 
City ________Store . -Zip.

Contemporary marketing. Inc.
790 Maple Lane. Bensenviile. Ill, 60106

Louis Nizer whammy during cross- 
examination when all of a sudden his 
wife comes busting into the courtroom. 
"You must quit coming in these 
chambers, Marilyn," spake the Judge. 
Ol course, it was a marvelous pun. 
Beanstalk was wheezing with laughter, 
so there went my confession! But 
mark my words: the next time 1 get 
him in court, his ass is grass and I'll 
be the lawnmower....

Noah Peale 
Blackstone, Delaware

Sirs:
Love to chat, but Hef's got a 

pup tent in his Farahs and I've got 
to get back to the mansion. You've 
got to do your fishing when the tide's 
in, so to speak.

Barhi Benton 
Chicago. 111.

Dear Rocky:
Jesus, I'm really sorry. I really ;un. 

I can't figure out what the luck hap 
pened. I must have been so nervous 
that I picked up the kid's squirt gun on 
the way out oi the house or something. 
Boy, am I embarrassed. Looks like you 
don't owe me anything after all.

Michael Lance Carvin 
Maximum Securiw, Fla.

_stt*>&YA'b .
(£E$ OVER SOME NEW/^WORKING DRAWIN&S f

<-£OM£rnMG- 
•«ffli seet"\5 

AMl&C
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"It's a good turntable by itself, and as 
an added bonus it also stacks records."

Creem, MARCH 1975
In the old days, a serious audio enthusiast wouldn't touch 

anything but a manual turntable.
He felt he had no choice.
That anything with automatic features simply didn't perform. 

But as Sound magazine says in its August 1975 issue:
"In recent years... the quality of the automatic turntable has risen

dramatically. And the performance of the B.I.C. 960 certainly
substantiates our belief that a serious music lover can attain
extremely high quality in an automatic f^^^^l
unit just as in the best manuals." ^j^J^/ 

In a Sept. 1975 test report, Radio & Electronics agrees, noting 
that B.I.C:

"might well be considered a top-performing manual turntable
in its price category."

Modern Hi-Fi and Music (Aug./Sept. 1975) reports: 
"wow and flutter of 0.03% at 33Vs rpm and rumble less

than -65db; specifications which are more typical of a good
manual than most automatics."
And because they're not imported (B.I.C. turntables are built 

entirely in the U.S.) the price of this performance comes as a 
pleasant surprise.

If you're serious enough about your system to spend $100 or 
more on a turntable, a B.I.C. 940,960, or 980 has what you want 
and more of it all three are multiple-play manual turntables 
sharing the same quality features and high performance.

See if your high-fidelity dealer doesn't agree. He has 
literature with all the details. Or write to B.I.C. ("bee-eye-cee") 
c/o British Industries Co., Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

S.I.C. IS A TRADEMARK OF BRITISH INDUSTRIES CO.. A DIVISION OFAVNET INC. O1975

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



' PRESENTS ' 
CRISIS? WHAT CRISIS? 
A MUSICAL ESCAPE.

"CRISIS? WHAT CRISIS?" THE EXPLOSIVE NEW SUPERTRAMP ALBUM
ON A&M RECORDS & TAPES
Produced bv Ken Scott and SuoertramoCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



>u are invited to relive the greatest week in American history.

TIMEs issue of July 41776,
YOURS FREE...

America Afford Indc
|[K rjntW IT.

T hcdoil 
[iinilia 
ifLS

INDEPENDENCE

introductory-rate subscription to TIME/
TIME'S Special 1776 Issue sold out so fast 
that thousands of people were unable to 
find copies at their newsstands. Now here's 
your chance to get the most unusual issue 
of TIME ever published, reprinted in a spe 
cial edition for this offer only — absolutely 
FREEI

You've never seen a magazine like this — 
or experienced history in quite the same 
way. Destined to become a collectors' item, 
TIME'S 1776 Issue takes you through the 
week our nation was born—from the signing 
of the Declaration of Independence to the 
start of the British invasion...from the ideas 
of Torn Paine, Adam Smith, and Edward 
Gibbon to Voltaire's put-down of Shake 
speare . . . from the tangled love affairs of 
Empress Catherine of Russia to Mesmer's 
bold experiments in hypnotism. Every event, 
every important individual, covered as if 
TIME reporters were on the scene.

Right now, you can have this historic 
Bicentennial Issue free with your introduc-

1

tory subscription. You'll find that many of 
the same factors that make this special issue 
so lively and informative wilt also make next 
week's TIME a rewarding experience ... the 
entertaining style ... the interesting back 
ground and details of carefully researched 
stories from every corner of the earth .. . the 
newest developments in everything from 
music to medicine, law to literature, human 
behavior, sports, and the economy.

You can subscribe for anywhere from 25 
to 100 weeks for only 350 an issue (the 
newsstand price is 750 and the basic sub 
scription rate comes to 420 a week). You will 
receive the Special 1776 Issue as our gift 
as soon as we receive payment for your sub 
scription. But you need send no money now. 
Just mail the postpaid card by January 31st.

If someone has already taken the card, just write TIME Magazine,
541 North Fairbanks Court, Chicago, Illinois 60611,
or call, toll free 800-621-8200. (In Illinois call 800-972-8302.)
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my muTKR ixRunnino
Where was I? Oh, yeah, I was tell 

ing you abotit Cher and all her 
friends   all those movie stars. 1 met 
'em all when I was out in Beverly 
Hills with her. Fucking cra/.y broad 
made me take her all the way to Cali 
fornia in my cab. With the meter 
down, no less. She did it just for 
kicks. All those fucking big stars 
gotta get their kicks. Y'know why, 
doncha? They'd all snap like a fucking 
prer/.el if they didn't. That's the way 
show business is. You're in the public 
eye, you gotta perform every minute. 
It takes a lot out of you. Terrific pres 
sure. People don't understand that. 
You should see Cher after a perform 
ance. She looks like a tucking raisin. 
Dried out. That's why she's gotta 
have her kicks. She gives so fucking 
much when she's out there   she's 
gotta have some kind of crazy kick to 
make her relax after the show.

Listen, to me it's all an old story. I 
know the fucking movie stars from 
way back. I was out in Hollywood in 
1943 when 1 was fucking Rita Hay- 
worth and she made me take a screen 
test to be an actor. That's when her 
boss, Harry Cohn, got jealous oi all 
the attention she was giving me and 
had his fucking gorillas nearly kill me. 
They're still talking about that screen 
test. Everybody thought I'd be the 
next fucking Clark Gable. But that's a 
whole different story. Whai I'm saying 
is that it's the same fucking thing   
they did the same thing in the old 
days, too  they just golta get their 
kicks. That's why they have those 
cra/y parries all the time. I'm talking 
about the ones you don't read about 
in the maga/ines. Cher took me to one 
while I was out there with her.

I think it was some kind of big 
party lor charity like a bone disease

or something. Anyway, I walk in and 
look for a place to hang up my rain 
coat. It was raining that nighr. I open 
a closet and who do I see in there but 
Sonny. Sonny Bono. He's walking 
around in this big fucking closet 
smelling all the jackets. Y'know... 
lifting up the arms, the whole thing. 
I look around and I see he's got a 
little pot of coffee going on a hot 
plate and there's a cot, and a TV set 
in there, too. The son of a bitch lives 
there. That's what he really likes   to 
live in a closet. And not just him. He's 
living there with Geraldo Rivera. Be 
cause all of a sudden, Geraldo comes

out from behind a big fur coat and 
puts his arms around Sonny and they 
start kissing each other's mustaches. 
They're really getting hot rubbing 
each other's mustaches. They tell me 
to fuck off, I'm disturbing their 
privacy. What the hell, it's no skin 
off my ass. They can have a blue 
baby for all I care.

The party is now going full swing. 
When you give a party for charity, you 
invite everybody, y'know. And every 
body in Hollywood must have been 
there   Frank Sinatra, John Wayne, 
Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton,

continued

Here's One Roach You'll Never Have To Eat

- You need a Roach Shirt, i 
>- Amigo, like you need -7 

your whole head. ^

COtrJFI I/YOUTH 14.26 
Gray -~ LI Blue

_] Ben ^] ^d 
Mull Sums ML. XL 
VoulhS-8 10-1!. H-16 
TRIM T-SHIRT 13.95 

S. M L.XLfldullOnly
TANK TOPS WS5

S M.L XLAdirllOnly 
LJ Orey Q *»"'« 

Heainsr Slu?

Make check paysblt 10 HOACH W 35c p» sliitl l

P.O.Box 182 NLPI-?e I 
Worthington, OM 430851

Color Classic"'1 designs look best on light shirts
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continued

Paul Newman. Warren Beatty, Sammy 
Davis. Sammy was doing a trick with 
his nose. He put his nose in this 
broad's Hue and picked her up. Lilted 
her right off the ground with his 
nose. Thai little boogie has more tal 
ent in his nose than most people have 
in their entire body. He's got special 
exercises (or his nose, he told me. 
Like weight lilting.

Elizabeth Taylor still has the most 
beautiful tits in the world, y'know. I 
know she looks a little over the hill, 
hut her tits are better than ever. I'm

not a big tit man, except lor her. She's 
standing there with Burton and she 
looks a little pissed off at him. So she 
starts eating her necklace  popping 
these fucking big pearls in her mouth. 
She curses him out (I heard she has a 
ioul mouth) and says she'll do it to 
anyone she goddamn pleases, a total 
stranger, if she wants. And who do 
you think is right in her line of 
vision? Yours truly, a total stranger. 
She grabs me and drags me into a bed 
room, of which there must have been 
about a hundred and two in that 
place. "O.K.." she says. "Fuck me.

n/ThoN's Most-•••• ALBUMS!
The 2 ALBUMS Picked by 

lYflionmAiitacs K> The M^s* 
Ins3n€ Listening E/penence; 

Oev^ed k>y MAnj

MONTY PYTHON'S MATCHING 
TIE AND HANDKERCHIEF ALBUM
Monty Python's far-out flagship album 
features the only three-sided two-sided 
disc in existence! It contains some 
inconsequential statements from the 
Minister of Overseas Development, a 
wild game of word association football 
and select noises from World War I. 
There's even more in this completely 
mad album ... a priceless collection of 
great comedy and wit!

THE ALBUM OF THE SOUNDTRACK OF 
THE TRAILER OF THE FILM OF MONTY 
PYTHON AND THE HOLY GRAIL
From the team that saw "Chinatown," 
"The Sound Of Music" and "Murder On 
The Orient Express" — a knight's tale to 
end all knight's tales! The widely- 
acclaimed Monty Python film is now a 
completely absurd record album featur 
ing King Arthur exploiting the working 
class, an epic armored battle with a 
vicious rabbit and the disenchantment 
of a dismal Camefot. Definitely the 
classic to destroy all classics!

Madness -fan /Monty yy 
on ARISTft RR0KDS/

And be quick about it. I want to go 
back to the party, but I just want to 

give Richard a hard time ior a few 
minutes. In fact, I want him to bust 
in here and catch us in the act."

Oh boy, little did she know what 
she was getting in for. No broad tells 
me how long and how much to fuck 
her- I don't care if she's the Queen of 
England. But you know how these 
movie stars are. You got to kiss their 
feel when they tell you to. So I figure 
I'll teach this ?.aftig lady a lesson. She 
wants ii fast. I'll give ii to her last. I 
take out the old cark, which is now in 
fuil flower, pull down her pants, and 
give her one shot, one stroke, right up 
there, as hard as I can. She screams, 
comes twenty-seven times, and burps 
out seven pearls that's how good it 
was. Twenty-seven times and no shit 
because I counted them all. Then I 
squeezed her tits and came on them 
for good measure. I left her on the 
bed. moaning and crying like a baby.

You know who I was looking for 
at the party? Barbara Stanwyck. I 
always wanted to fuck her. I mean, I 
fucked two of the besi Gurbo, Hay- 
worth. No shit. But Stanwyck was 
always my favorite movie star. I asked 
Cher ii Barbara Stanwyck was coming 
and she said, sure, Barbara Stanwyck 

is probably coming right now, only 
not at the party. What (he fuck are 
you talking about? I said. She starts 
giggling and says Barbara Stanwyck 
and all her friends, like Claudetre 
Colbert, Greer Garson, Rosalind 
Russell. Ida Lupino   all those famous 
sun's ol the thirties and forties, they're 
all coming like cra/y right now. What 
they like to do for kicks is fuck high 
way cops at night. They go riding in a 
convertible on one of the freeways 
until they get picked up by state 
troopers for speeding. When the 
troopers see all these fantastic stars 
in one car, they start getting a little 
friendly. And that's all Barbara and 
her friends want. Before you can say 
boo they're jumping into the trooper's 
car and driving of! to some spot on 
the freeway where they fuck like 
bunnies all night. One thing is for 
certain, Cher said, nobody is going to 
peek into a cop's car to see what's 
going on. They got all the privacy they 
want right on the highway.

You know, I couldn't believe 
hov-' young Johnny Carson looked 
without his wig. the one with 
all the silver hair. The guy looked 
about nineteen years old. He's got this

continued on pane 26
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The end of the war between 
art and engineering.

"Console shown is optional

There is performing and there is 
engineering. Art and signal. Both 
are important and both can suffer 
when you have to do both, Especially 
when your music and the machine 
that records it are making heavy 
demands on your concentration.

Our new 1140 lets you focus more 
on your music and worry less about 
how it's getting there.

Take sync. The 1140's simplified 
automatic sync control is a more 
logical approach to the function 
than anything you've used before. 
It frees you from that "Where the 
hell am t" frustration when you're 
building tracks.

It also lets you punch in (and when 
you punch in you're automatically 
switched from sync to source)

Sync level is the same as playback 
level, too. in case you don't have a 
third arm available for yam control

The 1140 has built-in bias with the 
bias controls up front so you don't 
have to tear the electronics apart 
every time you change tapes Plus a 
200 kHz bias frequency for further 
noise reduction and one of the few 
heads around capable of erasing 
those exotic new formulations

Then there's program memory, 
motion-sensing circuitry for anti-

spill tape handling, peak level 
indicators and an optional floor- 
standing console that makes the 
1140 even easier to work with.

For all that and more the 1140 
costs $1199.95, about 45C more 
than Teac's A3340S. But if you spend 
that extra half-a-buck with us, you 
can spend more time with your music.

DOKORDER

Wow and Flutter 15 ips
Frequency Response at I Sips
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Front Panel Bias Controls
Built-in Test Generator
Mic/Line Mixing
Peak Indicator Lamps
Motion Sensor "
Manufacturer's suggested retail price
Features and spec ideations as published by respective manufacturers ai

TEAC A3340S
004".

• 3 tfB 3b 22K
65 dB WTO
No
No
Yes
No
No
S1 199.50

DOKORDER 1110
0 04"

;(.iB ;i()^:iK
t>o OB w i B
Yes
Ves
No
tea
Yes
S1 199.95

Ii430 Rosecrans Avenue Lawndalc. California 90260
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is a bird
concealed

somewhere
on this

\bur job, find ft! (CLUE NO. 1)

• No, I haven't found it and if you ever 
bother me again I'm calling the police.

• I think it's my cousin Walter.
• No, I haven't found it 

and I think this pic 
ture is obscene.
No, I haven't found it.

O.K. folks, you've earned a rational 
explanation. Unfortunately we haven't 
got one. So you'll just have to see

Yes, I've found it. What's the big deal? 
It's as plain as the bird on your nose. 

Is this some kind of a joke? 
Please send me a necktie. 

Yes, I've found it, 
but I don't want it. 
Yes, I've found it.

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents a RASTAR PICTURES Production- GEORGE SEGAL in THE BLACK BIRD '
co-starring STEPHANE AUDRAN -LIONEL STANDER and LEE PATRICK • Screenplay by DAVID GiLER • Story by DON MJAMIEWICZ and GORDON COTLER 

Music by JERRY FIELDING-Executive Producer GEORGE SEGAL-Producers: MICHAEL LEVEE And LOU LOMBARDO-Directed by DAVID GILER
PARENTAL GUI DIN DE SUG6ESTED <&&> Columbia 

PicturesCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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FRANCO DIES: 
GOES
TO 
HELL OUR NAt>A,WHO ART IN NAPA, 

MAUOWEP BE THY NAPA..

Reliable reports 
from Hell confirm 
rumors rife in Ma 
drid that General 
issimo Francisco 
Franco arrived 
there some mom 
ents after his death.
The same sources in 
dicate thai El Caud.il-
lo's tenacious fight for 
life was due to his 
knowing that whatever

happened, he was cer 
tain to end up "down 
there."

Doctors who attend 
ed Franco in the last 
weeks of his existence 
also confirmed that 
they and he knew for 
sure where he was go 
ing. While all of them 
wished to keep him 
alive as long as possi 
ble, the medics were 
apparently split into 
two groups. One

group provided life- 
support out of sympa 
thy, knowing what was 
in store for him. while 
the other simply want 
ed to put him through 
as much pain as possi 
ble before he croaked. 
Franco thwarted the 
latter group by dying 
relatively painlessly — 
he suffered only three 
massive heart attacks, 
uremia, chronic phle 
bitis, bleeding ulcers.

terminal hemorrhag- 
ing, and the removal 
without anesthesia of 
his stomach.

Further reports 
from Hell suggest that 
his arrival there was 
not greeted with any 
enthusiasm. Although 
legally, ihc Generalis 
simo is sentenced to 
unspeakable torment 
through all eternity, 
powerful figures there 
are said to be trying to

get him transferred to 
''some other place," 
citing his loathsome 
ness and "unconlrolla- 
ble desire to run 
things" as the main 
reasons. "He hadn't 
been, here more than 
a few light-minutes," 
said one source who 
refused to be identified 
for fear of reprisals, 
"before no one could 
stand him. Our posi 
tion is: whv us?"

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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by Brittanica Dimwiddy

Perhaps our two 
most famous widows
today are Mrs. Babe
Ruth and Mrs. Lou
Gehrig, the wives of
perhaps our two most
famous baseball 
players of the past. 
But did you know that
these two wonderful
widows live together?
I paid a call on them a
few weeks ago at their
cozy little apartment
on Manhattan's upper 
West Side and found 
them to be in fairly 
good spirits despite 
their advanced ages. 

Mrs. Ruth was wear
ing a Chinese-style 
muumuu in luminous 
shades of purple, gold, 
and green, with a big
map of Florida painted
on the back. "George
Herman bought it for
me in 1928 during
spring training," said
Mrs. Ruth. (She likes
to refer to the Babe by
his Christian names.)
"The players' wives
weren't allowed to ac
company their hus
bands to Florida for
spring training in those
days, so George Her
man sent me the muu
muu as a souvenir."

Mrs. Gehrig, the
former Eleanor Twit-
chell, was wearing
black. She still wears
her mourning clothes
in memory of her late
husband, who died of
an incurable disease.
She greeted me warm 
ly but did not say a
word. She does not
speak to anyone, not
even to Mrs. Ruth. But
they are on very good
terms and get along
fine.

But enough of the
past — what are these
two lovely and cele
brated widows doing at
present? Mrs. Ruth
loves to shop, espe

cially for food ("when
I have the money,"
she says). Her favorite
colors are the colors of
the rainbow. She also 
likes to paint by num
ber, make crank phone 
calls, and listen to the 
music of Anton We-
bern.

Mrs. Ruth admits,
however, that she is
happiest "just watch
ing the tube and play 
ing with my feet. My 
toes are very loose and
limber for someone of
my age," she said. "I
can do shadow tricks
with them the way
others do tricks with
their fingers." 

Mrs. Gehrig loves 
to sit and watch Mrs. 
Ruth. Every Monday, 
Wednesday, and Fri 
day, she will eat a bowl
of Campbell's cream 
of celery soup. "It was 
Lou's favorite," said 
Mrs. Ruth. When not
watching Mrs. Ruth,
Mrs. Gehrig likes to
take long, delicious

^
Most of our friends

are gone," continued
Mrs. Ruth. "And the
ones who are still
around don't remem
ber us anymore. In
fact, the only one who
keeps in touch is Ver-
non. That's Vernon
Gomez, the pitcher
who used to play with
George Herman. He
sends us a big box of
Baby Ruth candy bars
every Christmas. I
wish he'd send us some
money. We could real
ly use some money." 

Despite a few prob
lems, these two "mer
ry widows" plan to live 
as long as they can.
They are fully aware
of their obligation to
the fans. For they too
are in the public eye,
as the beautiful reflec
tions of their legendary
husbands. Good luck,
Mrs. Babe Ruth and
Mrs. Lou Gehrig!
Next month: Mrs.
Martin Luther King,
black widow on parade.

PORTUGAL:
Tl» 4* Portuguese moderates, in an attempt to
1 ||w stem t'ie r'sin§ tide of extremism, have an 

nounced a follow-up plan to their recent
If _^J _^ £ moderate demolition of left-extremist Radio 
VOIC6 OT Station Renascenca. Coming down strongly

on the side of a "moderate transition to so-
n f^ ** ̂ fc ^ m^ cialism in the tradition of give and take among

•tfMlBIl all men of reason and eood will." socialist
leader Mario Scares announced that "infan-

gJL J|^ talist-extremists will be moderately shot on 
W LllKGS sight by m°derate gunmen if they try to hoot 

down the many leadine moderates who make
^^^ _ •_ up the moderate ma oritv. Intoned Snarps
•%{ IflTK "Extremism in the' defense nf morlfM-afinn ic• «ra« •no vice!"

Pulling the Plug
on Ford

The

•^v mi •• *m -*mwr wm ~MT

controversy membranes, cutting off
over whether or not ail
Gerald

motor functions.
Ford should be "You should sep him

allowed to die rages on trying to swim in the
in Washington. Accord- morning," a sobbing
ing to medical experts, Betty Ford told news-
the Ch ier executive men
fails the critical brain one
wave activity test cur- the

. He goes from
side of the pool to
other, slamming

rently accepted as the his head like a metha-
litmus test for life. drine-crazed amoeba."

Fore
Un Capitol Hill,

lapsed into a lawmakers from both
coma [ate last LJecem- sides of the aisle were
her, as two bullets unanimous in their
which had been lodged conclusion that the
in his cranium follow- president has lost his
ing a recent round of marbles, so to speak.
assassination attempts "He is in a progressive
worked their way vegetative state," said
through the president's Senator Hubert Hum-
extremely dense brain phrey. "I don't believe
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he can think in any
way. He can't calcu
late, he can't reason.
He's just running on
his spleen now. In my
opinion he has no
awareness . . . none."

Mrs. Ford has asked
the Supreme Court to
give the go-ahead on
pulling the president's
plug, but this latest le
gal tack may compli
cate the situation stilt
further. Chief Justice
Burger is said to have
told newsmen when in
formed of the appeal,
"I fail to see the prob
lem. I fail to see the
problem. Huh?"

||
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By JIZ WENNER

DING DONG 
DYLAN CALLING
It was a quiet night in Albany, New York, 

a proletarian town populated almost entirely 
by workers. Little did Albany know, and 
scarcely could they have afforded a ticket if 
they had, they were about to be visited by 
Bob Dylan and the Rolling Thunder Review.

"My life," said sing 
er Dylan, "used to be 
a pressure cooker. 
Now i'm using my mu 
sic to sell them." Tra 
veling unannounced, 
the fabulous singer/ 
songwriter credited 
with ending the Viet 
nam war played and 
sold pressure cookers 
to hundreds of Albany 
residents in iheir own 
homes and apartments.

Security men for the 
tour would knock up 
on the doors of lucky 
Albany citizens, and 
after tieing them in 
their chairs and smash 
ing any ornaments or 
art work they judged 
"offensive," would sig 
nal waiting roadies, 
who would then move 
in to set up the elec 
tronics.

Rolling Thunder, 
the Indian medicine 
man who gave his 
name to the review, 
and known as "Cigar 
Store" or "Boozcbag" 
to affectionate tour 
trippers, opens the 
show with a few words 
thought to be in the 
Indian language.

During the acts that 
follow, those of Joan 
Baez, Ramblin' Jack 
Elliot, and poet Alien 
Ginsberg, a shiny 
pressure cooker is 
prominently displayed

in the center of the 
stage. Just before the 
appearance of Dylan, 
Negro Jack Elliot was 
heard to say, "De pres 
sure is on ... so let's 
cook!"

Dylan's perform 
ance was described by 
housewives as hypnot 
ic. "I never would have 
bought one of those 
pressure cookers in a 
store, but when Bob 
sang about them, well, 
the room filled with a 
kind of electricity. I 
didn't even mind being 
tied up. I just wanted 
... a pressure cooker."

Dylan, who financed 
the tour himself, talk 
ed, laughed, and ges 
tured, and to those 
who knew him from 
the old days in the vil 
lage, it was as if he had 
been reborn. "I don't 
expect to make money 
on the tour" said Dy 
lan. "I do expect to sell 
a hell of a lot of pres 
sure cookers."Then, 
smiling enigmatically, 
he says, "The answer, 
my friend, is cooking 
with wind."

Said poet Alien 
Ginsberg after the 
show, "Bob, Joan, my 
self, we've all trans 
cended our hang-ups. 
I don't even blame my 
self for anti-Semitism 
any more."

THE SOUND OF MUCUS
Hew Economic Hope for H. K./
Normally phlegmatic New Yorkers hit the streets today in millions to cele 

brate the best and most exciting idea to come out of the Beame administration 
since it came to power. In a dramatic announcement from the steps of Oracle 
Mansion, the dwarf mayor launched a massive program to exploit one of New 
York's richest and hitherto totally untapped resources-lungers.

Citing the increasing difficulty New Yorkers were experiencing in getting 
food from outside producers leery of unpaid bills, and the depletion of the 
nation's shellfish beds due to pollution, Bearne said that revenues from the 
"gray gold"on the sidewalks of New York could put the financially beleaguered 
city back on its feet within months.

The mayor, flanked by Governor Carey and Vice-President Rockefeller, 
announced at the same time the formation of an Ad Hawk Committee to co 
ordinate lunger collection, and the three pols kicked off the campaign by gob 
bing a trio of beauts onto the Great White Way. Beame managed a fine little- 
neck, while Carey's and Rockefeller's huge phlegmballs got popped straight 
into the quahog bucket. New York's culinary establishment rose to the occasion 
magnificently. Craig Claiborne, legendary food critic of the Times, pronounced 
New York "redpoints" as good as anything from Cape Cod, while the fabled 
restaurant of Jack Dempsey reopened its doors, without, as management put 
it, "anyone being able to tell the difference from the old days."

Huge shipments of New York "bignecks," "yellowstones," and "steamers" 
were already being rushed to other 1 parts of the nation, and officials 
declared themselves even more amazed than they had expected at the response, 
as enthusiastic New Yorkers scraped and refilled the pavements of the Big 
Apple. "Ford can take it and stuff it," said one excitedly. "New York is finally 
putting its mouth were its money is."

Save by mail 
on Music Systems.
Our Big Catalog Shows How!
Send today for your FREE copy of our 
68-page catalog. It's value-packed with 
complete music systems, top-brand cor - 
ponents, accessories, plus hundreds of 
unique items-and more. There's a handy 
"Hifi Primer," feature articles, all to help 

you have better sound. 
We have two big ware 
houses to serve you fast 
and keep freight low; 
and, your US and Cana-____uiAi

dian BankCharges are 
welcome.

Midwest Hiff
Wholesale

and Mail Order Division
1626 OGDEN AVENUE IUS 34) 

DOWNERS GROVE J LLIMOfS B0515 (312) 85Z-S8B5

3309 EAST J. W. CARPENTER FREEWAY (Tenot 183) 
IRVING. TEXAS 75062 (2141438.5272

Call for a quote. Lines open 1-4 p.m. C.T. 
Mail this coupon for your FREE catalog.

Illicit Goods!
(and Goodies)

Buttons^ Ir.r 
patches, 

irofi-ons

Your complete definitive catalog oi 
enlightening and illicit pleasures 
56 pages full of good stufl Fast reply 
too! Well worth your buck (refundable 
with first order). Send coupon and S1 
today to Krupp Mail Order, PO Box 9090, 
Dept. L-1 . Boulder. Colorado 80301

: Mid wast Hili. P.O.Box 567, Oo | | D Send me your catalog Enclosed is S Dupi L i 

I

il
Name

Address

City Slate Zip
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Socialist Pulls 
a Quicky

David Barrett, socialist dictator of Canada's most western 
state, British Bolivia, recently called an election. In return for 
NatLampCo support, the politician alledgedly promised: (1) 
He would get the magazine back onto the racks on the govern 
ment ferries from whence it was banned for repeated naughti 
ness; (2) He would "stop wrecking the economy"; (3) He 
would hang several local merchants who had overcharged an 
American tourist. We support and continue to support this 
fine socialist.

UN. RESOLUTION 
SAYS NfCKELNOSES

DISCRIMINATE 
AGAINSTTENTHEADS

RABINTO 
NIGGER NATIONS: 
VOTING YES WOMT 
MAKE YOU WHITE

Story Mwt 279

HOW TO 
GET LAIP

WHAT TURNS A GIRL ON?
The answer art in i unique ne» book called HOW 

TO MAKE- II WITH WOMI.N
li'v dtftercm from anything um'vr efer seen 

bclore You dcin'i have to tome on hcavj or iry lo be 
•.omcone you're noi

li lelk ygu hov. lo m«l her. how lo gel her tinned 
on lo you. hn» mg« her mici bed li shrm% you hov. 
10 really samf\ her—anil how n> keep her.

Tim remarkable bonk i- packed *ith timple. el 
Fccttve technique-, ihai really work And they're 
guarantied 10 work lor you or your money bact

SF.ND SS.M, plus MEADOWBROOK CO.
11.00 postage & DKPT. M. 2 PARK PLACE
handling BRONX VI I,LK. N.V. 107M
Moncy-Baclt (juaranltt!
NAMt ____________________________.

ADDRESS__________________________.

(,'ITV _____________________________

-/.IP.

Boring, Stupid,
Unsuccessful

Magazine Attacks
National Lampoon

Oui magazine, the 
Marion Davies of pub 
lishing magnate Hugh 
Hefner, recently refer 
red to the National 
Lampoon in an article 
on eating dogshit.

"The old National 
Lampoon" commented 
the formidable Oui, 
"was funny, clever, and 
sue cessful. It's still 
successful."

Informed of the at 
tack, several National 
Lampoon staffers 
fainted dead away, and 
one atiempted suicide 
with an Exacto knife. 
Commenting later in a 
formal statement to a 
horrified press, ashen- 
faced editor Sc;m Kelly 
confided: "We're reel 
ing from this. Frankly, 
I doubt if we'll ever 
make it to the news

stand again." Oui, 
whose editorial con 
tent is based on dozens 
of the funniest, clever 
est, and most success 
ful shots of women's 
crotches in the history 
of women's crotch- 
shots, regularly adds 
to its legendary repu 
tation by mysteriously 
surviving month after 
month without the aid 
of advertising revenue.

IT WAS 4 AM.-JIULy FA 
HAP PUT iWe ON TO A 
COUPLE OF ZS-ygAR-MOMMA'S BOVS-- 
THINK THEY'RE PRIVATE 
EVES- HA ! - SUCK6RS - 
THAT'S THEM . (5ONNA
BREAK INTOTHG t?\J-TOINT CHEMICAL 0UII,P 
INO FOB MS TO &GT 

THE PLANS/
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Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 
176-page, mail order catalog 
of 5500 topics. Enclose $1.00 
to cover postage and handling.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11322 IDAHO AVE., # 206 D 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(213)477-8474

Our research papers are sold for 
lesearch purposes only.

Please rush my catalog 
Enclosed is $1.00

Name_________
Address________ 
City___________ 
State__________ Zip.

SENSUOUS
CONTRAC
BYMAIU

Population Planning, Oept, DNL T 14
403 Jones Ferty Road, P.O. Box 400
Canboro, H.C. 27510
Please rush me in plain package
D Saraplei of 12 assailed condoms (4 different bonds!

plus catalog, S3 
D Deluxe Sampler of I!) assorted condoms

(7 different brands) plus catalog. S6 
D Illustrated catalog alone. 25C

TODAY'S ULTRA-THIN CONDOMS PROVIDE 
A SENSUOUS EXPERIENCE AND PROTECTION TOO!
Today a man just doesn't have to tolerate a scnsation- 
iteadenme condom when he wauls ptotection Now there 
are ultra-lhin supremely sensitive condoms Itiat have 
been designed lor sexual pleasure, while still providing 
the most reliable prelection ol any non-prescription birlfi 
conliol mclhad And nov/ you can buy lliese sensuous 
condoms without embarrassment by ordering them 
through the pni/acy of the mail Iron) Population Planning 
Our illustrated 20-page catalog describes the wirte selec 
tion ot condoms we oifet ail nalionallv adveiliscd 
brands the popular Trojan I he pic shaped Conlure 
. super-sensitive skirts that conducl body heat new 
JADE (available only Irorn PPA) All orders arc shipped 
promptly m a plain package lo assure privacy Why not 
send for a sampler today' fieceiVB our illustrated cat 
alog offering satin sneets, posters, books on sex and 
birth control, clotlies and much more. And il you do nol 
agicc lhal PPA's sampler packages and oveiall service 
are the best available anywhere, we mil refund your mon 
ey in lull NO questions asked 
Population Planning, Deut. DHL:14 
403 Jones Feiry Road, P.O. Box 400 
Canboro, H.C. 27510

Address.. 
Cily___ -Zip,

Sports Column

by Red Ruffansore
Red Ruffansore is in the hospital with his semi

annual colitis attack. In place oj his monthly
column, he has suggested we reprint his "New
Year's '75" column, always a great favorite with
his fans. (Red's many readers might wisli to dip 
their pens in moonshine and drop him a gel-well 
card do St. Curmudgeon's Hospital, 635 Madi
son Ave., N.Y.C. 10022.)
December 31, 1974
Baseball Predictions:
Look for the Yankees
to go all the way, with
the Catfish on the
mound. Ditto for L.A.
Dodgers dynasty, who
can't miss . . . and Ex
pos could surprise with
Lefty McNally pitch
ing. Cincinnati Reds
are all hit, no pitch —
sure second division
finishers . . . same goes
for Ihe Dues. Oakland
As, tired and unhap
py, chafing under
Chuck O. The BoSox,
with a rookie outfield.
are due to disappoint
Fenway's fickle fans.
Boxing Premonitions:
This is the year Ali
(aka Cassius Clay) gets
knocked off that high
horse of his. Frazier
could just do the trick.

To coin and old cliche
about Joe Louis,
Smokin 1 Joe is a credit
to his race — the hu
man race, that is - un
like Ali, that choco
late-covered Nureyev.
Football Prophecies:
Expect a Subway Su-
perbowl for the Big
Apple in '75. The Gi
ants are a dark horse,
but jockeyed by old
pro Arnsparger. and
the Jets are a shoe-in
coming off six straight
wins this fall. But Old
Red predicts '76's real
action will be in the
WFL, with superstars
Czonka. Kiick, and
Warfield filling those
stadium scats.
Basketball Prognosti
cations: Intrepid Mike
Burke has rebuilt the
Knicks iii one fell

Pic of the Monthmm—— m̂——^^———*

swoop. Addition of 
McGinnis. Jabbar, and 
Chamberlain as back 
up center gives the 
Knicks the best one-
two-three combo in the
league. All they have
to do to win is show
up.

Look for upstart
ABA to give NBA a
run for the money at
the turnstiles. Dr. J.
and Company versus
the Knicks in the long-
awaited multi-bucks
Subway Hoop Super-
bowl. You saw it here
first.
Hockey Portendings:
Beefed-up Broadway 
Blueshirts will blast,
belt, and bash Broad
Street bullies, giving
them a taste of their
own brand of brother
ly love.
Red Hots: Look for
all in the family grand
slam in tennis, from
newlyweds Chris and
Jimmy. . . . Horse of
the century: Ruffian....
Arrival of Pele heralds
golden age of soccer in
U.S. Ok! buddy H. Co-
sell's new TV'er in
can't-miss category....
Watch for the old pro
fessor. Casey Stengel,
to rejuvenate ailing
San Diego Padres fran
chise. . . . Sane and so
ber Jack ScoU sure to
provide stable home
environment for kooky
carrot-top Bill Walton
and keep him out of
hot water. And that's
Red, brother.

^m^mtm
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My Meter Is Running
continued from page 18

natural baby face that never grows 
old. I think Wayne Newton used to 
look like chat until he went for an 
operation. The operation was a success 
on his face but his shvance wouldn't 
work anymore. That's why Carson 
won't go under the kniie. He'd rather 
wear old-age makeup and ihe wig.

Y'know that actor Robert Young? 
The one who plays Marcus Welby. 
He's a real crazy son of a gun. In the 
middle of the party he gets up and 
says, "Who wains to play doctor to 
night?" Shit, about nine hundred 
people screamed "Me, me, me." I said 
to Cher, what the fuck is all this 
about? So she grabbed me and look 
me along.

It seems like he's got a whole 
fucking doctor's office set up in his 
bouse — the whole works — about a 
million dollars' worth of stuff. He's 
not exactly a pauper from that fucking 
TV show, y'know. So we all go to his 
house — me, Cher, John Wayne, that 
old bull dyke (that's what he really 
is), Burt Reynolds, Raquel Welch, 
Freddie Prin/e, Lixa Minelli, Robert 
Rcdford, Elton John. Mick Jagger, 
Michael Murphy, at least a hundred 
movie stars and whatever, plus some

fucking loudmouth named Lyons or 
Lyman or something who kept trying 
to pull Cher's twelve-inch-high wig 
off. We couldn't get rid ol him.

Anyway, I walk into a fucking 
hospital. It's got all the fancy equip 
ment—EKG machines, blood testing, 
X-ray machines, and a full surgery 
room with the fucking grandstand 
seats. If you just want to fool around, 
like when you played doctor as a kid, 
then Young gives you a stethoscope, 
some tongue depressers, a nose flash 
light, that kind ol shit. But most of 
the people are ready for more serious 
stuff. Burt Reynolds puts on bis 
white doctor's coat and becomes a 
specialist in gynecoiogy, with Mary 
Tyler Moore as his patient. To 
nobody's surprise, be discovers that 
she has no cunt. It's all clean and 
firm, like one of those clothing store 
dummies. We!!, he was a little drunk 
by then and he announced that he 
would like to give Mary a cunt. He 
would like to operate on her and see 
if she had something down there that 
could be used as a cunt because she 
was really missing a lot in her life 
without one. (1 forgot to lell you that 
Robert Young has three regular doctors 
on duty all the time, so that none of 
the people will fuck up and kill some

body by accident.)
So Reynolds consults with Young 

and the three staff doctors about 
Mary's problem, and they figure that 
she has genitals somewhere, but 
they're probably depressed into the 
abdominal area, or maybe they're 
floating around. It's something .like 
guys whose balls get lost. Reynolds, 
that crazy bastard, is all for opening 
her up and exploring. (Mary was 
under anesthetics all this time, so 
she didn't know what the fuck was 
going on.)

The docs figure there's not much 
to lose and maybe a whole lot to gain 
by going in. By now, everybody is 
watching Reynolds and his team of 
surgeons and nurses (Young has real 
nurses on his payroll, too). Reynolds 
starts the operation with a nice 
light stroke right where the opening 
should be. No problems. He pries her 
open very gently and with a snake 
flashlight he looks inside. With one 
of those little tweezers he fishes out 
a small Christmas tree ornament, a 
tiny angel, a strawberry-flavored 
Tootsie Pop (without the stick, of 
course), a diamond engagement ring, 
and a small piece of paper rolled up in 
a bail that turned out to be a docu 
ment giving her controlling interest

continued on page 30

t

a Magazine is born ^ please adopt us
• Every month inter 

views and features 
with famous song- 
writers, producers, 
publishers, record 
executives.

• "How To" articles by 
successful song- 
writers, music attor 
neys, recording 
engineers, publishers.

• Departments like 
Songwriter News, the 
nation's top single 
charts, album reviews, 
Questions and 
Answers.

Keep abreast of trends ... examine the paths suc 
cessful songwriters have taken ... read discussions on 
approaches to songwritlng ... leam the innerworkings 
of important publishing companies ... gain insights 
into the attitudes of major record executives ... obtain 
legal advice ... and much, much more.

Whether your bag is Pop, Country, R&B, Easy Lis 
tening, or Rock ... Whether you're professional or 
amateur... composer, lyricist, or just a sometime song- 
writer ... Songwriter Magazine was created for you ~ 
Please Adopt Us!

Fill out coupon, cut at dotted line, and insert payment. Mail to:

P O Box 3510/Hollywood, Ca. 90028.
D Subscription payment enclosed d 3 years, 36 issues-$30.00 

(make checks or money orders 
to Songwriter Magazine) L-1 2 years, 24 issues-$22.00

CH Enclosed is $1 for sample issue Q 1 year, 12 issues-$12.00

Outside USA add $2 per year

Name_______________________________

Address. 

City__

State. Zip_

For office use only 302
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Airtame Wishes

1b,
Manly ̂ thads Hying Circus.

The Btan«l lew ifv

New Releases

Joni MitcheU; Hissing Of Summer Lawns . .54.59 
Cat Stevens: Numbers. .............. $4.59
The Eagles: Best Of................. $439
Mike Odfield: Ommadawn. .......... $439
Sparks: Indiscreet. ................. $439
Michael Nesmith: The Prison (an album- 
book boxed set). .................. S9.22
Little Feats The'Last Record Album. ..... $439
Michael Miriphy: Swans Againsl .The Sun .$4.59 
Dr. John: Hollywood Be "Illy Name. ..... $4.59
Roxy Music: Siren. ................. S4.59
Jimi Hendrix: Blue Sky Days........... $4.59
Electric Ught Orchestra: Face The Music . . $439 
Frank Zappa/Capt. Beefheart/The Motherc: 
Bongo Fury. ..................... $439
Bruce Springsleen: Bom To Run. ....... 5439
Elton John: Rock of the Wishes. ........ $4.59
Dr. Demeoto: Dr. Dfmcnlo's Delights . .. S439 
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here. ...... $439
Linda Ronstadt: Prisoner In Disguise. .... S439
Carly Simon: Best Of................ $4.59
Steefeye Span: All Around My Hal, ..... $439
John Lennon: Shaved Fish. ............ 5439
TlieBand:NorthcmLights/SouthernG-OSS .5439 
Hot Tuna: Yellow Fever. ............. $439
Kraftwerk; Radio Activity. ........... 54.59
Queen: A Night Al Tine Opera. ........ S4.59
JohnFogerty (ex-Creedeme):. .......... $4.59
TajMahal: Music Keeps Me Together .... .$4.59
George Harrison: Exira Texture. ........ S4.59
JelhroTull: Minstrel In The Gallery. ..... $439
FoghaU Fool For The City.............. S439

Your Address (Please Print)

Name_______________________

(Thaf s for the following ad. On
this one, we're offering these

Monty Python specials):

The Album Of The Soundtrack Of The Trailer 
Of The Film Of Monly Python And The Holy 
Grail (Executive Version). ............ S4.59
Monty Python's Flying Circus. ......... S4.59
Matching Fit- & Handkerchief. ......... 5439
Another Monly 1'ython Record. ........ S2.99
Monty Python's Previous Record. ...... 52.99
Monty Python's Big Red Hook. ........ 55.06
Monty Python's Brand New Papperbok . . . S4.99 
Bert Fegg's Nasty Hook For Boys and Girls 
(AMontyi'yt'10" Educational Product): . .53.36

Airborne is fast, efficient, and guarantees every 
thing agaiast defects and damage in transit. 
When you order, you'll receive our free, 24 page 
catalog, plus our regular bulletins of new releases, 
new imports, and extensive book and tape listings. 
Even if you can't order, you can get the catalog 
for $1,00, refundable o» your first order of $5.00 
or more.

BERT FEGG'S*2

BOOK

Assorted Goodies

Gralerul Dead: Wake of the Hood, S2.59; Bear's 
Choice, S2.59/Captain Bee/heart: Blue jeans and 
Moonbeams, S2.59; Unconditionally Guaranteed, 
S2.59Ahe Byrds: Sweetheart of ihe'Rixleo, S2.99; 
Untitled, (2 IPs] S4.99/Sir Douglas Quintet: 
Texas Tornado, $239; Doitg Sahni and Band, 
w/Bob Dylan, 52.59; Rough Edges, S2.59/FJectric 
Flag: The Band Kept Claying, S239/Dr. Johni 
Desilively Bonaroo, S2.$9/Kinks: Tlie Great Lost 
Kinks Album, 52.99; Preservation Act 1, S239/ 
FJton John: i'riimds, 52.59/Uillie Holiday: Songs 
and Conversations, S2.59/B.B. King: Live and 
Well, S2.59/Stevie Winwood (w/1'rjffic and 

'Blind Faith): Winwood (2 IPs), $3.99/David 
Bowie: Man Who Sold The World, 5339/New 
York Dolls: In Too Much Too Soon, 52.59; first, 
S2.59/rFurtles Iw/Flo and tkldio): Turtle Soup, 
52.59/Love-. Out Merc (2 IPs] S2.99/Danny 
OKeefe: Breezy Stories, S2.59/Fjnitt Rhodes: 
Faivwell T'o Paradise. 5239/Butts Band (w//css 
Roden & 2 ex-Doors): first, S239/)ohn Lee 
Hooker: Simply The ffulh. S2.59/The Doors: 
Other- Voices, S2.59/T-Bone Walker: Funky 
Town, 52.59/Jimmy WMicrspoon: The Blues 
Singer, S2.59/Liltlc Sonny. [-( tird Coin' Up, S2.59/ 
Jimmie Spheeris: Isle of View, S2.99/lionnie 
Blakely: 1972 solo 1.1', S239/Chris Darrow; 
An 1st s Proof, S2.59/John May all: Memories, 
S2.59/Roger Ruskin Spem: Electric Shocks, S239/ 
Kate Taylor: Sister Kate, S239/CIover: Foity- 
Niner, 5239/Rcdvving: California BluK, 52.59; 
Wiiat This Country Needs, S2.59/

The items listed amount to S _ 
Add 5% tax (D.C. only) S _ 
POSTAGE & HANDLING 
FLATRATE.. ... ....

Quantity Title Amount

.51.50
Address

City.

Cliecks payable to: 
AIRBORNE

—.State ________ 
Mail to:
Airborne, Depl, 100 
2120LSt.,N.W. 
Suite 102 
Washington, D.C., 20037

Canadian rale S1.50 pins 50f per item. 
(Beware! Your customs are high)
(International Rales on Request)

Enclosed S____
"Alternate Choices" (if out of stock above)
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The Peovcy 
Musician:

the most 
ballsy solid 
state amp you 
ever heard.
The Musician: 200 watts 
(RMS @ 1% THD), six 
channel equalizer, controls 
for fuzz and distortion, 
master gain, master reverb, 
tremolo, 6 inputs, and two 
channels like no two chan 
nels you ever heard. 

Automix is the 
reason. Automix enables 
the guitarist to play thru 
any combination of the 
two channels (each channel 
seperately, both channels 
in parallel, or both in 
series) for incredible sustain 
and harmonic distortion. 
Color this with fuzz and 6 
channel equalization and a 
myriad different sounds will 
emanate from your axe.

We'll send you the 
whole scoop on Automix 
and the nice things it can 
do if you write to: Peavey 
Electronics Corp/PO Box 
2898/Meridian, MS 39301 
But you really must listen 
to appreciate the beauty of 
Automix.

After you do we think 
you'll be impressed.

A twenty-six-year-old native of 
J Dacca, Bangladesh, known as "can 

nibal Kbalilullah," was arrested by the 
police after it was discovered that he 
had been eating corpses in a medical 
college morgue for three years.

A part-time reporter on a Bengali 
newspaper was keeping a close watch 
on the morgue. When the students 
left the room after a surgical demon 
stration, the reporter stated that he 
found Khalilullah eating the heart of 
a dissected corpse.

According to his report, Khalilul 
lah admitted to his craving. "I get the 
urge every two weeks or so, and then 
nothing can stop me," he said. It all 
started when he was twenty years old 
and developed what he confessed was 
an "intense attraction" for dead 
bodies. He said he was "very active" 
in removing bodies off the streets in 
1971 during the bloodshed of the 
Bangladesh independence movement.

Three years ago, Khalilullah vol 
unteered to work as a "casual helper" 
in the Dacca medical college morgue, 
and had been having his macabre 

i meals ever since. London Times 
(R. J. WhiHen)

• Tim Lee, a sophomore at Oregon
State University, won a $100 bet from 
a fraternity brother by drinking up 
eleven ounces of the spit remains of 
chewing tobacco. As part of the bet, 
he also pledged not to throw up for 
an hour after accomplishing the feat.

Lee had previously lost money at a 
gambling trip to Reno, and one of his 

' comrades, John Heller, offered Lee 
the proposition.

"I'd done real well in Reno, mak 
ing about $220," said Heller. "Tim 
had lost money, and it was getting 
close to Christmas. He thought about

taking me up on it for awhile, and 
finally I copped out because I figured 
he'd do it and get sick. Then,on the 
Thursday of finals week,we had both 
partiect a little, and I offered the $100 
to him again if he'd drink eleven 
ounces of chew without throwing it 
up in an hour. He agreed to do it, 
and darned if he didn't follow - 
through on it."

In front of twenty-five incredulous 
onlookers at a pre-Christmas evening 
gathering at the Delta Tau Delta 
fraternity, Lee unhesitantly drank the 
murky tobacco excrement.

Tim apparently had some problem 
keeping the liquid down. "He almost 
threw it up two or three times, and I 
tried to psyche him into doing it," 
said Heller. "But after awhile, I fig 
ured he deserved the money."

"I told a bunch of guys long ago 
that if you put your mind to some 
thing, there is nothing a person can 
not do," said Lee. "I'll drink anything 
for the right reward. In this case, 1 
needed the money for Christmas, 
anyway."

Lee never got sick, and said he felt 
fine the next day. "It beats swallowing 
a goldfish," he claimed.

Will Lee repeat his trick, or go on 
to even greater heights?

"For $100, yeah," he said. "A lot 
of guys around the house are kidding 
me, but nobody's putting up any 
money, because they know now what 
I'm capable of. If the price is right, 
you bet I'll do tt again." Oregon State 
Barometer (S. Chase)

• A disciple of guru Nagababa 
Narbadagiri has discovered a way to 
observe his religious demands while 
working to ease India's fuel crisis. 
The twenty-eight-year-old sadhu 
(disciple) pulled a baby Hindustan 
BMU automobile with his penis along 
the stretch of road in front of 
Mahalakshmi Temple, in Bombay. 
Apart from cars, he has also pulled 
trucks by coiling up his foreskin 
around the mudguards. When asked 
how he accomplished such super 
human feats, the modest sadhu re 
plied, "Breath control." Bombay 
Blitz (J. Ryan)

A one-year subscription or the 
equivalent value in National Lam 
poon products will be given for items 
used. Send entries to: True Pacts, 
National Lampoon, 635 Madison 
Ave.. N.Y., N.Y. 10022. In tbe event 
of duplications, the earliest post 
mark is selected.
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Had enough 
of harsh taste?
ComeBptoKGDL, 
the only cigarette
with the taste of 
extra coolness.

KODl
KODL

&UPCR LONGS,

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarene Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

13 mg.tar, 
0.8 mg.nicotine

Now, lowered tar KODL Milds

CUWTCo. Milds. 13 mg."tar," 0.8 mg. nicotine; Kings. 16 mg. "tar," 1 .2 mg. nicotine; 
Longs, 17 mg. "tar," 1 ,2 mg. nicotine, av. per cigarette, FTC Report Apf. '75
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Ape you the quiet type?
So are the BSR belt-drive 
automatic turntables.
We call them the 
'Silent Performers."
For years expensive manual record 
playing devices have used bell-drive 
as a smooth, trouble-frae-and most 
important—silent melded for the 
transmission of power. Now, BSR has 
integrated a highly-refined belt-drive 
system tnlo more affordably-prlced 
turntables, with features and per 
formance not available in even more 
expensive competitive models.

Wanna
"I'm the quiet type" T-shirt? 

Send only $2.00
Please und——— full color unlssx T-thlrt» ® »2.M 
each. Tolil t—————. Indicate quantity par Hie.

SIZE

QUAM,

WEO/UW 
38-40

MAIL TO; 
BSR (USA) LTD. 
T-SHIRT OFFER 
BLAUVELT, N.Y, 10913

BSR

CHAIRMAN OF THE 
BOARDS

For the band that wants the best. Acoustic's reliable, portable, affordable 
890 mixing console. Sixteen in: three out with individual graphic equalizers. 
Plus an active remote module and 100 foot lifeline for otvstage placement 
and two sturdy carrying cases.The remote takes high or low impedance mikes 
and special effects accessories on every channel.

Each unit is precision engineered and personally Grafted to Acoustic's 
professional standard. And each unit is backed by our unique Protection 
Department.

The 890.. .Acoustic's "Chairman of the Boards!' One product that lives up 
to its name.

acoustic
Professional Sound Reinforcement.

For mom information write to Dept. NL. Acoustic Control 
Con), 7949 Woodley Ave.. Van Nuys. CA 91406.

My Meter Is Running
continued from page 26

in five shopping centers in southern 
California. But still no basic cunt.

Reynolds was getting a little dis 
couraged. His sister, Debbie (you 
know, the actress), volunteered to 
donate her cunt to Mary because she 
really didn't use it anymore. But a 
transplant was too risky. He tried one 
more search and brought out a small 
furry thing. It didn't look like any 
thing—just a small furry thing. 
Jesus. Could this be it, Reynolds 
asked the docs. It was the only thing 
left in there. They examined it and it 
had all sorts of little openings and 
lips and walls and stuff. This was it. 
It had to be. So Reynolds allowed the 
regular doctors to put the thing in the 
right place and make it fit nice and 
snug, and bingo, Mary woke up and 
she had the cutest little cunt I ever 
saw. It was really small, though. Just 
big enough for a Chihuahua to plow 
into, but better than nothing. And 
here's the cutest part of all. Every 
time you squeeze it, it squeaks like 
a toy mouse. When Mary saw ir, she 
was so lucking happy she cried. She 
squeezed it and played with it and 
wanted a pinky job right away. But 
the doctors told her not to fool around 
with it too much or it would get 
irritated. They gave her a schedule to 
follow until the thing was properly 
adjusted to her body. It was also 
possible that the thing might expand 
some day and accommodate bigger 
dogs. I tell ya, if you think Mary 
Tyler Moore looks happy and cheery 
on her TV show, you should have 
seen her after that operation. She 
could have lit up a fucking coal mine 
with her face.

Cher and a lot of the other stars 
wanted to have a little cunty like 
Mary's too, but the docs said there 
was no chance. She was one in a 
billion. Now all the other girls are 
jealous—Liza, Cher, RaqueJ, Barbra — 
all of them. They gotta have the 
latest thing, the latest kick. They're 
all going to Sweden or Switzerland or 
someplace like rhat for a transplant. 
They gotta keep getting their kicks or 
they go crazy. You know how it is. 
They've tried everything. They're 
desperate. That's why I can't stand 
them after a while. Throw them a 
fuck and run, that's my motto. Any 
time you're in New York, I said to 
Cher and her friends, look me up. 
I had to get back to Manhattan, where 
I belonged. D
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CHICAGO'S 
GREATEST HITS

Including'.
Jutt You'ff Me/Colour My World
Saturday lit The P«*/2S Of 8 To 4

(Tv* B**n) Svarchln'SaLong
Wlthlng You Wire H*f*

ON COLUMBIA ONA&M

THE BAND
Northern Lights 
Southern Cross

MlkeOkffield 
Ommadawn

An Astounding Musical Achievement 
FromTha Creator Of "nibular Bella"

on Capitol

LITTLE FEAT 
The Last Record Album

Includes Somebody's Leaving 
. One Love Sta nd / Romance Dance

ON COLUMBIA

MICHAEL MURPHEY
BLUE SKV 

NIGHT THUNDER
Including:

WlkHlrv/CiiollrulnThaPlne* 
MedlclrM M«nj8*crM Mountain Hld«oul

on Capitol

NEJL VOtfftG
»* CMS* HORSE

hdudM Dorft Cry rtoleare/StupW Girl 
Baretoo) fflues/Tliroo^i MySaita

on Warner Bros,

on ATV

on Warner Bros. ON COLUMBIA ONA&M REG. on Epic

ISC records
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Stereo Review
SPECIAL TAPE RECORDER ISSUE

On Buying Your First Tape Recorder 
Michael Tippett * Cleo Laine * Ex-Beatles

The whole story. 
For half-price.

We could tell you that Stereo Review cov 
ers your kind of music...and we'd be right. 
Bul that's not the whole story . . . not even 
close. Because music today is one power 
ful and complex world—of tape decks and 
turntables, Muddy Waters and the Metro 
politan Opera, Quad decoders and Brahms' 
Variations . . . and everything in between. 
How can we steer you right, save you 
money and fascinate you all at once?

Smiling Through the Goodies
First, Stereo Review can take you smiling 
through the best and worst of stereo and 
quad equipment without a wince or a waf 
fle. Because our experts are neurotic about 
everything that woofs, tweets or lights up— 
which is good for you when you want lo 
evaluate receivers, components, tape decks 
or earphones. It's all of what you need to 
know—and what you can live without—in 
the way of new equipment.

From Sprlngsteen to Bernstein
Next, Stereo Review lives up to its second 
name—with nitty-gritty appraisals of new

artists, new albums and new trends in rock, 
country, blues, classical, modern and pop 
ular. Stereo Review covers it all because 
it's all music . . . and that's something that 
jill of our readers enjoy knowing is there. 
Every issue. Every month.

Carole King Scared?
And then Stereo Review digs deep into the 
meaning of today's artists and the quirks, 
talents and traditions they carry with them. 
Are you aware, for example, that it once 
took hypnosis to cure Sergei Rachmaninoff 
of "creative sterility"? Or that CaroSe King 
finds songwriting "secure" and singing on 
stage "frightening"? That music kingpin 
Don Kirshner, "owner" of some 500 hit 
songs, can't read or write music, can't sing, 
#nd can't play any musical instrument?

...so don't blow ft.
Right now, Stereo Review—and all that goes 
on between its covers each month—is yours 
for HALF-PRICE: just $3.99 for a solid year 
(regular rate for 12 issues is $7.98). 
It's all in your favor—so don't let it get away.

Just fill in card or cut out coupon and 
mail it to us today (there's no need to 
send money). It's the whole story. And 
right now it's at half-price.

M""° Stereo Review
PO Bo* 2771, Bouidec. Colorado B0302

Vos, I'd like to receive the next 12 issues 
of STEREO REVIEW at your special half- 
price rate of only.S3.99.

D Payment enclosed G Bill me later 

D I prefer two years at $7,98

LI Mr. 
LI Mrs. 
D Ms.____________________

Address.

City_

State. .Zip.

Additional postage per year: Add $1 for 
Canada; $2 for all other countries outside 
the U.S.
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The theater lights go down. In the 
back of the theater, where the dirty 
light lilters through the blanket 
hanging over the doorway to the 
lobby, an aged man begins to wrestle 
with an inexpensive concertina. The 
music, like the cold, penetrates every 
corner and cranny of the theater, 
mingling with the musty, dank smell 
that rises from the loosened boots of 
the audience. You are in a Canadian 
movie theater, about to see a Canadian 
movie.

A light strikes out from the bulb in 
the projector, cuts through the ascend 
ing fog of the audience's breath, 
strikes the bedsheet, falters for an 
instant with a momentary lag in the 
line voltage, and then grows stronger.

The concertina slackens its lusty

htiifing and a strangly accented voice 
announces the title of the film through 
a squeal of feedback on the antiquated 
public address system.

"An incident in a Toyota, a tale of 
Romans, er, romance, set in a car."

The screen brightens and vague 
images become visible. The projec 
tionist struggles to focus the film as 
the audience screams advice.

"A little to the left!" shouts the 
guy on your right. "There, you had it! 
No, no, back the other way, you idioi!"

Gradually, the audience quiets, the 
image clears, and you can see what 
looks like two nylon stockings stuffed 
with tar paper rubbing and butting 
energetically at each other. The pic 
ture shakes and jerks as the camera 
pulls back, and it becomes obvious 
that you have been watching a close- 
up of two noses thrusting at each 
other in frenzied passion.

A conspiratorial silence steals over 
the [heater, broken only by the the 
atrical departure of a lady politician. 
The camera continues to pull back, 
and for an instant you see the head 
and shoulders of a young couple 
sealed in a Toyota...but the camera 
man slips or drops his camera, the 
image turns sideways, and you see a

maple leaf iro/en in a puddle.
Suddenly, a strange hand seizes 

your wrist, and, holding it in a vise- 
like grip, forces it down in the direc 
tion of a stranger's lap. You try to 
jerk free, but the stranger's hand is 
strengthened by-long years of snapping 
branches hanging at face level; escape 
is impossible. Your hand is shoved 
downwards in a crotchwardly direction 
until it encounters a paper bag lull of 
maple sugar. Gratefully, you cake a 
piece, and return to watching the 
movie.

The camerman has regained his 
feet and we see the Toyota with its 
windows completely fogged. A few 
indistinguishable words are heard 
irom within, but the sound track 
fails and is replaced by the projec 
tionist, who reads the actors' lines, 
male and female, over the P.A. system. 
He: Let's go into my lodge. It's warm 

in che attic, and we may remove 
our outer garments without fear 
o! death. 

She: You talk like a book.
They emerge from the car and he 

leads her up the steps of a moose 
lodge, but the cameraman slips again, 
ialls over backwards, and we see a 
shot of the sky. The audience gasps

continued on page 42

Life was blank.
The Music Tape™ by Capitol
was blank.

The Music Tape Is the 
premium blank tape 
made for recording music.

When you record music, make sure you get 
all the color. Record on...

Sound gatherer...music giver 
ow I'm attuned to life.
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THE WINGS OF MAN.

The fresh new breeze that's 
blowing through music today is 
carrying the voice and songs of 
Michael Murphey, the man who 
brought "Wildfire" to life.
Now Michael Murphey's new 
album, "Swans AgainsttheSun," 
is here. Listen to ten original new 
songs, a brilliant version of the 
Hank Williams classic'AMansion 
on the Hill," and a truly amazing 
host of guest artists. Produced by 
Bob Johnston at the Caribou 
Ranch.

"Swans Against the Sun'' 
Michael Murphey's 
soaring new album. 
On Epic Records and Tapes.

Michael Murphey 
Swans Against The Smn

including:
AMansionOnTheHilKRenogacfB 

Rhythm OtT he RoadfBufialoGurifpirikLiUft

Personal mannqemenl by 
Jerry Weintraub 
Manngemenl Three. Lid. 
•100 Soulh Beverly Diive 
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212 
(213)277-9633 »»
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At TEAC, our funda 
mental mandate for any 
new product is performance 
and reliability. First and finally. 
Qualities that are measurable in terms 
of mechanical stability and inherent 
design integrity.

These are essentials. Because our technological 
resources established the cassette deck as a true high 
fidelity component. So we demand that a new product 
possess that measure of TEAC quality.

And that's what distinguishes the A-170. Compare it with 
other inexpensive cassette decks with Dolby, please. Just call 
(800) 447-4700* for the name of your nearest TEAC retailer. 
We think you'll agree it's a value you can rely on. 

*In Illinois, call (800) 322-4400.

A-17O

TEAC performance 
and reliability •••
how con you really of ford onylhing less ?
TEAC.
The leader. Always has been. TEAC Corporation of America/7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, Ca. 90610 ©TEAC 1875 
Dolby is & trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
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THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Report to the Commission of the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the 

Armed Forces for Investigation of Unidentified Flying Objects
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THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

'•<*<?.

l Command Oech

VENUSIAN RAW BODY CARRIER
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Identification of Unidentified Flying
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KRAFTWERK

RADIO-ACTIVITY t
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GET ONE & GET PUMPED

BRING THE SURF INTO ANY ROOM
with this GIANT 5 by 7 foot Action 
Mural. Now in beautiful two-color
Duotone finish.

Quantity:
Only $4.99 each or 2 for $8.00. Please Name _ 
add $1.00 per mural for postage and Address _ 
handling (foreign orders add $2.00). City __
California residents add 6% sales tax. State — 
Send Cash, Check or Money Order. Country _

Malibu Card & Mural Co.
P.O. Box 877

Malibu, Calif. 90265

1 D 2 D other: __D

Zip
.Enclosed $

NL-?

mfiTCHine DUCCLES &
Hand made by skilled leather craftsmen. 
Custom made to fit you.
• WATCH BAND: Hand Dyed Cowhide Watch 

Band with hand tooled cover. $9.95
• BELT & BUCKLE: Hand Dyed, 8 oz. Vege 

table Tanned Cowhide belt with Antique 
Brass Finish Buckle $9.95

• COMBINATION: Both Watch 
Band with Belt and Buckle (as above)
$17.95

Add sates tax where appropriate.

Ulysses Leather. Inc. P.O. Boi 170 WiHard. WJ. 54493

Ulysses Leather. Inc. {Add $0f postage aad Handling)
f.u. BOI I/O „
WWard. Wisconsin 54493 " L

Flower Top Belt & Buckle _

Zip

_ Wa tc hban d __
Double Leal
Soaring Eagle
Sunburst
Sundial
Plain Waichband

Canadian Corner
continued trom page 34

with recognition. At this point, the 
reel runs out and there is much hoot 
ing, clapping, and stomping as the 
lights go up.

"Did ya like that bit a maple 
sugar I give ya?" says the guy on 
your right. You nod. "That were a 
pretty good film, weren't it? Are ya 
going ta stay and see the cocksucker 
again?"

The next day the papers will dis 
cuss whether or not the Him went 
too far "philosophically," and whether 
it wouldn't be better if some "ideas" 
weren'r leir to the "imagination."

Truthlully, "as every Canadian 
knows, many good films are made 
every year in Canada, some inde 
pendently, but many by the National 
Film Board. The latter are screened 
once before a group of coke-snorting 
French homos at Cannes. "The Cor 
poration," as the Canadian Broad 
casting Corp is known, is notoriously 
unwilling to show any NFB film that 
does not put the attention span of 
the viewer to the ultimate test.

In fact, the CBC has just aired its 
three-thousandth-and-first docu 
mentary on Eskimo artisans, exceed 
ing by twelve the number aired on 
the changing north. Tough pemmican 
for the frostbacks, eh, fer Chrissake?

T.M.
V**J

THE ' 
FRENCH CONNECTION...

In the bedroom, it needs no* 
translation. Bring your lover _ 
the message with a pair of 
no-iron, luxurious white 
cotton blend pillow cases 
accented in lipstick re

Delivery in time
foi Christmas
on orders
received
by De
Pair of pillow cases only 7.95 per
pair plus 1.00 P&H per order. Get
a pair for yourself and a pair for
your partner.
Send cash, check or M.O. to: 

Studio 21 
635 Madison Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10022 NL-176
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Dual precisio
starts automatical!

at $139.95. An
semi-automatical!

at $199.9

>ual 1225

Dual 510

The least you should require of a turntable is 
assurance that its tonearm can track flawlessly with th< 
most sensitive cartridges, and that its drive system will 
introduce no audible rumble, wow, or flutter. To accept 
less means risking damage to your expensive records 
and producing sounds from your system which were 
never recorded.

Happily, the lowest-priced Dual, the 1225, is tht 
perfect example of Dual's basic design concept: to built 
every turntable with more precision than you are ever 
likely to need.

The 1225 is a fully automatic, single-play 
turntable with multi-play facility. Its vernier-adjustable 
low-mass counterbalanced tonearm can track flawlessl 
at as low as one gram. Stylus pressure is applied exactl 
as in every Dual, around the vertical pivot and 
perpendicular to the groove, maintaining perfect balar 
in all planes. Anti-skating force is also applied exactly < 
in every Dual, with separate calibrations for conical, 
elliptical and CD-4 styli.

Other features the 1225 shares with all other 
Duals include pitch-control and cue-control damped in 
both directions. The hi-torque motor maintains speed 
within 0.1% even when line voltage varies as much as 
20%, and the hefty 334 lb.,10%" platter provides effects 
flywheel action to minimize the audible effect of any 
speed variation.

The newest Dual, the 510, is a single-play 
turntable with a unique semi-automated tonearm. A 
mechanical sensor indicates when the tonearm is 
positioned precisely over the lead-in groove of a 12" or 
7" record. The tonearm remains suspended over the 
record until lowered by the cue-control; it cannot be 
dropped accidentally. At the end of play, the tonearm is 
automatically lifted by the cue-control and the motor 
shuts off.

In all other respects, the 510 is essentially the 
same as other full-sized Dual models, The 8%" tonearm 
is mounted in a newly designed four-point gimbal 
suspension, and the dynamically-balanced cast 
platter is driven by an 8-pole synchronous motor via a 
precision-ground belt. Pitch is variable over a 6% rang« 
(a semitone) and can be conveniently set to exact spee 
by means of a built-in illuminated strobe, read directly 
off the rim of the platter.

Now all you need decide is which way you wan 
Dual precision: automaticallyor semi-autom'atically. (A 
whether you will ever want to play two or more record: 
in sequence.)

Dual 1225, lessthan $140, less base. Dual 1226, similar 
but with cast platter and rotating single-play spindle.
Less than $170. Dual 1228 with gimballed tonearm, 
synchronous motor, illuminated strobe, variable tracking 
angle, less than $200.
Dual 510, less than $200, less base. Full-size belt-drive 

models include; Dual 601, fully-automatic, less than $250. 
(DualCS60J, with base and cover,.less than $270.); Dual 1249 

fully-automatic, sing!e-play/rnuiti-play: less than $280.

United Audio Products, Dept. NL, 120 So. Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y 10553
Exclusive U.S. Distdbuhan Agency for Dual
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Frame
)lds in Dealey Plaza
QC—~11BM> Death is quick, but the images of death last 

forever. On the strength of this observation, 
the Ant Farm motorcade (in conjunction 
with T.R. Ulhco) waves a final farewell to 
consumers of "image Camelot." These shots 
Vi^y an amateur photographer record what 
one witness called, "The most horrible image 
I have ever consumed." Photos one through 
three show the motorcade entering Dealey 
Pla/a on November 22, 1975. In the fourth
(4), the artist-president has been caught by 
the first image-assassin's shot, his drag first 
lady yet unaware he is in trouble. Within a 
split second, the assassin takes another shot
(5), hilling the governor. The artist-president 
slumps into his wife's arms for the seven- 
teenih lime (hat day, finally getting it right.

en nt in uedCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



continued

As a secret service agent rushes to climb aboard, and the limousine speeds away to Parkland Hospital, Jackie reaches 
back to place a fragment of smashed watermelon on the car trunk, a heroic act partially obscured by the intervening tall, 
dark thing.
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Never before published shots reveal 
a scene of split-second horror:
In these as-yet-un released photos 
taken hy Dallas resident Harvey 
Hunt from the railroad overpass 
with a 300 mm telephoto fisheye 
lens, we arc given a ringside seat 
as the final shot from the grassy 
knoll throws the artist-president's 
head hack and Jackie screams, "Oh 
my God, oh my God, they've killed 
him again!"
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continued

Conclusion: Artist-President Caught 
in Image Death Crossfire

Ironically, too, as the artist- 
president met his fate that 
day in Dallas, the photo 
graphic record of this tragic 
event-simulation saved him 
from the far worse fate of 
Image Death. Certain primi 
tive tribes believe that cameras 
steal the soul. But the image 
in which it may be trapped 
will live until man vanishes, 
or fails to competently main 
tain his photo libraries, which 
ever comes first.

Had the artist-president ex 
perienced Image Death him 
self, he could not have 
experienced the real simulated 
death of November 22, 1975, 
and vice versa, thus proving 
the artist-president's own be 
lief that "there are other 
kinds of death than just the 
one you can smell."

Many shots were taken but 
only a feiu hit the mark. This 
jumbo postcard shou>s Dealey 
Plaza on November 22, 1975.

THE ETERNAL 
FRAME

A DOCUMENTED REENACTMENT 
OF THE ASSASSINATION OF 

JOHN F. KENNEDY

NOV. 22, 1963 --NOV. 22, 1975

ANT FARM
Chip Lord 

CurtisSchreir 
Doug Michaels

T.R. UTHCO
Jody Proctor 

Doug Hall

JACKIE'S DRESS 
made by Sandra Woodal!

MAKE-UP DESIGN 
by Diane Hall and 
Dan Cattlewater
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January 8, 1976

Chomsky on Mailer on Sontag 
on Bellow on Chomsky only 74.99<

The New York Review
of Us

Conor Cruise O'Brien:
Towards a Purification of Eire 
Getting the Irish Back to Africa

Andrei Sakharov:
Do Jewish Quarks
Have More Charm?

The Tragic Failure 
of the Chinese Revolution:
Ho we Tells Mao How Now
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TWIN TRIUMPHS from 
VERY IMPORTANT 
BOOKS, INC.

AN ENORMOUS 
HISTORY OF THE JEWS
By Harold Bloom

A vast, lavishly unillus- 
tratecl work in ten volumes 
proving yet again why 
everyone in the whole 
world should pay so much 
attention to a small, 
obscure, intractable, his 
torically powerless and 
culturally eccentric tribe 
of Hamitic Semites, and in 
particular, Harold Bloom.

AND
ONE MORE TIME 
The Lighter Side 
of the Holocaust

By Sam Levenson

A warm, witty evocation 
of the ghastly (and not so 
ghastly!} ups-and-dowiis of 
the Jews during the 
turbulent years of World 
War II. Includes a hitherto 
unpublished rabbi joke 
by Anne Frank.

Both Works NOW ON SALE
NOT $10.95 a volume!
NOT $8.95 a volume!
But only $5.95 a volume!
Available from
VERY IMPORTANT BOOKS, INI
The Very Important Books Building, 
Upper West Side, Hew York City

INSIDE
5 Zbignicw Brzczinski:

5 Susan Sontag:
69 Gore Vldal:
73 Mary McCarthy
74 Alfred Kazin:

76 Elia Kazan:
77 Shulamith Firestone:
78 Kar) Shaplro:

86 Diana Trilling:
91 Elie Weisei:
103 Letters from:

One Day in the Life of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
by Mikhait Sholokov
Eisenstadl's Anti-Semitism
On Blowing Dogs by Vladimir Nabokov
Kafka's Nafkeh by Lou Andreas Fallope
Of Pound and Flesh: A Compilation of Anti-Ezra
Diatribes edited by Howard Nemerov
Is Surfing Anti-Semitic?
When I Say No, i Feel Better by Susan Brownmiller
Homage to Goehbels by Leonard Cohen
Tinkers to Evers to Chance by Denise Levertov
Ariel to Miranda by Stanley Kunitz
Is Niehuhr Dead? by God
The Basic Anti-Semitism of Almost Everything
Isaac Bashcvis Singer, Dan Greenburg, Joanne
Greenberg, Phillip Ravh, Nora Ephron, George Sterner,
Arthur Miller, Erich Heller, David Levin, Meyer Levin,
Erich Fromm, Meyer Levin's lawyer, Budd Schulberg,
Meyer Kahane, Lee Strasberg, the Whole Gang at
Yeshiva, Meyer Lansky, Eric Segat, Meyer Levin's
lawyer's mother, Emma Lazarus, Albert Einstein, Felix
Frankfurter, Friedrich Engcls, Spinoza, Meyer Levin's
lawyer's mother's doctor, and Little Hugh of Lincoln,

OUR CROWD
GORE VIDAL is a frequent contributor 
to William Buckley, Jr..

SUSAN SONTAG is a celebrated camp- 
follower, goes to Nazi movies often but 
doesn't like them very much, and wants to 
be Mary McCarthy when she grows up.

IRV1NG HOWE is an ardent proponent 
of all revolutions, except those that have 
happened, an ardent opponent of all wars, 
except those against Arabs, and is a fat 
douchebag.

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI is unthink 
able.

MARY MCCARTHY tells more than she 
knows, is about to be released as a major 
motion picture, and claims she sleeps with 
Norman Cousins.

SHULAMITH FIRESTONE is thirtyish, 
likes to walk in the rain, "digs" Sibelius, is 
warm, intellectual, extraordinary, wishes
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Mr. Mitch Markowitz, 
Ellis Weiner, Louise Gikow

to meet Asian Studies professor in forties 
who regards anger as an outlet as well as 
a means of communication or a large, 
well-hung Negro. No French, Greek, or 
fatties {that means you, Irving).

KARL SHAPIRO Spanish Club, Future 
Farmers of America, Prom Committee, 
Drivers' Ed Golden Clutch Award, Fav 
orite Class — Eng Lit, Pet Peeve — Alien 
Ginsberg. "Let the good times roll."

CONOR CRUISE O'BRIEN is a consti 
tutional monarch. His works include 
Ireland, What a Tsimmes and Carry on 
up the Congo.

EDGAR Z. FRIEDENBERG is a well- 
known disciplinarian, wears the pants in 
his house, and is harder on his own.

ANDREI SAKHAROVis a closet Decem 
brist and has a large collection of Roman 
off jewelry which he will swap for a copy 
of "Meet the Beatles" and/or a pair of 
Levis (W. 42, L. 23).

Art Director: Terry Mosher 
Type Production: Mark Heckerski 
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ZION ON THE LINE
If Only We Could Forget Thee, O Israel! the Spanish Inquisition, by the way,
by Fr. Daniel Buggerin,sj 
Abelard Press, 234 pp., $9.95

A. Jew (actually Norman Podoretz, 
but we can't let Epstein know)

Fr. Buggerin, the well-known Catho 
lic activist and rhymstcr who tangled 
acrimoniously with American Zionists 
after his unsolicited condemnation of 
both sides in the Yom Kippur war, 
slated at that time that his original 
skepticism of Zionist motives had been 
(now get this) "aroused by the observa 
tion that many of those who most 
roundly condemned American policies 
in Southeast Asia find no inconsistency 
in simultaneously supporting extreme 
militaristic and imperialistic policies on 
the part of the state of Israel."

How's that for Jesuit logic? Or don't 
they teach them at Fordham that com 
parisons are odious?

Buggerin (whose sister-in-law, by the 
way, is a self-confessed shoplifter) in 
this, his latest book, claims that this 
"double standard at the heart of Zionism 
has been the cause of the anger directed 
at [him] by the North American liberal 
community," and yet, while addressing 
precisely this community, he finds it 
again impossible to avoid questioning 
of the very idea of Zionism. Such an ar 
gument is, as it must he, self-defeating.

Buggerin, still an acknowledged 
member of the religion which condoned

maintains that the "uncritical Zionism 
prevalent among American Jews does 
little to clarify Israel's objective merits 
or demerits." And where, one asks one 
self, was Father Dan when the United 
States decided to recognize the Vatican?

A,Lnticipating the party line to be 
parroted by a noisy majority in the cur 
rent morally (and financially) bankrupt 
United Nations, Buggerin slanders Is 
rael as "a racist state." With the devious

logic typical of Irish Catholics, he de 
fines his terms thus: "A slate founded 
expressly by and for people of a par 
ticular race, based upon the apprehen 
sion of distinct and unique racial types." 

This sophist (one is templed to say 
"Jesuitical") argument leads our de 
frocked clergyman to conclude that "in 
the sense that they find it possible to 
discern a group as racially distinct, 
unique, or typical, the Zionist and the 
anti-Semite have much in common." 
Well, I for one can assure the Reverend 
Father that there's one hell of a differ

ence between the experiences of being 
recognized as a Jew by a coreligionist 
grocer, and being spotted by a member 
of the admissions committee at The 
New York Athletic Club.

It has been suggested thatFather Dan 
was hit in the head by one too many 
billy clubs in his sit-in days. That would 
surely explain such statements as, "The 
central problem of Zionism is not that 
the Jews yearned for their homeland, 
but that they yearned for somebody 
else's." As he goes on to suggest, face 
tiously, one presumes, that other large 
ethnic groups in America might de 
mand repatriation in their homelands 
(the Poles to Poland, the Irish to Ire 
land, the Blacks to Africa) with a claim 
"far more culturally and morally defen 
sible than one based on dubious inter 
pretations of ambiguous tribal scrip 
ture."

This comes dangerously near the 
"America, love it or leave it" jingoism 
of the right-wingers against whom this 
same Dan Buggerin appeared to be 
demonstrating; although 1 am not sug 
gesting that the good Father was, at 
that lime, a conscious double agent for 
the C1A.

'hen the late, great John XXI11 
said, "Spiritually, we are all Semites," 
J presume Father Buggerin realized that 
His Holiness was not referring to the 
Arabs. And, as my landsman, Nat Hen- 
tofF, said, "The next time Buggerin gets 
his ass thrown in jail, let the Catholics 
bail him out!" D

Low and Inside
The Sporting News Baseball Guide,1975
by the editors of Spot-ling News 
Random House, 56 pages, $3.98

Carry Wills

Arching through the New England 
night sky now, not a redglarc rocket 
or bomb burst but a white sphere fol 
lowing its parobola to the sward in the 
center of a city a-tremble still two 
centuries later with the meaning of 
liberty where blacks and buses shuttle 
in the night light lit white ball drops 
into the glove of—who? Yes, a black 
man. And in left field, too.

And before olde Fenway's dc facto 
segregated crowd this night as others 
this dusky youth will blast that most 
nonviolent of bombs, a homer. He (and 
Looie-Looie Tiant, whose delivery is as 
deviationist as (he Marxism pf his 
homeland's head coach Fidel) seemed,

the summer of '75 long, to affirm that 
the game nearest the nation's heart was 
as opcn-textured as the society foreseen 
here in Boston by the Founding Fathers.

And yet. And yet.
When the ballots are in (the universal

franchise, said Prud'homme, is the 
counterrevolution), who is baseball's

rookie of the year? Not the black in 
left, but the white in center. Not Rice, 
but Lynne. And the intellectual with an 
interest in sports, a guy like Norman 
or Wilfred or, say, me, is torn between 
pity and irony.

Oports, like theater (who is lo say, 
in an age of high-priced Broadway trite 
ness, that sport is not superior to the 
ater? That there is not more hubris and 
katharis on the field lhan on the stage?) 
holds a mirror up to nature. The nature 
of society. And to almost all, Jim Rice 
remains invisible as Ralph Ellison. In 
visible despite the eloquence of his 
beauty, grace, and affirmed black man 
hood.

Walch him stand proud at the plate, 
his strong yet tender Negro fingers 
roughly caressing the white ash bal 
handle, mighty legs astride, strong yet 
sensual mouth set in an inviting defi 
ance of the inevitable pitch.

January X.
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^ ̂  The story
ofaretardee

by Kenneth Rexroth
"A warm and witty narrative. 
Ken's keenest!" —Arnold Wesker 
". . . lyrical, personal, aphoristic, 
personal ... to a degree reminis 
cent of Ogden Reed, Rex Reed, 
Florence Reed."

—Barbara Tuchman 
". . . the most complete and most 
scholarly compilation of known 
data on this important but oft- 
spurned person."

—Noam Chomsky

Plangent Press
The Speedway
Miami Beach. Flo. 99877

18pp. 
$16.95

If you're reading the NYR, 
you must be intelligent.
But are you exceptionally 
intelligent?

If you arc, and you desire the company of 
those like yourself, we urge you to consider 
joining Mensa.

Mensa is a society formed expressly for tlia 
needs of those of superior intellect. We meet 
informally at members' homes, sip sherry from 
self-consciously casual plastic cups, and hold 
forth on various abstruse subjecls until no one 
can understand anyone else. The atmosphere is 
always lively, warm, and intensely self-con 
gratulatory. We wear little yellow pins in our 
lapels and hiouses to pl'ompt the less intelligent 
to ask, "What is that?" and to which we smile 
modestly nnd murmur, "Oh, just a club 1 bo- 
long to."

That club is Mensn. and you could belong. If 
you lire one of the top Z percent in the country 
with an IQ above 140 (Cattcll], you owe it to 
your peers, your self-esteem, and your natural 
tendency toward intellectual snobbery to con 
sider joining Mnnsn.

Membership also entitles you to a year's 
worth of Quest, the monthly journal of Mensa. 
In it you'll find articles, puzzles, book reviews, 
correspondence; nnd you'll be able to follow 
our debate of six years running, "What are 
those little white dots you see when you look 
at a blank sky?"

Simply fill out the form below, and you will 
be sen! a preliminary IQ test to be self-admin 
istered i» your own home. Then, if you pass, 
we will test you and other applicants at a 
monitored session near your home town.

"Wlien keen minds conspire (o storm the 
goles of Truth, then (Inns Ignorance feel the 
sting of Inquiry's arrow, ami Knowledge 
scales the Walls of Wisdom."

Edmund Burke

Yes, I fliinfc I'm very intelligent, 
Please senrl me;

n Self-administered I.Q. test [add clieclt or 
m.o. for S3.00. Make payable ta MonsnJ.

D Explanatory literature.
n Pamphlet, "Why High Intelligence Is 

Morally Desirable."

Nome Age

Address Estimated IQ

City State

Honestly estimated IQ

Fear of Flys
Carrie Nation: Quicker than Liquor
by Kathryn Ann Harridan 
Full Court Press, 173 pp., $8.95

Annie Oakley: The Clausewitz of 
Crinoline
by Nora Fruchtbar
Full Court Press, 203 pp., $9.95

Erica Jong's Sister

Diachrony versus synchrony, the 
Levi-Straussian dualism between time 
seen as process versus time viewed as 
"the eternal now," this is the specter 
that haunts the women's liberation 
movement as well as the dodge that the 
American Academy has used to rob 
women of their history. While white- 
bearded academicians are quite willing 
to discuss rape, open marriage, and the 
"new" [sic] morality, ihcy have seen fit 
to practice a curious kind of Joel Chan 
dler Harrisian reductionism which has 
converted the true heroines of the 
Movement into ridiculous cartoon char 
acters by a vicious process of cutifying 
(if I may be pardoned a neologism).

Full Court Press has attempted to 
drain this miasma and turn it into ara 
ble academic land once more with the 
publication of two landmark biogra 
phies. Carrie Nation: Quicker than 
Liquor, by Kathryn Ann Harridan, cuts 
through the prevailing nonsense of 
Carrie Nation's teetotalism to reveal 
ihe deep symbolism of her life's work. 
In a sense, Nation's prohibitionism was 
a Pauline gloss over the essential keryg- 
ma of her message ... the ax. With one 
mighty blow of her broad ax, Carrie 
Nation breached the men-only decorum

of the saloon, breaking and destroying 
ripe vessels of warm liquid and thereby, 
in a symbolic manner, draining the vital 
essence from the sacs of male exclu 
sion ism.

Likewise, Annie Oakley: The 
Clausewitz of Crinoline, by Nora

Fruchtbar, chronicles the vicissitudes 
of the famed markswoman who was 
forced by a homocentric military estab 
lishment to channel her logistical and 
tactical genius (Chester A. Arthur called 
her the "greatest military mind since 
Osceola") into a circus act. In a way, 
Oakley's prowess with a pistol repre 
sented a symbolic usurpation of the 
traditional male projectile prerogative. 
But why go on? We all know why these 
women have been vilified and forgotten 
. . . they refused to put out. Men don't 
respect women unless they can poke 
endlessly at your innards with their 
shriveled little wands. And another 
thing . . . __ ___D

The mineral you've always 
wanted to know about!!!

by Arnold Wesker
". . . lyrical, aphoristic, personal ... to 
a degree reminiscent of Colette, Sappho, 
MargoH!" -NOAM CHOMSKY

"A warm and witty narrative. Arnie's 
ablest!" -BARBARA TUCHMAN
"... the most complete and most 
scholarly compilation of known data on 
this important but oft-spurned 
vegetable." -KENNETH REXROTH

GongzooEier Ptess^f 1,562 pages
Box 2
Gongzoozier Community College
Oops, Alaska 99877 $1,562.00

Vomit~ 
Lross

r the
The tragicomic history 
of the Diet of Worms
by "Barbara Tucbman

"A warm and witty narrative. 
Babs' best!" —HANNAH ARENDT 
". . . personal, aphoristic, lyrical ... to 
n degree reminiscent of Bcckett, R. \V. 
Service, Louclla Parsons."

-KENNETH REXROTH 
". . . the most complete and most 
scholarly compilation of known data 
on tliis important but oft-spurned 
nutrient." -NOAM CHOMSKY

OJ Bowie Pl'CSS Peanuts, Tx. 99877
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Final Solution: 
Does Infinity Come
Conversations: Goldberg, the Man, 
the Jew
Not Again Press 
Wholesale, (98 pp., $5.95

Sand of Our Fathers
by Abduh Avaricious Sodomi 
Exxon Press, 212 pp., free with a 
purchase of $3.00 or more gasoline 
at any Exxon station.

Ted Mamistein

Last Thursday, while polishing my 
collection of extremely rare and dis 
gusting Anatolian slave sternums, I 
received a phone call from Anthony 
Hendraov, editor of the New York 
Review (of Us). Hendraov, a scholar 
preeminent in the field of, if not wo 
men's rights, at least women's needs, 
managed to suggest, after several false 
starts and gratuitous speculations upon 
the competence of his colleagues, that 
I undertake a piece on the unstable situ 
ation in the Middle East. He was, of 
course, careful to demand that (he piece 
should be both dignified and reflective 
and should, at least in summation, make 
reference to the fact that Arabians, or 
'Rabs, as they are called in more de 
tached reference works, are to a man 
both murderous and mite-ridden.

So it was that I sat down last Thurs 
day with Sy Goldberg to thrash out 
some of the diplomatic intricacies be 
setting a solution to the Middle East 
problem.

vJoldberg was a man whose thoughts 
have been described as being "like cer 
tain bills passed by congress: not only 
crudely self-interested, but buffered and 
shaped by the demands of a thousand 
pressure groups."

Goldberg, an author and mathema 
tician who makes his own furniture, 
earned his reputation as a scholar when 
in 1966 he was able to refute a thesis 
written in yellow magic marker on the 
door of the faculty washroom at Co 
lumbia which alleged, "Anti-Semitism 
predated the Jews by three thousand 
years."

"Basically," said Goldberg," Israel is 
faced at present with three major prob 
lems: a desire among certain elements 
of the population to continue living, 
the increasing incidence of visions of a 
final solution among right-wing kib- 
butznoids, and a bunch of 'Rabs who 
don't want to pay rent.

Out of the Barrel
"Some of Jsrael's problems stem 

from the fact that for the last three 
thousand years, Jews have been devel 
oping ethical systems designed to con 
vince Christians not lo butcher friendly 
trading nations and to make them pay 
interest on their loans. This time would 
have been better spent cooking up new 
bombs. Consequently, the Arabs, who 
spent the same historical period laying 
down the basics of mathematics, medi 
cine, and astronomy, taking only peri 
odic breaks to introduce each other's 
sons to hashish and sodomy on three- 
day camel excursions to Medina, have

fostered a certain amount of good will 
among the major powers; good will 
bulwarked largely by the size of their 
available oil reserves, and to a lesser 
extent by the legitimacy of their land 
claims."

.Ln contrast to Goldbcrg's opinions 
are those of Abduh Avaricious Sodomi, 
as set out in his ferociously analytic 
treatise, Sand of Our FatSiers. Perhaps 
a trifle daring in his stupidity, Sodomi

of a Gun?
(self-acclaimed leader of the Great 
Glorious and Correct Palestinian Hegel 
Appreciation Society) makes it clear in 
the first few pages of his (realise (writ 
ten for (he university he founded on a 
rock in the center of a refugee camp) 
that his ambition is not just (o lead the 
Palestinian people back to their rightful 
homeland but to drive a large foreign 
car and tell his neighbors when to bathe, 

He quotes at great length and to 
little purpose the sixth century B.C. 
Arab poet E! Mutantabi:

A time will come when a heat- 
crazed prophet with matted hair 
will lead from out the desert a 
people devoid of culture, gold, or 
maidens of any beauty. These peo 
ple shall proclaim to all who will 
listen in the marketplace and at 
the city gate that they are a people 
chosen of God. And they shall 
anger the king with their pleading 
that he cease to quarry stone, em 
ploy slaves, and retain his prepuce, 
And they shall kill animals in their 
worship and [\\i this point the text 
is unclear] murder in [her dwelling 
paiace] a [priestess of beauty?] and 
others who are unclean [like 
pig?]-

As I sit here now mulling over his 
torical antecedents and a cooling glass 
of cinnamon-scented Barbados rum, it 
occurs to me that articles in the N YRoU 
are paid for by the word and not by 
the number of fashionable sentiments 
expressed or the number analogies flat 
tering to the readership employed in a 
given paragraph; and that if an article 
can succeed in assuring the reader it is 
possible both to dislike Nelson Rocke 
feller and remain a valuable contribut 
ing member of the lounging and specu 
lating set, it has fulfilled, albeit thinly 
and without foul language, both its pur 
pose and a portion of mankind's in this 
world. D

Yet Another Poem
by Ozzie Maudlinstraum. translated from the English of W. S. Merwin

From Russia with gloves 
we walk in snow 
difficult to distinguish 
one from another 
like night and day.

Workers with two left boots, 
workers with two left feet,

and after the soup 
a burning in my heart.
We pass many cemeteries
the gravestones remind me oj a city
but the citizens are dead.
Quite .won we will be, too,
but that's the human condition
for you.

January X, 1976
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You Don't Have to Be Jewish
The Nose
by Philip Roth
Random House, 356 pages, $7.98

Bmcc Jay Fricdman

Finally, in The Nose, we sec Roth 
rising to the level of his material—al 
most as a footnote to his own asterisk 
of literary populism. Still funny (of 
course!), and hilariously so, as ho aulo- 
biographically pens this (rip through 
his own odyssey in Icrnis of ihc fictional 
Sammy Click and his frustrated yet 
maturing tumble from the poverty of 
New York's Lower East Side to respec 
table success as resident writer at a 
prestigious Ivy League university.

There's a profound reiteration in the 
telling of this entire expansive growth 
—the execroscxtial peck.s al his pathetic 
sister, the school yard bully, the final 
emotional confession that is. even so, 
revenge foreboding guilt. Funny? Yes. 
But funny with that lash of truthful 
sting. Take the childhood scenes, for 
instance—the eye-dampening laughter 
of the famous "dishes" passage, or the 
portrayal of sensitive Sammy and his 
eternal constipation born of oppressive, 
smothering though somehow heroic 
motherhood which we sec, in one of 
this novel's illuminations of descriptive 
light, harassed by her ill-provided brooil 
and telling Sammy that. "A goyishc 
Irish Police down the convenience lives. 
Oi! So? Whal cou!d a mother do should 
you not be in bed before the toilet stops 
to flushing?"

Wholesaling It
by Bruce Jay Fricdman 
Random House. 35b pages. S7.9S

Saul Bellow

Only one example of Fricilman's 
skilled ability to capture dialogue— 
pithily, toiichingly, feelingly. The sort 
of pithy feeling touch that lets him 
communicate the whole world of Sam 
my Click's Lower Hast Side as a com 
plete universe.

Building a legend of mythology out 
side the symbolical, Fricdman uses the 
fact of our own human bowels to pic 
turesquely illustrate Sammy's conflict 
between creativity and material reten 
tion, fear and action—to do and not to 
do. It's a frightening terror inspired by 
a sometimes hateful love, and Fried- 
man promotes his thesis even while 
showing its other side in Sammy's 
dream/horror achievement of an adult 
role in I he world of intelligent intellec 
tuals towards which he yearns and 
strains through the budding sexuality 
of pubescence and its trials: when the 
author takes us out. in the tenement 
halls with Sammy, guts full of anxiety 
and waste, to stare through the keyhole 
at the open-robed sister, sad in her fat 
and fate of wealth without true riches; 
when he painfully recounts the daily 
beatings in the street by his Irish 
school's handball champion.

Herzog Dcdiix
by Saul Bellow
Random House, 356 pages. $7.98

Bernard Malamud.

("Only Sammy's other officer in 
Sammy's other bathroom," probes Bel 
low). Or when he brings alive all the 
complex emotions of psychological en 
tanglement when the "pig-faced goy" 
turns up again as an important uni 
versity department head and Sammy 
bleeds something for all of our inter 
personal wounds when we see our 
bully's wife taste infidelity and infidel.

Bellow is writing us a kind of success 
story, and then takes away the sweet 
taste of success, sometimes replacing it 
with a bitter gall. But. always, if we are 
to fully understand this quintessential 
essence of the American inner saga, 
there must be a continuing return to 
Sammy—Mother, conserve-spew, the 
touch of protection and the protective 
spasm of touch. So that on the intricate 
sparseness of a single character's frame 
work in his own life, we see hung the 
cloths of a larger tapestry in a story of 
doors man may never have been meant 
to open and windows he was never 
meant to close.

Though, on the other hand, there is 
no denying the vitality of Bellow's 
treatment of Sammy's mother, particu 
larly (her frankly anal approach to 
discipline aside). D

SPECIAL SALE
Savings of up to 95%
$jk> f>rk a* available onlvfrfxn us!. .

EUROPEAN HISTORY

THE ESSENTIAL WORLD 
WAR ((HOLOCAUST
Reichmundl, Ernst W. 
"A refreshing change from 
lh(? typical genre of anli- 
German war studies" — 
Parents Magazine 
"Dr." Reic.hmundl reports 
on aspects frequently ig 
nored and bypassed by • 
hisioric.il writers, and he 
maintains thai many lews 
were nr»l treated poorly by 
l!'t' Fiihrer. This view is 
further elucidated in [lie 
tnurli-debated chapter en 
titled "Saturday After 
noons," in which the Fuh-' 
rer in reported la have 
spent many weekend days 
feeding amounts of pastry 
in lews ,ind small animals

in unnamed Bavarian
towns.
List price: $12.50

" Sale price: $1.95

THE LITHUANIAN 
LITERARY-INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION: 
1917-1917
Plerszh, Stewing and

Cice.ry '
£ thorough evaluation of 
a concise, movement in 
Eastern Europe which 
changed the cou-rse of 
Lithuanian thought for 
nearly "hal'f -an .hour. 

-Li'st' price; $4.50
Sale price: $8.00 

(nearly 50%)

THE-SEXUAL ORDEAL OF

THE GRIMM BROTHERS
Orgenstrod, Klnne 
A well-written, fascinating 
case study which lielps to 
explain the prolific move 
ment of fairy tales through 
prerKaiser Germany and 
gives a detailed analysis of 
the time the brothers spent 
home together without 
(heir parents. 
List price: $19.00

Our price: $10.50

THEHASS1DICBOOKQF 
LOVE (EUROPEAN ED.)
(Prev. pub. THE GUIDE TO 
HASS1DIC LOVEMAKING) 
Brokter, Abraham and, 
Sauglimer, Saul 
This modern guide to Hasr 
sidic sex is the first study 
of its kind. It explores the 
phenomenon of the ortho 
dox Jews touching each 
other without pecuniary 
motive. 
List price: $22.50

Sale price: $22.25

LITERATURE AND 
PSYCHOLOGY_____ 
SAMUEL PEPYS'S CLERK'S

RELATIVE'S DIARY
Garvhyst, Theodore L 
Assembled from original 
sources, this diary tells 
piuch abnul Mr, Pepys's 
life from the objective 
s land j)ri in! ni someone 
who did not-knovv him. 
Lkt.price: $7.50

Sale price: $2.50

MISCELLANEOUS

EARLY CONNECTICUT 
ALUMINUM, 1896-1927
Vellisch, Rev. Harding 
184 platqs and many care 
fully written paragraphs. 
List pti'cfc.: $22.50

Sale price: $1.95

COLLECTED MEMO-PAD 
DOODLES OF SYLVIA 
PLATH. Manv never pub 
lished. $7.50 ppd , c/o 
Plalhabilia. Box fif>, Des 
Moines, -Iowa.

WHAT MILTON ATE FOR 
BREAKFAST
Stiiiiri' DuClecse

The poet's diel and eating 
habits are discussed, as 
well as the famous "fig 
repast" whit h played so 
central a role in the mak 
ing of thi' Promalhciis

Sale price: $3.50

SOME WORDS OF 
LYTTON STRACHEY
CliveBall
"A superb (i>mpend'n»n 
... the pasagei on Stra- 
rhey' 1; usaee <if therefore 
and margarine .ire particu 
larly illuminating." — 
Library lournal 
List price: S1B.9S

Sale price: $8.50

ENCELS, MARX, AND 
BADMINTON
Ruth B. Peters 
First published study of 
the leisure time activities 
of the two economists. 
Winner of the Gilt Birdie 
awarded by the Hr/li'sh 
journal t>l Nonronlarf 
Sports and literature. 
List Price: $14.95

Sale price: $6.50
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LETTERS
IS UPDIKE A DOWN PANSY?

To the Editors:

Mr. Harold Bloom's noncvUicism of the 
new John Updike oeitvre (the issue last) 
smacks of desperation and an, one might 
observe, almost Byzantine depravity of 
taste. Whereas with what exquisite formu 
lation of clan has Mr. U. modeled his ti 
leaf projectiles onto aiithuriitm for all lime 
now. In a by now happily characteristic 
gesture, the brilliant substitution of 
the "happy landings"inscription forms the 
penultimate 1 missive of this work, golf 
clubs and luggage depicted (circa 1932), a 
subtlety Mr. Bloom, for all his massive 
learning and an acumen which tepon other, 
more minor occasions has done noble serv 
ice to the garlanded ones, whether of laurel, 
myrtle, or ivy never sere, with his brain, 
the aberrance of a deranged pastry cook, 
could not possibly apperceive without 
these phrenzied propagandist!*; bibliosities 
and. his usual gleet and mental swelth. This 
is Updike's greatest work, his Percejorcst, 
of that there can be no question. Aside that 
Mr. Bloom "approves" of [he endeavor to 
hand, to place above Updike's bodicifica- 
tions and brilliance as an urnist his foot 
ling and flash attempts at the marmoreal 
is to mark him who so places as a goose of 
the worst ilk, and thus a decay upon the 
limbs of Updike himself.

For the traditions of the WASP, like 
those of (he bee, are to be ever-breeding, 
and we, standing out here with our "Chris 
tian" names rampant — Lionel, Lincoln — 
we, we must understand rlieit point 
of view What has Mr. Bloom to 
say, one wonders, of Mr. Updike's 
"stocking his shelves" with transparent 
plastic ovals containing corsages composed 
of Double Bubble, cigarette butts, dog bis 
cuits, peppermint Lifesavers, Beanie Gum, 
Kraft taffies, peanuts, and Q-tips, the act 
of a nonpareil ironist? Top it if you can. 
Finch rose memorial oases—pooh! Not to 
see this is to miss the point entirely, but 
I understand how Mr. Bloom might miss it, 
since it is situated on the top of his head.

Most cordially, 
Bud Schulberg

Harold Bloom replies:

Pedrix, toujours pcdrix, llud Schulberg 
cannot be slill, like a snore always the 
same note, evcrdrooling like a rustic with 
the glanders, and indeed one is amazed to 
hear that he is still alive, and Updike his 
leman. Well, what is so strangely obvious 
that one can only lower one's head into 
one's palm in anguished forebearance to

'The last being: "Deliver to Newark Air 
port, Air Ali(alia, flight 108 for Naples, 
leaving at 8:10. Don't crush the ribbon."

have to make it plain, is that as a bouque- 
tologue J. U. is not and in a month of Sun 
days never will be recalled by cultural 
heritagists, by whom he is already ade 
quately pigeonfeatherholed for his eludes 
funerailles, catafalqueries, and hie jacets. 
Did Mr. Schulberg own a reference book, 
he would know it. (J's red carnation bas 
kets are a disaster, his lace Bibles grim, his 
vase-work a hernia, and while his gram 
mar in cymbidium has something to be 
said for it in the bridesmaid's scene, only 
the most poikilothermal devote could 
stand behind the syntax of his dependent 
glamcllias in posies, nosegays, and hilme- 
inthefaces, amid which I remain, nose 
pinched between thumb and forefinger, 
nil atlmirari. Ah, but if Mr. S. will regard 
his Hogarth-curved coffin corners, hearse- 
blankets, horsehlankcts, standing hearts, 
and horseshoes, as he should, were he not 
so for some reason (I do not say 1 ascribed 
it to aesthetic deficiency, Schadenjntede 
being not, 1 hope, one of my besetting 
sins) stupid, the fool would see wherein the 
strength of that clear-skinned, uncircum- 
cised, Beardslcy-faced young man lies, A 
style like baby's breath. For any knowl 
edgeable critic to assert otherwise is lo 
relegate himself to (he sidewalk amid the 
lotus pods, stasis, and last week's poms, 
and for any fellow artiste to differ with 
this view, pace Bud, is placing himself 
even further out in the street, and if I may 
reach for the rnot just, horseshit. Thank 
you.

GRAVE MATTERS

To the Editors:

We, the undersigned, wish to protest in the 
strongest terms the fact that big corpora 
tions make outrageous profits and that 
partly in consequence, rich people have 
much more money than poor people. Fur 
thermore, it has come to our attention 
that the police often arrest people and 
put them in jail, that ail the great hotels 
are being torn down, and that kids these 
days don't know the meaning of the word 
manners. Finally, we are profoundly 
shocked by at least ten other things too 
numerous to mention which we'll write to 
you about next week.

Ever yours, 
Paul Goodman 
Dag Hammarsjkold 
Lionel Trilling 
John Berryman 
Lillian Hellman (hon. d.) 
Eleanor Roosevelt 
Albert Schweitzer's 
Illegitimate Black Son 

Martin Buber 
Edmund Wilson 
Pablo Neruda 
Salvador Allende 
and at least ten others 
too dead to mention

P.S. And what about Vatican II, huh?Ll

"Coge's books ore of obvious value 10 bold 
accomplished musicians as wall as common, 
even somewhat soiled. Icymen."

-Karlheinz Slockhausen

"Ah, we are caught in the Cage of contem 
porary music!" -Musical Quarterly

JDiJJ] His two books 
on the compo 

sition and 
performance of 

silent music
CAGE:

I. SILENCE: A GRACEFUL EASE 
and

II. SILENCE AND QUIETER 
FOR THE BEGINNING INSTRUMENTALIST

"The performance of Cage's new music en 
ables RerFormers to execute diverse chores 
in dissonant locations in Ihe midst of their 
own professional engagements."

-Harold C. Schonberg 
Music Critic, N.Y. Times

"li is astounding to ponder the untold con 
venience . . . Ihot before long contorts will 
progress ihroughoul the world without [the 
liinderonce) of annoying rehearsals and 
temperamental performers. Bravo 1 "

Pelnom Press
Sl?-S0 each ol r»"i fovon

AngeJe

The record in fact and fable ut' thus 
faintly of Culiibrinn .sub-barons who 
lot tlit1 boar limit \)um> them by. 
Their fumed offspring, Dsm-rio 
1,'Otiosi), DrooJobucco II 8u|i[iino, 
Wilfrcddo Homnalmlo, anil Uulda, 
tlit slave jjirl who never took off her 
dressing frown. Tin- lidehinjf con 
test of VJ'2 sourcccl; tin: Sleeping 
Beauty Legend traced. This "Kip 
VHII Winkle" study wakes tin1 sleep 
ing t'nmily from Ibc slumbers they 
have enjoyed .since upon I hem thi> 
Dark Ages, parsecs Hfrii, drew its 
shades and ipjictly shut the dour,

". . . tin1 must complete ;md must 
scholarly compilation of known 
diilii im tins important but oft- 
spunied artist."

— linrbiira Tucliinan 
". . . aphoristic, personal, aphoristic 
... to « ilcRrce reminiscent "f Dick 
ens, Dickinsim, Di Magftio."

—Arnold Weaker
"... a warm und witty narrative. 
Noam's nralest!"—Hilnniili Arrndt

!l Piobjturcachrl Press
.•Ibfnli'F.n, Scotland -Id

NORMAN MAILER SAYS:"LET 
ME TEACH YOU TO BE A FAMOUS WRITER"

II you have a desire to wills need at least 
S50.000 a year to live and aren't afraid ol picking 
up your share ol thn burden ol consciousness, 
then you might lie Ihe kind ol individual shaped 
by dssliny la be a writer. To IInd out II you are 
one of the elect, complete the following sentence, 
and mall It to me, Norman Mailer. The postman 
knowt where I live.

The old boar down at last, the young gathered 
about him, but still uncertain he was dead, they

JanttarvX. If7ft Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



CLASSIFIED ADS
PERSONAL

LOST IN SANTA CRUZ radical 
blather, need coherent conversa 
tion, intellectual traction. Interests: 
Mandelstahrn, Eliot, Pound. Berry- 
man, Jane, languages, music, 
opera, backgammon. If unintimi- 
dated, write NYR, Box 1O773.
SHEILAH! We dined June 13. You 
brought spam jelly, I made carrot 
yogurt; we ate chinks. Lost your 
number. Help me, please! NYR 
Box 88331.
YOUNG MARRIED BUSINESS PRO 
FESSOR and vice-president of a 
well-known liberal arts college seeks 
female companionship for quiet 
luncheon, light shopping, and dry 
humping. Must be discreet and im 
maculately confidential. Thomas 
Rarker, General Delivery, North 
Bennington, Vt. O52O1.
HOT, DIFFICULT TO HANDLE, 
OVERWEIGHT MAN seeks lonely, 
sensitive, ethical woman with enor 
mous breasts. Write NYR, Box 
33811.
TIMID AND SHY young Bronx Jew 
ish student, glasses, from reserved, 
sedate, conserv. family, seeks rela 
tions with fedayeen. NYR, Box 732.
EXTRAORDINARILY HIGH I.Q. phy- 
stcist/lit. historian, fun-loving, sen 
sual, sensitive, quiet, timid almost, 
with gigantic genitalia, seeks dis 
creet relations with women from 
Ohio or Pennsylvania. NYR, Box 
391.
PUBLISHED HISTORIAN and pro 
fessor of comp. lit. (slight acne 
scars on right temple, lower back) 
seeks sexual freedom in the form 
of controlled napalm warfare. If you 
follow, write NYR, Box 22199.
HUNGARIAN PROFESSOR of radi 
ology at Technical College of Odo- 
bestio, congenial, intense, ironic, 
laconic, independent, occasionally 
redundant, with redundant tenden 
cies seeks pen-friend outside So 
viet bloc with whom to discuss 
stamps and oral sex. NYR,Box551

SHOCK ABSORBER insertion and 
Saul Bellow technique. If you hon 
estly understand what this means, 
please contact immediately. NYR, 
Box 81 1O2.
HUMANISTIC, IRONIC, teleqlogical, 
proleptic, heuristic, typological, di- 
chotomistic, transumptive or meta- 
leptic, eclectic, Thomistic, neocriti- 
logical male seeks unkempt slattern 
with big nipples and strong bowed 
legs to raise a mess of brats with. 
Write NYR, Box 88654.
FREELANCE WRITER, POET DE 
SIRES occasional beatings from at 
tractive, weU-educated. profession 
ally oriented Japanese. NYR, Box 
997.
OVER 4O. WELL-READ, SLIGHTLY
WAN yet tenacious business exec 
likes certain literature and seeks 
younger females (under 13) for 
light work. NYR, Box 1 1.
SOLID BOSTONIAN, F. SCOTT 
FITZGERALD TYPE, double Ph.D.,
published abroad, tenured profes 
sor, well-versed with unusual face, 
schooled in Gt. Britain, needs fe 
male who likes good gums. NYR, 
Box 8871 1.
WELL-VERSED BUT BORED Indi 
ana U. prof, of entomology seeks 
responsible male for short conver 
sations, light baby sitting, some cli- 
toral stimulation. NYR, Box 889O.
GROISSE ZETZ; TUCHUS. If you
really understand, please send de 
tailed, confidential reply to NYR, 
Box 1 1O45.

JEWISH
ORTHODOX PSYCHOLOGIST who
knows how to live well seeks wo 
man to share bleeding ulcer. NYR, 
Box 8775.
AGING YIDDISH STORY WRITER
seeks young man for light enema 
work. Some typing. Other. NYR, 
Box 441.
REFORM LIBERAL, outspoken, 
Long Island Congregational rabbi 
and wife seek well-educated, liter 
ary black woman for racial repartee, 
intensive interviews, light house 
work. NYR, Box 3218.

JEWISH-GOYISH/MALE Jew, 29, 
looks to break Sabbath and High 
Holv Day traditions with non-Jew 
ish young woman who speaks very 
little English, NYR, Box 443.______
GOYISH-JEWISH/GOYISHE, bilingu 
al Roman Catholic girl, 29, pretty, 
likes Mailer, (vlalamud, McKuen, 
seeks young maie who will consent 
to pose as ham radio operator in 
exchange for physical love. NYR, 
Box 231 1.
JEWISH-GOYISH, Tired, tense Jew 
ish woman seeks hyperactive, 
guilty Greek to share urinary tract 
infection and school holidays. 
Strong. NYR, Box 299.
PROTESTANT FREE-LANCE 
WRITER needs info for booklet on 
anal retention, expulsives. Jewish 
preferred. Possible participation. 
Write Prof. M. NYR, Box 5.
BROOKLYN YESHIVA, 63, PRO 
FESSOR of Kabbalah and Tractates 
from Lubovitch family of fabric 
merchants is fed up with smelly 
rituals. Seeks to trade Yartzeit can 
dles for open-minded relations with 
young gentlemen from upstate. 
NYR, Box 55113.

SERVICES
UNDER RABBINICAL SUPERVI 
SION: Williamsburg, Brooklyn 
J.H.S. teacher, expert on Torah, 
seeks to convert homosexuals us 
ing simple prayer and other tech 
niques. No electricity. NYR, Box 
32998.
SUFFERING WRITERS! I CAN 
HAVE YOUR MATERIAL PUB 
LISHED, printed, and distributed on 
colorful cocktail napkins. Send 75<; 
for free booklet.
BENNINGTON COLLEGE, CLASSI 
CIST, teacher of literature and lan 
guages desires discreet encounter 
with modest or comely reptiles for 
special research project. Confiden 
tial. NYR, Box 8O.

SPARE TIME
HOW TO MAKE MONEY INVENT 
ING SMALL WORDS. I'll tell you 
how to do it and where to go, Bar- 
rett, P.O. Box 332, Grand Central 
Station, NYC.

SOMEWHAT HOSTILE MUTE with 
M.A. in organismic physiognomy 
needs attention in form of female 
who can endure such doses of ma 
ture, physical stress. Asbestos, 
NYR, Box 31.

SOMEWHAT UNHAPPILY MAR 
RIED orthodox, well-mannered gen 
tleman seeks shame. Reply NYR, 
Box 2291O.

PERFORM VASECTOMIES in your 
spare time! Learn how. Make your 
own hours. Increase your income. 
Wilson's, Box 223, Greenvale, Fla.

BOOKLOV1NG, TV HATING Brook 
lyn man. Unattached again, long 
unemployed, diffident, with a little 
psoriasis but not much, takes long 
shits, naps, reads Jewish-Buddhist 
newspapers, was once interested 
in the Hittites, hates smoking, sex 
in the morning, listening to anyone 
else, has bad breath from smoking 
Camels, washes own socks when 
ever, roll of existential bellyfat, 
wen, baldspot, into his own hang 
ups, vulnerable, cries a lot, mugged 
twice, broken shoelace, rumpled 
sheets, teacup, cracker crumbs, 
bathroom tap. Seeks nonsmoking, 
blond, voluptuous glamorgirl with 
intellectual tolerances and blue 
eyes to keep house for him and 
share the rent, gas, elec., be under 
standing and (hopefully) invest her 
self in a deep, durable, and sensu 
ally abandoned relationship. Write 
Moise Tvechka, NYR, Box 87678.

I'M A PETITE. CUDDLY, AFFEC 
TIONATE, red-headed Hasid dia 
mond merchant who seeks ever 
lasting matrimony within sacred 
covenant. Will provide carfare. 
NYR, Box 7892. ________ ____

BISEXUAL RENTALS

TUCHIS? YENTA? GEY KOCKEN? 
SHTUP?? You can actually earn a 
living reading Yiddish words out 
loud in your spare time in the south 
ern U.S. Start with simple home 
course. Yiddish Division, La Salle 
Extension University, Grand Rap 
ids. Mich.

ENGLISH COUNTRY BISEXUAL for
rent. In quiet, coastal village in 
Somerset. Fully modernized and 
equipped. 3 mos. Phone 212-819- 
4927 after 2 A.M.

RUM OR S AND UNPLEASANT 
FILLERS for Jewish or Yiddish 
short stories. Inexpensive outlines 
for unpleasant characters, odors, 
etc. Write Knish & Kasha Filler Co., 
Box 559, Brooklyn, N.Y.

FUNKY BISEXUAL resembling Har 
old Bloom for weekly or monthly 
rentals and small gatherings. Must 
be Ph.D. NYR, Box 99873.

SCAPEGOATS AND OTHER RE 
LATED IDEAS can actually solve 
your problems practically overnight. 
Send for details. Free Press, Box 
66, Orlando, Fla.

LOVELY, SPACIOUS PROVINCIAL 
FARM BISEXUAL. Appliances. Li 
brary. NYR, Box 99OO137.

AM I LOOKING FOR YOU? Speak 
up. I'm weary of this frantic social 
whirl, garden parties, convertibles, 
highballs at the Ritz in my squash 
shorts. The effete Nob Hill world 
makes me languid with ennui. 
Graceless, arch, and pertinacious 
females swigging gossip and daqui- 
ris and trying to impress one with 
their breeding and intellect at the 
same time as they are rolling their 
eyes and inching toward the bed 
room door towards which I will not 
move from my wingback chair to 
take a step—from these and their 
kidney, spare and deliver me. I long 
to meet a sweet, unspoiled young 
thing, about nineteen, with all her 
virtues and ideals intact, laughing 
gayly over one shoulder as she 
comes in from tennis. Fresh of 
mind, fresh of body. If you are such, 
I am rich beyond measure, and not 
yet forty. Randolph is my name, 
despoliation my game. But I'm sin 
cere. So few are. NYR at once! 
Box S5432.

ESTABLISHED BISEXUAL WRITER
for lease during 1976-77, available 
for sabbatical. Will exchange ideol 
ogy and matters pertaining to crea 
tive subconscious for other stimu 
lation. NYR, Box 881.

SICKNESS. ACCIDENTS. MILD 
DISEASE needed for your story? 
We have everything for the ethnic 
author. Simple insertions fit into 
any story or essay effortlessly. In 
structions. Rank Fillers, Box 12, 
Acton, Ohio.

RESTORED, HILLTOP HOMOSEX 
UAL in well-developed area, private 
locations, complete. NYR, Box 
44211.

PROTESTANT? Walking around 
feeling insulated by the cotton of 
insensitivity? Have invigorating, 
Yiddish Tension Massage by over 
weight woman. Creplach massages. 
NYR, Box 30.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED Lon 
don townhouse homosexual. Also, 
renovated early 2Oth century bi 
sexual. Town and Country Real Es 
tates. Avail. 6 mos. Security. NYR, 
Box 1718.

OUT OF PRINT

JEWISH/GOYISH 
GOYISH/JEWISH

PALIMPSESTS, INCUNABULA,
hieroglyphs, scrolls, papyri, cave 
paintings, teepee drawings, and 
other proliferate shit. Ya want it, we 
got it! If it ain't in our large stock, 
you get our free soich soivice. Let 
us whip our catalogue to ya! Da 
Book Bug, Galloshers, Ore. 2O887.

JEWISH-GOYISH/JEWISH MAN.
33, seeks Roman-type goy to share 
experiences and some knocking 
around on Purim and other festival 
days, Simchat Torah, or anytime. 
NYR, BOX 9722.

HANG-A-POET—I'll hang and frame 
your favorite living poet, you, or 
other essayist. Send for important 
brochure. We've done Berryman, 
Plath, Roethke, Anne Sexton. Be 
come well known right away! Bar- 
rett, P.O. Box 332, Grand Central 
Station. NYC.__________________
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It's a bright, sunny day in Dallas, but the wind is brisk, so 
I'm happy chat I decided to wear my smart pink mohair suit 
with its matching pillbox hat. I've paused a moment to slip 
on white kid gloves to protect my hands from the sharp 
thorns on these lovely roses. Soon I'll be waving to the 
people of Dallas from a motorcade as I vide through Dealey 
Plaxa toward the triple underpass: I'd better hurry, because 
I don't want to be lare for my..,
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continued 
Richard Helms
Code name: Froggy
Period of treatment: 1971-1972

Richard Helms, director of the CIA 
from 1966 to 1972, was the complete 
professional, a smooth-talking, 
elegantly dressed man whose intricately 
lined face barely concealed a trigger- 
quick ruthlessness and a profound 
cynicism. He was the undisputed king 
of spies — a master of political intrigue, 
both inside and outside the CIA. He 
first came to me for treatment on 
February 16, 1971.

"What's on your mind?" I asked. 
(Sometimes, this ancient hut slightly 
disarming opening line works, espe 
cially with someone who's never 
heard it before.)

"Everything," said Helms. "Where- 
do I begin?"

I couldn't resist one more smug, 
standard psychiatrist retort. "Why 
not begin at the beginning?"

Helms was too overwrought to 
notice this outrageous and almost 
insensitive joke. Actually, I use 
these cheap little jokes to put my 
patients immediately at ease.

"I'm losing control," said Helms. 
"I'm losing control of my life. I'm 
a victim of strange desires. I feel like 
one of those poor people in horror 
movies who turn into monsters."

"Give me an example."
"Yesterday, in the middle of an 

extremely important briefing with 
Kissinger, the National Security 
Council, and the president, I had to 
excuse myself because I had an 
uncontrollable desire to have my 
secretary pour hot lentil soup down 
my back while feeding me bananas 
dipped in ketchup. Of course, I was 
terribly ashamed; I had to have the 
poor girl electroshocked so she would 
have no recollection of what I did. 
She's not much use for anyone now, 
so we put her in the filing department 
under x and z, where she doesn't 
have to do much. I keep getting 
unholy desires and disquieting dreams 
— clay and night—and I can't under 
stand why.

"Last night, I dreamt I was in 
some kind of public building. I was 
under a long, long table, a table that 
stretched out toward infinity. 
Hundreds of people were seated at this 
table. They were all women, young 
blond women, and they all had big 
penises. Here's the sickening part. 
I was going clown on these women. 
You know...performing fellatio... 
when all of a sudden the whole place

was on fire. Everybody ran in a 
panic, except me. I was trapped under 
the table. And I couldn't scream for 
help. My voice wouldn't work. Thank 
God I woke up at that point."

Helms was obviously carrying a 
residue of guilt over some clandestine 
CIA plot he carried out, something to 
do with a fire or a bombing. They all 
say they don't feel any guilt, that it's 
strictly a professional matter and all 
in the higher interest of national 
security, etc., etc. But I'm not so sure 
they don't feel a pang now and then.

There were other dreams. In one, 
he was being overrun by thousands of 
geese, trampling him underfoot. In 
another, he was sitting on top of a 
huge zeppelin, smiling and laughing 
to himself. Then he took a long knife 
out of a holster and plunged it into 
the /.eppelin, causing it to explode, 
while at the same time leaving him 
completely unharmed, floating in the 
air.

At the next session, he told me 
about a dream where he was walking 
a pair of dogs in the country, in the 
mountains. Then he was indoors, 
in a kitchen, with a cuckoo clock 
announcing the time. But instead of 
a bird coining out of'the clock, an 
airplane flew out and strafed every 
one in the room —a tiny airplane with 
real machine guns.

"Have you ever been to a place 
like the one in your dream? What 
does it remind you ol? Switxerland, 
perhaps?"

"My God! Yes, of course! I was in 
Switzerland many times."

My first breakthrough. Triggering 
his memory. Our of his past, I hoped 
to unravel the meaning oi dreams ant) 
the strange desires,

"Alien Dulles was based in Switxer 
land during World War II, you know," 
said Helms. "I remember having secret 
meetings with him in a little village 
high up in the mountains. It was 
called Swurn, or Klurn, or something 
like that. There was a medical clinic 
I used to visit after I would see Dulles. 
Dulles liked to have little socials, 
little get-togethers, where he'd melt 
a lot of dark Swiss chocolate, smear 
it on his face, and sing minstrel songs. 
He would make me play the tambou 
rine. He thought I had a good sense of 
rhythm.

"I recall one evening when I said 
good-bye to Dulles, and he held my 
hand warmly and said, 'Whatever 
happens, I promise to do the best I

can.' I guess I must have been on 
some kind of dangerous assignment 
for the OSS at the time. 1 was sta 
tioned in the London branch. The 
OSS was the forerunner of the CIA, 
as you probably know. I remember as I 
said farewell to Alien that I felt very 
frightened. I wasn't sure if I'd ever 
come back."

Helms looked grim. He was digging 
into some painful memories. Whoever 
said war is hell wasn't kidding. It can 
have a traumatic effect on people.

"I had to put on an elaborate dis 
guise to conceal my true identity," 
said Helms. "I was made up into an 
old woman, a hag. Alien even insisted 
that all my teeth be pulled out and my 
jawline reset, for perfect realism. 
It was a terribly painful operation. 
Eventually, I got a new set of teeth, 
of course, but they'll never be as 
good as my ok! ones.

"The next thing I remember is 
running down a corridor and climbing 
a long ladder to the street. Bombs 
were exploding all around me. I may 
have been hit. I'm not sure. There 
was a car somewhere. We drove for 
hours. A plane was waiting for us. 
We Hew to safety."

For the next few weeks. Helms 
would alternate between moments of 
clarity and odd paranoiac fits. He 
thought his food was being bugged — 
that his rivals in the CIA were 
installing near-invisible microphones 
in his vegetables, highly sensitive 
microphones that were resistant to 
the digestive system and remained 
in the stomach, recording his every 
word. But his memories were coming 
back, and he wanted desperately to 
relate them to me. At first, he 
wouldn't talk for fear of being re 
corded, so he wrote down an account 
of his postwar years.

What I Did Alter the War
by Richard Helms

"As soon as I flew to safety after 
chat secret OSS mission, Alien got 
me back to the United States, where I 
was decorated with the Distinguished 
Service Cross. Then I was sent to the 
'farm,' the CIA training center 
in Virginia, where Alien wanted me 
to rest and recuperate from the 
horrors of that mission.

" Evidently, I was pretty badly shell- 
shocked, because Alien insisted that 
I needed extensive rehabilitation. 
God, I remember going through all 
kinds ol strange treatments, witb all 
sorts of wires and gi/.mos attached to

continued on pugc 62
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The Sixteen
Amazing Differences
Between
Lincoln & Kennedy *,„*,

Toddy

1969 )

OCTOBER

id Smith

Nancy Hanks Lincoln. .......
No higher education. ,...•,... 
Never served in military......
New Salem postmaster.......
Never played football.........
Not Irish....................
Needed heard lor personality • 
Non-Catholic................
North/south campaign issue.. 
No daughter.................
North Carolina secedes.......
Never dealt with Cuba.......
Negroes Ireed................
No more volunteer army......
Never went anywhere........
Never shaved. ...............

. .Kotie I'it/fcerald Kennedy 
. .Harvard 
. .War hero
.NVw(;eor Ria(PT109)
. Football enthusiast 

.. Irish 

.. Charmer 
. .Catholic
. Religion campaign issue 

. .Caroline
.North Carolina has a Wilrninglnn. too 

. .Cuban missile crisis
. Negroes riot
. Still no volunteer army
, f'.uropeart tour
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Couched in Secrecy
continued from page 60 ______________

my head, and taking all sorts of new 
drugs, wonder drugs, Alien called 
them. Then there was a little surgery 
done on ray face. I must have been 
hit by one of the bonibs back in 
Europe. I don't know'. Everything was 
a blur to me. I just remember months 
and months of medical treatment to 
get me back in shape.

"When I felt strong and healthy, 
Alien would visit me every day and 
give me all sorts of fine books to 
read. He'd take me to lectures and 
films and discuss American politics 
and foreign policy through the night. 
At that time, I was living in my own 
little bungalow in a nice, secluded 
spot on the farm. I had a full staff 
at my disposal —male housekeeper, 
cook, gardener, even a valet — a 
pretty big staff for such a small house, 
but Alien insisted I needed them. He 
thought it would be better for me to 
stay in seclusion until I was perfectly 
cured of my war injuries. Since I 
would soon be engaged in highly 
confidential CIA wofk, he didn't 
want to risk sending me out while 
there was still a possibility that I 
could lose control of myself. He felt 
a strong obligation to me because he 
was the one who assigned me to the 
dangerous mission that resulted in my 
wounds. He wanted to be sure I was 
in A-l shape before I went back to 
active service on the outside.

"Meanwhile, I worked with Alien 
as a sort of right-hand man, consul 
tant, adviser, whatever you want to 
call it. He even gave me a title: direc 
tor of special services. He wanted 
me to be his unofficial foreign policy 
adviser. One time, I said to him, 
'Alien, isn't that a little out of my 
line? I'm an expert in clandestine 
operations. Besides, the CIA is an 
intelligence agency, not a foreign 
policy outfit. Foreign policy belongs to 
the state people, n'est-ce pas?' He 
said, 'Never you mind what belongs 
to who. We're all working together as 
a team, and I think your contributions 
would be invaluable to us.' Where 
upon he would cook up some delicious 
vegetable-protein cutlets and brew 
some peppermint tea and pick my 
brains on whatever problems and pro 
jects were on tap. I was very influen 
tial in our major decisions about the 
Korean war, the Berlin Airlift, the 
overthrow of the leftist thugs in 
Guatemala, and that gangster Moss- 
adegh in Iran. I also advised our 
people to get started early in Laos

and Vietnam.
"I'll always be grateful to Alien for 

instilling a strong sense of patriotism 
in me. That's the bottom line for us 
at the CIA, believe it or not — and 
you better believe it. Our critics 
think we're immoral, amoral, cynical, 
or whatever because we do a little 
spying and engage in 'dirty tricks.' 
The fact is, we do it for the best 
cause in the world — the security and 
well-being of our country. Far from 
being cynical or immoral, I think 
we're remarkably old-fashioned. We 
simply love our country and what it 
stands for. And we recognize our 
enemies, foreign and domestic. I 
know this sounds corny, but I still 
get goose pimples when I hear the 
' Star Spangled Banner' being played. 
I'm simply proud to be an American, 
I guess.

"How long did I stay at the farm? 
I'm not sure. It must have been at 
least fifteen years. I lost track of the 
time, what with all my treatments 
and my consulting work with Alien. I 
didn't seem to mind the seclusion. 
Once in a while, my tics would act 
up. The left side of my face and my 
hands. Again, it was those old war 
wounds. That's when Alien would 
take me to his beautiful country house 
high in the Blue Ridge Mountains in 
Virginia. He always provided lovely 
female companions for me, his nieces. 
They were usually about nineteen or 
twenty years old, with long blond hair 
and blue eyes, and most important, 
they had a deep, abiding love for their 
country. I am not a particularly 
strong man, but when I was with 
these girls I would think nothing of 
taking them on my shoulders piggy 
back style and riding them all over 
the house as they sang patriotic songs 
to me — everything from our national 
anthem to the songs of George M. 
Cohan. The more they sang, the 
stronger I got. They would have to 
beg me to let them down! \ was very 
happy at Alien's country house. 
Sometimes he would let me walk 
his dogs, his Alsatians. I was at my 
best at those times, very relaxed and 
clear-headed, and Alien would dis 
cuss the most confidential govern 
ment affairs with me. I would even 
surprise myself with the boldness 
and decisiveness of my ideas. Alien 
almost always agreed with me. About 
invading and conquering East 
Germany, for instance. Or taking over 
England and using it exclusively as an 
air base for our jets and missiles. 
But there was always some snag —

some wishy-washy type in Congress 
who objected, or that the president 
was afraid to act when the time was 
ripe. Sometimes I used to fall into 
terrible rages because my ideas were 
not used, and the tics would start 
again. But Alien would calm me 
down."

Helms's account of his post-war 
years was remarkable, but was it true? 
As far as I knew lie worked for the 
CIA in a regular capacity in various 
important jobs during this period. He 
knew Dulles, but certainly not as a 
very close friend and adviser. The 
secluded, circumscribed life he de 
scribed was at odds with the known 
[acts.

Unless his comings and goings 
were far more secretive than I 
thought. I'm only a psychiatrist, not a 
master spy. And the CIA is capable of 
tricks and deceits we ordinaiy mortals 
wouldn't dream of. Perhaps Helms 
used his regular desk job as a cover 
for his real operations at the farm. He 
probably put in a token appearance at 
his desk job, then went to do his 
secret work with Dulles.

His ideas were a bit farfetched, 
even in the glory days of Alien's 
brother, John Foster, and his famous 
brinksmanship theories. I asked Helms 
about this. He agreed to talk to me 
again.

"Actually, one of my boldest ideas 
tutfs carried out," he said. "Unfortu 
nately, it was a failure. I am referring 
to the Bay of Pigs invasion."

"I thought the Bay of Pigs invasion 
was conceived and planned by Dulles 
and Richard Bissell, his director of 
clandestine services," I said.

"Oh, yes," said Helms. "Bissell 
and Dulles were involved in the 
revised plan, the plan that called ior 
a small invasion coordinated with an 
underground uprising from within the 
island. But my original idea was to 
launch a full-scale attack. Land, sea, 
air — division after division pouring 
in-—dive bombers, paratroopers, naval 
bombardment. We would have 
crushed the Cubans in two days! If 
you have a tough nut to crush, you 
don't use a pin, you use a nutcracker. 
We tried to be too clever. We used 
pins."

Here was another side of Helms I 
never would have guessed at. The 
mun was a firm believer in the Big 
Stick, might makes right and all that. 
If Freud told us once, he told us a 
thousand times — there are two sides 
to a coin. The ultra-cool Helms, otit-

coritinued on page 86
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Bus Tours
When in
Dublin, see it as James
Joyce did. James Joyce bus tours,
every day, 9:00 P.M. 'round at
Grogan's bar. Liffy-Iiffy Tours, from
the professional Irish.

Kitty O'Shea's Plastique Museum
If rubber bullets, real bombs, and barbed 

wire are your idea of an Irish vacation, go 
to Belfast. But if you'd rather your violence 
were psychological, visit Kitty O'Shea's 
Plastique Museum and see: Three-room 
Kevin O'Brien Exhibit; shows O'Brien 
moments after Protestant bombing. 
Brendan Behari Room; mechanized display 
of the poet collapsing under the weight of 
consciousness. Hoist a jar with life-size 
Samuel Beckett figure, receive complimen 
tary photo. See singing model of Sammy 
Davis do "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling"; 
shure it'll break your heart in two . .. 
10 Pence and AYE for AN EYEFUL! 
Kitty O'Shea's 
Drunk Monk Road, Dublin

Visiting Dublin? 
Come to the Abbey Theatre.

See the ghost of W. B. Yeats 
appear nightly to acclaim.the 
Abbey's production of the 
"Mikado." Don't miss this 
once-in- a-lifetime opportunity 
to hear and see a perfect characterization 
of Ireland's renowned poet- 
statesman.

King Farouk Fan Club
Join today and offer respect to the 

man who commissioned Sean 
O'Casey to write a play on the 
opening of the Suez Canal. 
Despite the fact O'Casey 
never finished the play, Farouk 
remained a friend of Irish letters. 
Send fifty cents today for pictures, 
flags, and chunk of felafel.

Catholic Dating Service
"Monsignor Mike's Reputable
Escorts."

Alone of an evening? Of the true 
faith? Give Monsignor Mike's a 
call. Over fifty colleens to choose 
from, all decent, all respectable, 
with post-date confession service 
available at a slight extra charge. 

Holy water sports, mortification of the 
flesh, host-eating all available. If you didn't 

sin, our savior would beoutofajobl

George Bernard Shaw 
Museum of Punctuation

See here the semicolons, 
colons, and other points of 
punctuation employed by 
the great George Bernard 
Shaw in his many works of 
literature. 142 Dumb Nuns 
Road, Bollocks, Dublin.

Bernadette Devlin Explodes 
into the Future with 

Dynamite Best Seller
Shouting Down the Devil, second volume of her 

autobiography, shure to sell, shure to please. Ideal 
lor shut-ins, the blind, the brain-damaged. 
Inexpensive. Practically worthless. 20 p. 
Box 22, Fleeced Priest Road.

Monsignor Mike's Alternate Dating 
Service—Catholic Birth Control

Have a gay old time with the Irish fairies. 
Monsignor Mike will introduce you to rosy- 
cheeked altar boys and butch lads from 
Maynooth. Don't let your furrow go 
unploughed, absolution guaranteed. Ask 
for Tinkerbell, 69 Bent Elf Road, Dublin.

Dog Milking
No baby need go thirsty when there is a she-dog 

about. Milk dog or allow baby to nurse self; avoid 
needless exposure of breasts, danger of infection. 
Dogs available by arrangement Loony Monk 
Kennels; setters, woolly-sheepers, tankers, mutts. 
For export and domestic use. 
No. 10 Rabble Mews, Dublin.
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^SOWE STUFFS THE TOMMIES 0OPV 
IN THE PUMBWAITER.ANP 1 SAVS TA 
TH'OL' WOMAN,"VOU'LU BE CLOSIN' 
VEP. EYES TO THIS, MISSUS BROWN,OR THE I.R.A.'LL. &E AFTER.

SHUTTIN'THeM INPEFINITELY."

I WONPER, WHAT THAT 
MAN'S PACKIN 1 AEOUT IN 
THAT BOX.O 1 HIS?SHURE, 
ITS BIG ENOUGH TO HOtP 
MOUNT KILL/MAAN- 

JAARO...

PROPER TALK, 
INPEEP. IS THAT A 

SRDTOF BLOOD 
ON VOUR BOOTS. 

MIKE?

_ AT THE I.R.A, FUNCTIONS 
WE ALL BRING OUR LUNCHEONS 
ANP FLY KITES ANP RIPE &1KES. 

THEN WE NAILTHE PILOTS1 
POGS TO THEIR POORS

NO NEEP
FOP. PISPLAV

AMONG FRLENPS
WOULP YOU 5OYS 

WATCHIN' ME TRUNK FOR A 
MINUTE?I'LL GIVE YOU 

THIS POTATO...

PROBA&LY FULL O' 
POUBL6 MEANING 

BOOKS.. .
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iN IRISH WASHERWOMAN LOOKS 
J UPAT THE 5OUNP O'THE BLAST

GLORY &£ TO &OP, X HOPE 
THAT EXPLOSIONS NOT THE 

SOUNP O' TH' BINGO HALL 
!TS WAV TO HEAVEN. 1

SAINTS ALIVE 
IT'S THE

('MOTHER O'GOP.

r~7''-^

THEYPiPN'TeVEN
SPARE TVIE 

MOTHER CHURCH

OH,X HAVE A RINGING N 
IN MV EARS SOMETHING 
FIERCE,,,THERE'S NOTHING 
UKE GETTING BOM BE P OF

SATUP.PAV MORNING.

GIVE US A JAP, 
OF STOUT THEN, 

MAN/ NO USE. 
I THINK HE'S 

BEEN &LDWNJ INTO 
THE STREET,

DW ARE WE SUPPOSEP 
TO FIND THE SLEEPING &OM& )JS 

IN THIS CLUTTER?
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JMAT NIGHT, A FEW DOLP 
UAPS OF THE I.R.A. 
GOT "TOGETHER.

\ REAL 0OGMAN ACT 
IT WAS.THEY 

A FAIR OF PRIESTS 
CLEAN AWAY.

AMP THE" SARMAIP
WA(7 HER OVUM 

SKEWEREP ON A 
GREAT VAST SHARP 

OF GLAS«=,.

THEY WEREN T 
FIT FOR LION 

FOOD.. .

'WAS YOU OUT ON 
EASTER WEEKTHE 

15
WANTING A 

FEW&OLO
LAOS TO MAKE 
QUIT OF A 
FEW PROTS 

1 NEXT WEEK

Cf?HE I.R.A, WAS AFTER MAKIN 
U F'UANS FOR RETALIATION.

IN TME COUNTY TYRONE 
IN THE TOWN OF

, N U MEROUS
PISTUR&ANCES MESEL.F 

HAND IN...

HAT NIGHT, AT THE ORANGEMEN'S PALL
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HE ORANGEMEN PLOTTER IN TURN
CATHOLIC PROTESTANT

SEQUENT! BUS

EANWHILE.ATA CHAMPAGNE ANP 
AFFAIR IN LONPON...

IF THEV PIPN'T HAVE &UNS, "^^T" HAW-MAW. 
THOUGH,I SUPPOSE THEV't? 06 W^ HAVE YOU SEEN LORP 
THROWING CLOPS OF PEAT AT WLUCAN'S NANNY^HE 6AV5 

EACH OTHER... AL HE PU7NT EITHER,
SOME PRETTY VIGOROUS 

GENETIC SELECTION GOING 
ON OVER, THERE .WHAT?
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(We're not out of the redwoods yet.)
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Diplomatic Muscle
by Robert S. Wieder

"anziger, the Secret Service 
agent, felt like your old socks, and he 
was in a lousy mood. He was praying 
God would send him something to 
kill. Human would be nice. Please let 
some syphilitic Puerto Rican guerrilla 
loonie come over the Pennsylvania 
Avenue fence, there, with a garbage 
pail lid in his teeth, or a space-mad 
junkie anarchist with headphones and 
a Garand, whatever. Send me some 
meat.

It was late morning in the spring 
and the silver humidity presented the 
District of Columbia at its best — 
which was slimy — and Danziger had 
missed seven out of nine watching 
"Hollywood Squares" last night, and 
then was just smashed enough and 
prime to grease it to that little brown- 
haired number at Purdy's when he'd 
thrown up. Send anybody. He'd pul a 
slug in the Pope.

He'd even been with Robert 
Kennedy in L.A.

Ooh, jeez; send Jane Fonda!
Danziger smirked. Danziger 

grunted. Danziger glanced upward. 
Danziger shit roofing nails.

What he saw was the bright, vague 
nebulosity of an ener.gy cyst from the 
star system Ceres Omicron VII making 
a casual approach arc out of the haze 
and coming to rest, balloon-like, on 
the west lawn of the White House.

What lie thought he was seeing 
was the Blessed Saviour, come in 
outrage at his homicidal thoughts to

kick his shorts in.
But then the energy cyst whirred, 

clicked, and made a noise like a Coca- 
Cola machine. It settled into the lawn 
with sudden heaviness. It ceased to 
glow, and solidified into sort ol a 
pillbox and/or seamless lavender ingot.

A car aerial rose out of its flat 
upper surface.

It wasn't sixty feet from Danziger. 
This was no Blessed Jesus here. This 
was big action: ilie Russians; the 
Israelis; the Masons!

Danziger's asshole whistled with 
realization.

/( was the answer to a prayer.
The sidearms issued to the Secret 

Service White House detail are Smith 
fet Wesson 357 Combat Magnum 
Model 19s. A 110-grain load pushes 
a soil-point expanding slug out of 
these items with a muzzle velocity 
of 1,690 feet per second, or 1,153 mph. 
Such a slug will go through a Pontiac, 
laughing all the way. Danziger drew 
his piece and took aim at the lavender 
ingot; which wasn't difficult, it stand 
ing about seven feet high by fifteen 
feet across by nine feet deep.

Danziger gave it six rounds point 
blank.

He could have gone and shot at 
Mt. Lassen.

The little nub at ihe tip of the 
aerial on top of the ingot didn't 
move, but did emit an invisible pulse 
of impressively complex magnetism. 
The pulse encountered Danziger and

made all oi his carbon atoms become 
silicon atoms.

The next Secret Service man on 
the scene was Fischer. who had just 
come up Irom the San Francisco 
office and was definitely a comer, 
only lour years in the Service, and 
already working The Man. Fischer's 
father headed the AMA lobby.

Fischer had dropped the Ou/i 
submachine gun that almost blew 
Kissinger through the fusilage oi Air 
Force I hree over Kansas.

Fischer's lather had a bigger liquor 
bill than Nevada.

Fischer was so fucking ripped on 
Afghani Primo right now that he 
couldn't piss and hit the ground. 
What the luck was this shit.' A big 
lavender jeilo mold'.' What was with 
Daii/iger? Lighi my crotch, they've 
turned Danziger into a big hookend!

Fischer moved to draw his 
service revolver, but an nhrupi and 
more pressing msiinct sei/ed him 
suddenly. He pulled ,m t.xa'drin 
sample bottle oui o! his pants pocket. 
He drew a Bic pen casing out of his 
collar, made it a tubt- irom the bottle 
to his nose, took two violent snurks.

It saved his lile. •
Within five minutes he was sur 

rounded by the rest ol tlit- detail, 
and didn't have to make anv decisions.

1 lie S.S. White House Ghiel ol 
Stall was eating his own balls.

rontinued im page 79
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You can help feed Peter Knobler. 
or you can keep your stinking $6.00!

The average dog in America eats better than the editor of CR AWDADDT.
For ten years, 

America's oldest liv 
ing rock magazine has 
been expending tre 
mendous energies, 
publishing an uninter 
rupted stream of articles 
on rock music, news, 
sports, humor, mali 
cious gossip, sleazy 
politics, and music, 
music, music. Our edi 
tor works for next to 
nothing. And you? Are 
you going to let this 
sainted man starve?

While you were 
sitting at home 
gorging yourself on 
Ring Dings and 
Devil Dogs, you 
could have been 
nourishing your 
intellect. This is 
what you could 
(and should) 
have relished in 
recent issues of 
CRAWDADDY.' 
The Whole Karth 
Conspiracy 
Catalogue. 
For God's sake keep your head down! 
CRAWDADDY hits the target with an 
explosive compendium of murder, 
mayhem, and ricochet romance. In 
cluded are "The brains behind the 
President," the ABC's of assassina 
tion, the Warren Omission, Big D in 
'63, plus a rare interview with 
Lee Harvey Oswald. 
Dem Stones Gonna Rise Again. 
Did you know that Mick Jagger is 
old enough to wear your mommy's 
mascara? The Stones roll on, and 
CRAWDADDY rolls with them. 
Tracing their 1975 world tour back to 
the roots in Munich for a candid con 
versation with the world's oldest liv 
ing supergroup. The winners, and still 
champion. 
Skin Tight.
"It's a sleazy world," mused a 
cameraman on the set of a California 
skin flick. And that's what

,
CRAWDADDY discovered from our / 
band of hard-working, selfless volun 
teers who, strictly in the interests of / 
journalism, abandoned home and fam 
ily to probe the soft underbelly of 
hard-core porn. 
The Naked Lunch Bunch. 
Author William Burroughs tunes up 
his tape recorder, aims the mike at 
Jimmy Page, and forges ahead with 
a study in the heaviest metal: Led 
Zeppelin. Comparing the concert 
atmosphere with Hitler's triumphant 
rally at Munich, Burroughs redefines 
the god Pan, white and black magic, 
and the miraculous properties of 
something called infra-sound. 
PS... There's also lots of good stuff 
on Jimmy Page. 
Bill Walton and The FBI Go 
One-On-One.
What could an enormously powerful 
government superagency have against 
a $2 million, weak-in-the-knee, veg 
etarian socialist who happens to play 
for the Portland Trail Blazers basket 
ball team? "I think they are going to 
try to discredit me as an individual so 
that people will think that what I do is

so much jive," says Bill Walton. We 
don't think it's jive, and to prove it, 
we put B ill on the cover of our May, 
1975 issue, to let America's newest 

"alleged perpetrator" 
sound off on government 
harassment, sports activ 
ism, and the glories of 
granola. 
Who is Bruce 
Springsteen and Why 
Are We Saying These 
Wonderful Things 
About Him? 
Three years ago, 
CRAWDADDY was the 
first to discover and spot 
light one of America's 
most talented, prolific 
and previously unherald 
ed composer/guitarist/ 
singers. Now, 
CRAWDADDY has 
been proved prophetic 
and presents the 
exclusive Springsteen 
interview.
Plus Many More Too 
Numerous to Mention 
If these scandalous tidbits 
have sharpened your 

appetite, fork over the six dollars, 
Jack, and get yourself a year's sub 
scription to CRAWDADDY. That's 
right, for the price of six consecutive 
visits to McDonald's (minus change 
back from your dollar) CRAWDADDY 
lets you have it your way. Once a 
month. Twelve months a year. Which, 
at 50* an issue, is a pretty tasty offer.

CRAWDADDY
Name_ 
Address _ 
City__ 
Slate _ Zip.

D $6.00 for 12 months
D $11.00 for 2 years
D$16.00for3years.
Send check or money order to:
Crawdaddy Publishing Co. Inc.
72 Fifth Ave. New York 10011
Please add $ 1, additional for Canada,
$2. for Foreign, (per year.) 32 ML
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W ith the startling revelation by the Brothers 
Shubert that Vaudeville was considering buy 
ing and razing the Metropolitan Opera House, 
the controversy over the deaths of Vaude 

ville and Burlesque has again erupted. Most of the United 
States has never seriously questioned the Disney report, 
which found that David Sarnoff acted alone and that only 
one pie was used. Now, however, with the Shuberts' 
story, private reports that Milton Berle believed that 
Vaudeville knew and approved of the secret demolition 
plans, and rumors that Jack Benny was planning to talk 
shortly before he died, there is a growing movement to 
force the Los Angeles police to open their freezer and 
allow inspection of the remains of the fatal pie to see if it 
matches the crust marks found in Sarnoff's pocket.

Who can forget that horrible moment after the fatal 
throw as Mrs. Vaudeville, pie stains on her pink suit, cried 
out, "I've always hated blueberry!" That it was, in fact, 
huckleberry does not diminish the poignance or the tragedy, 
but k does raise the question of how Sarnoff was able to

obtain such a dangerous fruit over the counter. Did he 
have help? Perhaps from an organization of "Downeasters" 
— a people known both for their love of the huckleberry 
and their hatred of comedy? And who is the mysterious 
"Sara Lee"?

This also raises a connection with Burlesque's slayer, 
David Sussktnd, known ro have been an agent for AGMA, 
under whose shadowy jurisdiction is the Metropolitan. It 
has long been rumored that the "Opera," a world-wide 
organization of Italian origin, has been behind the series of 
theatrical assassinations that have plagued this country 
since classical actor John Wilkes Booth savagely seltzered 
Lincoln during the performance of a farce, but this may be 
only a small blackout in the long history of animosity be 
tween the groups, which started in 1610 when a member 
of the Commedia dell'Arte assassinated Henri IV of France 
with a rubber chicken. Whatever the final outcome of the 
current investigations, the situation seems summed up best 
in the painful, rueful words' of Jerry Lewis—"That's 
entertainment."

continued
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continued

Many a grandparent looks bock with nostalgia on the sim 
plicity and innocence of the assassinations of yesteryear. 
Here is Mayor Gaynor of New York —a true old-time fav 
orite —as an attempt is made to Jwrmanently retire him 
from the stage of

The following series of hillings was turned into a popular 
television series. Millions saw this moment liue on the old 
"Your Show of Shows,"
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Abroad as well, the vendetta continues, the Japanese fn-actice of temfmra haiHng been traced back to the eleventh century.

"Hie famous suJwr-8 film tak«n during Burlesque's assassination has been the subject of much controversy. Proponents 
of the conspiracy theory see in this blow-up of the shrubbery from frame 191 a light-haired man in a dark raincoat and 
a short blach uioman with an afro, both on roller skates, throuHng pies—one custard and one meringue. The man is 
left-handed and possibly a fairy. Q
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Little Feat The
'ttwrtaliftanMofttilsivcordbtfMfirvt

On Warner Bros*
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•EA\EMB0?TWE DENTIST?
OF COURSE YOU DO. HOW ! N 
GOD'S MAWe COULD ANY 
BODY FORGET THE DEN- 
T 1ST? WOULD TWEKE WERE 
SOME WAY 10 TiDRGET TH& 
DENTIST BUT THEPE ISN'T.

WHY DO TUEY ALWAYS HAVE SUCH 
CRUMBY OLD ^ASAZJMES IN/ TVESE 
Pi/CESPTWE LEAST THEY COULD 
DD IS WAV I- GQME-n-llNe FUN'NJY SO 
YOU COULD HAVE A LAl/GR

YOU'RH 
NEXT/ !

WELL/NOW-LET'S SEE HOW 
N\ANY CAVITIES WE CAM FIND 
THIS TIME/ SAY-MUSTBEAT 
LEAST THREE OR HXJR GOOD - 
SIZED ONES/MERE/

DOES IT HURT WHEN I DO THI5-

HERE'S YOUR APPOINTMENSWONT BE
V^HVl DOCTOR NEXT TUESDAY6; NOW/
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5PEC/AL. OFFfle To/MEWft&y>£ftS OF7HI5Sre/P; IF You K£A&THE FIRST3 PWZLS, YouG£T O/E LA&r 3 AS A SF&zifiL BONUS.

THIS STRIP 15 R)K '• •X>HN"OlEDtv)N:(,WS/N£ ''lfr

"V-^A THTER? ' n°vw Sc,t' '-yc v 
/ tlV-MeAis PHKV*r^E'"

£.ClO»"^^MH .' 6000 
' UNHMH.' OGOH
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Diplomatic Muscle
continued from page 71

"Nobody ever mentioned anything 
like this," he kept saying.

"You think it's hostile?" a lieutenant 
warned to know.

"I think it's a PR thing," said 
somebody. "I bet they got the new 
Corvette under there or something. 
Those advertising sons of bitches. 
They'll try anything, since Haldeman."

"Nobody ever mentioned anything 
like this," said the Chief of Staff.

"Nobody ever mentioned anything 
like whatT* Fischer laughed.

"Can the Army handle it, you 
think? the lieutenant wondered.

"It probably is the Army," some 
body else said.

The Chief of Staff s guts dropped 
out. His brain locked up like a set of 
seized brakes. Oh, Christ. Oh, Mother 
of Christ. It's him again. He's like a 
vampire. You can't kill .the bastard. 
The Chief gave a strangling sound.
It's Nixon.

* * *
The men in the first jeep carried 

a seventy mm. recoilless rifled. Calling 
this weapon a rifle is like calling the 
Titanic a rough crossing. It could 
eliminate a whole firehouse. It was

the best thing the Chief of Staff had 
seen since his wedding night. It was 
gleamingly new. The guys in the jeep 
looked like they couldn't wait to try
it out.

* * *
"What is this, where's this 

goddamn 'thing,' who's in charge 
here?" snapped Colonel Boyle, who 
arrived shortly. You could introduce 
Colonel Boyle as Jack Elam and fool 
anybody. "Why the hell are you 
burning compost?"

"That's not compost, sir," said 
somebody. "That's the seventy mm. 
assault team and their jeep."

The Chief of Staff had a lot of 
important thoughts on the whole 
matter. He was over conveying them 
to a silvertip pine.

Boyle had made colonel by catch 
ing on quick and by giving the right 
head to the right wives. He held his 
tongue, now. He looked around.

The United States Army had been 
as swift, precise, and efficient as 
any military organization which has 
lost two consecutive wars without 
realizing it. Tanks and field artillery 
were deployed, machine guns and 
bazooka teams positioned, mortar and 
rockets zeroed in, communication lines

established, photographers poised.
Colonel Boyle made a face, shook 

his head. "Wonderful," he said.
"We've got a hotline to the cooler," 

said somebody holding a pushbutton 
field phone. The cooler was a stupefy- 
ingly electronic war room which was 
located so far below the White House 
that it didn't need artifical heating. 
The U.S. Security Council liked to 
go there during situations in which 
it looked everybody might get killed. 
"He wants you," said the guy holding 
the phone.

I want a hundred-year perimeter 
around that son of a bitch," said 
Boyle to his field boy. Major Orst. "I 
like a good firelight as much as any 
body, but why get pushy."

"Paul." Major Orst was pretty 
agitated. "The .east wing's only eighty- 
eight yards away. We'll be giving them 
the Hoover Memoirs!"

"They asked for it," shrugged 
Boyle. "Which?" he asked the guy 
with the phone as he reached for it.

"I think McCarthy, but you can 
hear Bergen, too; they're pretty 
excited," said the guy.

This was Secret Service code. 
Bergen was the code name for the
Vice-President of the United States. 

continued on page 92

IK NAHMM UUUPOM HOBOS
AFBSTIHBIORV-UUIGHIER!

One hundred and sixty pages of the comics through the years, with
a running, completely uninformative commentary, including how

they were born, have lived, and will probably die.

With never before 
published words, draw 
ings, and punctuation.

At your favorite 
bookstore, newsstand, 
or via the mails now. 
$2.50 in rich, vibrant 
comicolor.

Hie National Lampoon, Dept. NL176
635 Madison Avenue 

Now York, New York 10022
Please send me_
Comical Funnies at $2.50 for each copy. 
D Check O Money order enclosed.

Name_________________

.copy(s) of National Lampoon'*

{please print)
Address. 

City__ jStete, -Zlp_

Pleaee make sure to list your correct zip code number.
All checks must b« payable within continental U.S.

or Canada.
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"WHAT HAPPENS WHEW 23-^EAR-OLP HOT 
SHOT JOURNALIST PHIL &RU8B RETURNS TO 
HIGH SCHOOL FOR AN UNDEI?<?OVEP. FEATURE 
STORV ?"

YOU FORGET ABOUT
THE CORNER-OF-
LUNCHROOM
THE CHESS CLUB-
THE AP COURSES -
THE "WHATCHA PUT
FOE. Sb"--

--THE JOCKS 
IN THE WHITE

SOCKS •- 
/ GUESS 

SOME THINGS

Y KNOW, YOU 
REALLY POK6ET 
WHEN YOU'RE 

AWAY 
LONG --

FORGET ABOUT THE TUNA ANPSFINACH 
HEROES-THE BATH 
ROOM TWSSE5--THE MYSTERIOUS TEACHERS 
LOUNGE" SWEETHEART 
STRAW WRAPPERS --
POPPING Ml.K CON 
TAINERS- TALKING 

ABOUT ROCK--

BEYOND THE GLITTER,

WCISS/FREISS ©1975 BPVP

THE FIRST five 
YEARS WIUL 
MELLOW. IN THE 
SIXTH, WE'LL START

FALUW3 IWTO A RUT--

sreve WA6 PROPOSEP ro JIL-U i
JILL ^A5 ACCgPTEP; WILL- 
WEPPINQ &6LL6 KINS

M6 LAMP 1 !
1'Lt HAVE RINSS AKBUWP 
MY EYES FROM GETTING 

UPTOPEEPMIM/"

ABOUT WHAT 
IT W2ULP BE 
U Kg TO BE AT ei6wr, "vH

WE'LL HAVE A 
KIP

WAV£
ABOUT WHAT IT WOULP BE 
LIKE TO BE

ME.?'.
AT 251 , OUR Ot-PGR

lis^ KIP WILL WAMT A CAR , IP

AT 25, OUR 
OLP6R KIP WILL WANT 
A CAP. ANP THE flit.,
IF SHE'S A GIRL --

AT
5LEVEW, 

(iO 
ON A TKif WE'LL HAVE 

AWOTHEE KIPAMP ru.

AT THIRTY,
BOTH KiPS'U 8E

BUSY WITH SCHOOL,
WE'LL. WAVE A LOT
MOKE TIME TOAT

YEARS, 
I'LL GET 
LAZY AMP 
SECOME A 

HOU6EWIP61 
WHICH WILL 
REALLY 
MAKE 

ME WORK 
HARPER,

LEAKW TO CEOCWET-

THEN, 
ATTHIRTV-TWO, 
YOU'LL PIE OP 

A HEART ATTACK 
WHILE PLAYIN6 

CARPS —

AT
, I'LL

BE. SETTINfi 
VARICOSE VEINS 
AMP YOU'LL BE
SETT INS A 

POUCH --
NEXT ;TME HONOR OF

DRAVNIM6 TITS WITH A 
COMFA55, A 

TRICK USED BY PETTY
ANP VAR0AS, 

SHORTEN YOUR WORKD^Y. 
(WHICH REALUY PAY6 
ON A MANY-TIT NOTE= -THIS METHOD IS AlAO EFFECTIVE FOR 

WHeei-6, EYEBALLS, AK1&
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ollector's 
Items

OCTOBER, 1971/BACK TO SCHOOL: With the Mad parody. Rodrigues' Hire 
the Handicapped, Magical Misery Tour, The Campus War Game, School of 
Hard Sell, and 125lh Street,
DECEMBER, 1971/CHRISTMAS: With Jessica Christ, Blind-Date Comics, This 
Is Your Life ... Francis Gaiy Powers, The Russian Gilt Catalogue, and Edi 
torial Fantasies.
MARCH, 1972/ESCAPE! With Hitler in Paradise, Ihe California Supplement, 
celebrity suicide noies, the Papitlon parody, Swan Song of the Open Rood, 
and doing it with dolphins
APRIL, 1972/25TH ANNIVERSARY: Willi the '50 Bulgemobiles, The Playboy 
Fallout Shelter, Commie Plot Comics, Frontline Dentists, Third Base, the 
Dating Newspaper, and Amos V Andy.
MAY, 1972/MEN! With How tc Score wilh Chicks, The Men's Pages, Gormaino 
Spillnine, Stacked Like Me, Norman the Barbarian, and The Zircon As Big As 
the Tall.
JULY, 1972/SURPR1SE! Wilh Third World Comics, the Refugee Pages, the 
Little Black Book of Chairman Mao. How to Be a He-Man, Sermonelte, 'and 
Cot. Jingo's Book of Brq Ships. ' 
AUGUST, 1972/THE MIRACLE OF DEMOCRACY: With True Politics magazine, 
The Coronation of King Dicft, Gahan Wilson's Miracle ot Seniority, and Tales 
ol the South comics.
SEPTEMBER, 1972/BOREDOM: With The Wide World ol Meat, Our White 
Heritage, Bland Hotel, the / Chink, National Geographic parody, and the 
President s Brother comic.
OCTOBER, 19T2/REMEM8ER THOSE FABULOUS SIXTIES? With Gob Dylan 
and Joan Bacz in Zimnierman comics. Torn Wolfo in Walts, and a long- 
suppressed Rolling Stones album.
NOVEMBER, 1972/DECAOENCE: With Sgt. Shrivor's Bleeding Hearts Club 
Band, Defeat Day, the Meal Chess Set, the Fetish Supplement, and Adlai 
Stevenson in Remnants-of-Dignity Comics.
DECEMBER, 1972/EASTER: With Son-o'-God comics #2, Chris Miller's Gift 
of the Magi, Great Moments in Chess, Diplomatic Etiquette, and the Special 
Irish Supplement.
JANUARY. 1973/DEATH: With The Adventures ol Deadman, Playdead maga 
zine, Children's Suicide Letters to Santa, the Last-Aid Kit, plus Bobbie Fisher 
Shows You How to Beat Death
MARCH, 1973/SWEETNESS AND LIGHT: Wilh Ihe National Inspirer, the 
Young Atloiables. My Own Stamp Album. Pharmacopoeia, and Nice Things 
About Nixon,
APRIL. 1973/PREJUDICE: With Anti-Duioh Hale Literature, All in de Fambly, 
The Shame of the North, Profiles in Chopped Liver. Surprise Poster #4, snd 
Ivory magazine.
MAY, 1973/FRAUD: Wilh the Miracle Monopoly Cheating Kit, Borrow This 
Book, The Privileged Individual Income Tax Return, and Gahan Wilson's 
Curso of the Mandarin,
JUNE, 1973/VIOLENCE: With the seven Secre! Japanese Techniques of Self 
Defense. Kit 'n Kaboodle Comics. Gun Lust Magazine, and Rodrigues' 
Hemophunnies.
JULY, 1973/SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: Wilh Popular Workbench, Techrto- 
Tactics, Non-Polluting Power Sources, National Science Fair Projects, and 
the Je'sey City Exposition of Progress, Industry 8 Freedom. 
AUGUST, 1973/STRANGE BELIEFS: With Psychology Today parody. Son-o 1 - 
God Comics #3, Gahan Wilson's Strange Beliefs of Children, and Rubrngton's 
Fuzz Against Bunk.
SEPTEMBER, 1973/POSTWAR: With ills parody, Nazi Regalia for Gracious 
Living, Whitedove comics, Vichy Supplement, Guerre Magazine, and Military 
Trading Cards,
OCTOBER, 1973/BANANA ISSUE. WHAT?: With Saga ol the Frozen North, G. 
Gordon Liddy—Agant of C.R.E.E.P.. Amtrak Model Train Catalog, Tales ol 
Nozzlfn High School, The Don Juan School of Sorcery, and B. Klibnn's Turk. 
NOVEMBER, 1973/SPORTS: With Sports Illustrated onrody. Character Building 
Comics, Doc Faeney's Scrapbook of Sports Oddities, Specialty Sports Mag 
azines, 1976 Olympic Preview. Al "Tantrum" O'Neil's Temper Tips, and 
Bat Day
DECEMBER, 1973/SELF-INDULGENCE: With the National Lampoon Building, 
Our Sunday Comics. Me Magazine, An Anglo-Saxon Christmas. Practical Jokes 
for Ihe Very Rich, How Ed Subi'zkv f,~-,inl His Summer, and Poonhcnt. 
MARCH, 1974/STUPIO: With Ihe Stupid Aptitude Test, Kancer Karo Kosmetics, 
The Stupid Group, and Stupid News & World Reporr.
APRIL, 1974/TRAVEL: With Gahan Wilson's Paranoid Abroad, Airline Magazine, 
Amish In Space, RMS 'Tyrannic' Brochure, I4B Countries You Can't Visit, and 
Welcome to Cheeseburg,
MAY, 197-V5Qth ANNIVERSARY: Wilh Son-o'-God Meets Zimmerman, New 
Bulgernoblles. Da Vinci's Notebook Vol. II, Another True Western Romance, 
Rodrigues' Handicapped Sports, and National Anlhems Encores.

JUNE, 1974/FOOD: With The Cooking of Provincial New Jersey, Weighty 
Waddlers Magazine, The Joys ol Wife-Tasting, Digester'? Reader, and A Brief 
Guide to America's Top New Ealing Spots
JULY, 1974/DESSERT: With Famine Circle Magazine, Gahan Wilson's Baby 
Food, Corporate Farmers' Almanac, Rodrigues' Gastronomique Comique, ana 
Guns and Sandwiches Magazine.
AUGUST, 1974/ISOLATIONISM AND TOOTH CARE: With Agnew's A Very Siz 
able Advance, Seed Magazine, Executive Deleted, Soul Drinks, Surprise Poster 
in. and True Menu.
SEPTEMBER, 1974/OLD AGE: With Unexciting Stories. Rodrigues' Senior Sex, 
Old Ladies' Home Journal, and Batfart Comics.
OCTOBER, 1974/PUBESCENCE: With VD Comics, Nancy Drew Meets Patty 
Hears!, Masturbation Funnies, and Tampon Period Piece. 
NOVEMBER, 1974/C1VICS: With The Rockefeller Art Collection. Prison Farm, 
Constitutional Comics, and Watergate Down.
JANUARY, 1975/NO ISSUE: With Negligent Mother Magazine, Bruce McCall's 
Zeppelin, First High Comics. Watergate Trivia Test, and Night of Ihe Iceless 
Capndcs
FEBRUARY, 197S/LOVE AND ROMANCE: With American Bride Magazine, Going 
Down and Getting Off with Brando, Histona de Amor, An Evening at Dingle- 
berries, and The St. Valentine's Day Massacre.
MARCH, 197S/GOOD-BYE TO ALL THAT: With Barbar and His Enemies, Gone 
Wilh the Wind '75, Englandiand, The '75 Nobels, The Hotel Throckmorton, and 
TtiB New Yorker Parody.
APRIL, 197S/CAR SICKNESS: With Warm Rod Magazine, Henry Ford's Diary, 
Beep, Ihe Bad Little Bus, The 1906 Bulge Buggies. The Tunnel Policemen's 
Ball, and Gahnn Wilson's Shoes,
MAY, 1975/MEDICINE; With National Sore, Terminal Flatulence, Blue Cross 
in Peace and War. rodriques' Comedies, and Our Wonderful Bodies. 
JUNE, 1975/RAINY DAY ISSUE: With Boy O Soy Magazine. Edward Gorey's 
The Worsted Monster, Parlourbook, Orgygami, and Cloo,
JULY, 1975/3-D ENTERTAINMENT: With FagHag Mag, The Vespers of 1610, 
Hollywood, Hoorav, Mel Brooks Is God, Airport '69, and Glitter Bums, 
AUGUST. 1975/JUSTICE: With the Rockefeller Attica Report, Codp ol Ham 
murabi, Citizen's Arrest Magazine. Inherit Their Wind, and World Night Court. 
SEPTEMBER, 197S/BACK TO COLLEGE: With !he Vassar Yearbook. Football 
Preview, Scholastic Scams, Academic Ploys, Wacky Stufl, Zany Monkeyshines, 
and the Esquire Parody.
OCTOBER, 1975/COLLECTOR'S ISSUE: With Pornography for the Dumb, Under 
wear lor the Deal. Myth and LogenrJ Mirror, the Mayo Clinic, and Cuban Homo

NOVEMBER, 197S/WORK: Wilh Ferdinand ths Bulldozer, The Kitchens of 
Sara Lee, Trail of Tiers. Shirking, and Hire Ihe Handicapped. 
DECEMBER, 1975/MONEY: With The Great Price War, Entrepreneurs, and a 
Fortune parody
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Gotta

Have we got a dvfi for you
Youmaynof have a job right now, but JOB, that French
Cigarette Paper Company, is making an offer you can't
resist.
We've put together a kit, containing four of
our favorite easy rolling, clean smoking
JOB papers.
For $1, you'll receive one pack each
of our two favorite, one lick, no
mess, double wide papers—White
and Strawberry. And for you die-hard,
traditionalist, single paper rollers, a
pack of JOB Wheat Straws and a pack of
JOB 55's white.

J^B APPLICATION
I certify that I am over 21 years of age. 

Adams Apple Distributing Company 
Dcpt. NL-08 
2835 N. Sheffield • Chi., 111. 60657

So, send me my JOB Sample Kit. I enclose my 
check or money order for $1 to cover cost, 

postage and handling.
Name_____________________ 

Address———————————————————— 

City_______________________ 

State/2 ip___________________
Only ana sample to a family, please. 
Please allow four weeks far delivery. 
Offer goad only while supply lasts.

BROUGHT TO YOU FROM FRANCE BY ADAMS APPLE DISTRIBUTING COMPANY • CHICAGO
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From the beginning: "Ommadawnr

.„. .ever heard it before, but you'll recogril^, 
as soon as you hear it: the theme music from$ti.w 
deepest dreams, the soundtrack to the epic movieT 
of your mind.
Mike Oldfield: the hand and mind that created the 
phenomenal "Tubular Bells" now draw forth

"Ommadawn!' Fourteen months, two thousand 
overdubs, a few dozen musicians and twenty in 
struments he himself played went into it.

"Ommadawn." A song in the soul's ear.
Mike Oldfield's extraordinary new work, 

"Ommadawnr On Virgin Records.

Also available on tape. 
Distributed by CBS Records.
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Couched in Secrecy
continued from pugu 62

wardly rational and objective, was 
actually more ol a rabid militarist than 
the right-wing generals in the Penta 
gon. I had to compliment him on the 
remarkable cou=r he's buik up over 
the years. One oi the best. A C1A 
trademark. No wonder he's so upset 
right now, with his uncontrollable 
desires and nightmares. He's blowing 
his cover.

I reminded him oi what happened 
alter the Bay of Pigs fiasco. Alien 
Dulles and his architect of the inva 
sion. Richard Bissell, were iired. And 
none other than Richard Helms 
replaced Bissell as director of clan 
destine services, with John McCone 
replacing Dulles as director ol the CIA.

"So you finally came out of the 
closet, out of seclusion," I said.

"I don't know what you mean," 
said Helms.

"You succeeded Bissell as clan 
destine director, a very important job. 
You couldn't have been living on the 
farm as well as doing clandestine 
work. Unless you have a twin brother."

Suddenly his face and the left side 
of his body turned to aspic. He started 
to tremble violently. I had to give him 
a sedative. When he calmed down, 
I asked him ii he wanted to talk. 
Obviously I said something that 
opened an old wound, a traumatic 
experience. He walked over to my 
couch and Hopped down. This was 
the first time he used it. He normally 
preferred to talk to me face to face.

"It's starting to come back to me," 
said Helms. "I can tell you what 
really happened after the Bay ol Pigs 
disaster. Of course, Alien was very 
upset. He had to take the full blame 
and John Kennedy had to iire him 
to save face. The first thing he did 
after he got the news was call and 
invite me to bis country place. He 
.needed a friend, someone to talk to. 
Understandably, he was a bit 
depressed.

"At the house, he proceeded to 
drink six bottles of wine — three 
Laiitte '27s and three Cheval Blanc 
'34s. He loved his wines. I was almost 
a teetotaler. I could sip one glass all 
night. Ir all tastes the same to me, 
Lafitte or Almaden. But Alien was 
determined to get dead drunk, h was 
the one time he dropped his cover. 
Alien Dulles, the first head of the 
CIA. the Grand Old Man, my col 
league and friend, the man who was 
worshipped by every one in the com 
pany and was actually called the

"king," was getting as drunk as an 
Irish sailor on shore leave! I was 
terribly ashamed and hurt. He was 
such a fine looking man! He looked 
just like a college professor, with his 
tweed jackets and leather elbow 
patches, the wire rim glasses and the 
pipe. And now he was making a fool 
of himself.

"While in this drunken state, 
Alien called the White House on his 
secret hot line and got President 
Kennedy himsell on the phone. In a 
thick, barely understood voice he 
asked JFK to send over Angie 
Dickinson immediately. 1 learned later 
that this Dickinson woman was an 
up-and-coming movie actress who 
frequently consorted with the Presi 
dent. The President replied rhar 
Miss Dickinson was not present, but 
could he send over someone else. He 
was trying to be sympathetic to 
Alien. Alien said yes, as a matter of 
fact, there is someone else you can 
send over. Send over Jackie. The 
President did not skip a beat. He 
said, fine, no problem. Jackie has no 
plans for the weekend anyway and 
I'd love to get her away from here. 
You've got a fine stable up there, 
haven't you? Good. She loves to ride. 
I'll have rny chopper fly her over in a 
hall an hour.

"Mrs. Kennedy arrived alone — the 
picture of beauty and poise. She was 
delighted to be Alien's guest for the 
weekend. She was very fond oi him 
and treated him like an adoring niece. 
Alien managed to pull himself 
together and we had dinner and more 
wine. After dinner Alien was feeling 
positively giddy. He brought out the 
usual brandies and cigars and such 
and giggled as he opened a plain white 
box and spilled out its contents. He 
said it was a combination of genuine 
Spanish aphrodisiac (not Spanish fly) 
and cocaine. It's the best and the 
brightest, said Alien —made exclusively 
for the CIA. We use it for extremely 
important spy work involving seduc 
tion and sexual stamina. He said he 
never tried it himself, but now was 
the perfect time. "Who's going to 
join me?" he asked. I declined politely. 
But Jackie was very excited. Her 
husband was always talking about this 
fantastic drug but never gave her any. 
Alien put on a record of excerpts 
from Wagner's Cotter da mmerimg. 
The music was peculiarly thrilling to 
me. I was swept away by it. But 
Alien and Jackie were affected 
differently. Alien was drooling 
uncontrollably and Jackie had a big

wet spot in the area of her crotch. 
Suddenly he attacked her. Or, actually, 
they attacked each other. He took her 
on the sofa and had sexual inter 
course with her twelve times. I 
counted each time. Jackie claimed 
that he gave her her first full vaginal 
orgasm, whatever that means. By the 
sixth one, she was totally in love with 
Alien. He applied himself to his task 
with the /eal of a religious fanatic, 
seemingly rising to greater and greater 
heights, judging by the ecstatic cries 
of Mrs. Kennedy. I was more con 
cerned with the music, but I couldn't 
help watching this appalling, frighten 
ing sight. Finally, I could take it no 
longer, and denounced him for his 
heinous acts. He turned from Mrs. 
Kennedy, who was now asleep, and 
gave me a piercing, sober stare. 
"You've seen everything now," he 
said. "It's just the beginning of my 
revenge on John F, Kennedy. We re 
all going to be in this together."

"I had no idea what Alien meant. 
Obviously he was under great strain — 
taking most of the blame for the Bay 
of Pigs thing —getting fired, humili 
ated in the press. I could understand 
his need to unwind — even get drunk 
and have sex; but he really blew his 
cover with Mrs. Kennedy. It was very 
unlike my beloved professor, or 'Herr 
Doktor,' as I sometimes called him. 
Thankfully, he became his old self in 
a few days, because he called me and 
requested a meeting. He asked me to 
meet him in the ladies' room of a Hot 
Shoppe near Bethesda. He has some 
thing very important to tell me, and 
he knew for a fact that this bathroom 
was nor bugged.

"Alien told me that my days of 
seclusion were over. It was time for 
me to take an active and open role in 
the company, and he was going to 
prepare me for it. He had big plans 
for me. He bad a major assignment 
for me, a project that might take 
years to accomplish. There was no 
rush. He wanted it to be done abso 
lutely right. Not like the Cuban fiasco. 
But before I could execute it I would 
have to have a high and powerful 
position in the company. I would 
have to be the CIA director of 
clandestine services.

'"But the President has just 
appointed a new clandestine director 
to replace Bissell, Richard Helms,' 
I said."

At this point in the story, I had to 
interrupt. I was getting a little con 
fused. "But you are Richard Helms," 
I said.
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Helms smiled. "Yes, 1 am Richard 
Helms. But in 1961, when I met Alien 
in the ladies' room of the Hot Shoppe, 
I was not Richard Helms."

"Then who were you?"
"I don't know. All that rehabilita 

tion I went through after the war. It 
made my memory kind of fuzzy. 1 still 
don't know. All the fits and dreams I 
get right now...they must be part oi 
some tremendous emotional upheaval 
I'm going through. But wait...I'm 
getting ahead of my story. As I was 
saying...back iii 1961, in the ladies' 
room, Alien told me I would become 
clandestine director. What he meant 
was I would not replace Richard 
Helms, I would become Richard 
Helms.

"The memories are all coming 
back. I'll never forget it. He took my 
hands in his (he was sitting on the 
toilet seat lid) and told me that the 
CIA had perfected a new way to 
create a perfect copy o) another per 
son. I hey could make me into an 
exact copy of Richard Helms. I know, 
I know...it sounds like a science 
fiction story, but believe me, it's true. 
They do it all the time. They were 
going to change my face, rny bone 
structure, my height, even my glands, 
riioy had new plastic surgery tech 
niques, new hormones, even new 
ways to promote hair growth! And of 
course, they could change my mental 
ity into a perfect copy oi the Helms 
mind. Alien thought I would make a 
superb clandestine director, with my 
old political talents and the special 
abilities Helms had —his genius for 
poliu'cal infighting in the company, 
his fine sense of public relations. 
And of course, Alien would be behind 
the scenes, advising me, helping me 
plan the operations, most importantly, 
the big one he had in mind.

"It took almost two years to do the 
complete transformation. It had to he 
done secretly, of course. Meanwhile, 
the real Helms was functioning quite 
well in his job, the second most 
important position in the company 
next to McCone. In the spring ol 
1963, I was ready. I had a few trial 
runs where the real Helms was 
'detained,' and I slipped into his place 
for dinner with the family, golf with 
friends, meetings with colleagues, etc. 
I did fine. My rehearsals were over. 
The permanent switch was ready to 
he made. On April 2, Helms had an 
open date for lunch and decided to 
drive to his country club in Chevy 
Chase and dine alone. He never got' 
there. Alien's men were hiding in the

hack of his car. They forced him to 
drive to a secluded spot and they 
eliminated him. I was waiting. I 
simply took his possessions and drove 
to the club and had his lunch. The 
real Richard Helms disappeared from 
the face of the earth."

I had intimations about what 
Dulles's big plan was but I let Helms, 
or rather Helms II, as I now will call 
him, tell the rest of the story. It was 
getting rather intriguing. I was talking 
to a complete imposter who uas 
literally a mirror image of the original. 
Another CIA trick ol monstrous 
proportions thai I wasn't sure I 
believed. I mean...how many other 
identities did this Helms II have il we 
dug further into his past?

"Where was I, doctor? Oh yes... 
the old Helms eliminated, the new 
Helms...me, that is...in his place. 
With Alien being very active in the 
background. In the summer ol '63. 
Alien. Jackie, and I met in his country 
house. Alien announced that it was 
time for his big plan to begin. By the 
way, by this time Jackie was his 
mistress, virtually his love slave. She 
would do anything for him.

" I he plan, as you might have

guessed by now. was to assassinate 
John I'. Kennedy. As director of 
clandestine services, I was in the 
perfect position to develop and 
coordinate everything. There had to 
be a perfect cover plan, a decoy 
plan to throw everyone off. There 
also had to he dozens of theories 
evolving out of the decoy plan that 
would provide all sorts oi motivations 
and possible suspects, all designed to 
divert attention from the real assas 
sin. There were the angry Cubans, 
still smarting from the Bay of Pigs 
debacle. I here were the angry right- 
wing military-industrial types who 
hated Kennedy. There were the right- 
wing southern interests (with 
Lyndon Johnson as their front man) 
who would have liked to see JFK. 
eliminated. And of course, there were 
Communists and crackpots under 
every rock and cranny. It was my job 
to plant all these conspiratorial seeds, 
to de\clop do/ens of leads for the 
investigative reports that would fol 
low, and to create all sorts oi mysteri 
ous actions and coincidences after the 
killing took pl.Kv. Of course, I also 
had to iiiul .mil develop the perfect 
iront man. tlio public assassin who 
would act as the cover lor the real
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continued
assassin. This was where Oswald

"The beauty of Alien's plan was 
the utter simplicity of it all underneath 
all those labyrinthine covers and 
conspiracies. The real assassin would 
be Juckie. She would be given a 
special CIA poison that worked like 
the tiny time pills in a Comae. She 
would put it in JFK's morning coffee 
and che poison would be timed to 
work at the exact moment Oswald 
would fire his gun. The poison would 
have an instant effect and would 
disappear in the body without a trace. 
All Jackie had to do was jump out of 
the car when she heard the shots. 
Oswald was our backup man, just in 
case the poison did not take lull 
effect. (We tested it for months on 
'volunteer' derelicts and it was perfect. 
But Dulles would take no chances.) 
Of course, Oswald was led to believe 
that he was the only assassin, that it 
was his baby all the way. Alien 
hinted to me later that there was 
another backup man involved, with 
another rifle. It didn't really matter 
as long as Oswald was up front and 
exposed. As you know, the plan 
worked perfectly And the follow-ups 
worked even better — afl the elabo 
rate conspiracy theories and motiva 
tions that go on and on like a set of 
Chinese boxes. There's absolutely no 
way anyone can ever get at the truth, 
because it's all buried under thous 
ands of crazy and half-crazy theories 
and examples of new evidence and 
whatever. Who do you think plants 
all this evidence and makes up all the 
new theories? We do. We even 
planted some of our own men on the 
street where JFK was shot to create 
the impression that we were some 
how involved in it!

"And so, with JFK out ol the way, 
Alien was free to guide me along, 
and by 1966 I was made director of 
the CIA — his protege had gone right 
to the top. Everything was going 
along fine until Alien died in 1969. 
Without Alien, I seemed to have lost 
control of myself. He was my mentor, 
ray mastermind. Without him, I had 
no anchor —I started getting the fits 
and nightmares. I srarted going crazy. 
Something deep in my past, something 
that could not die, seemed to be 
hounding me. As Richard Helms, I 
tried to light it off, but it didn't work. 
With your help, I began to remember 
who I was and what I did before I 
was Helms. But there must be more 
to it. There must be a reason for my 
madness!"

He screamed chis last statement, a 
piercing shriek that sounded totally 
unlike his natural voice. The tics and 
trembles started again and he started 
shouting and screaming in a rhythmi 
cal, caclenced fashion. I couldn't make 
out any real words. He spoke in hall 
nonsense, half guttural sounds with 
a slightly Germanic overtone. I had to 
give him a sedative and put him to 
sleep again.

My notes on Richard Helms II
Most of the pieces were falling into 

place, except for the last one. Why 
was Helms II cracking up? Emotional 
strain over leading a double, perhaps 
a triple life? Lots of CIA men lead 
double and triple lives, and it hardly 
affects them. He doesn't seem to have 
much guilt over his CIA activities. 
He operates under the umbrella oi 
national security and genuine 
patriotism. A very strange case. I will 
take my own advice and begin at the 
beginning.

1. Helms II first met Alien Dulles 
in Swit/erland in 1942 or so. The real 
Helms was in London, as Helms II 
said, an OSS man. Why would he be 
in Switzerland, visiting a clinic? I 
learned that the town was indeed 
called Klurn and the only doctor in 
the area was the legendary Doctor 
Niehans, the originator ol the lamb 
gland youth rejuvenation treatments. 
Why did Helms II need the Niehans 
treatments?

2. Helms II described an extremely 
dangerous assignment where he had 
to be elaborately disguised and rescued. 
Dulles reminded him that whatever 
happened, he "would do the best [he] 
can."

3. Postwar years: years ol rehabili 
tation from "war wounds" — secret 
treatments, rehabilitation. Years oi 
seclusion. Helms II claims to have 
been Dulles's secret consultant and 
adviser — very influential on major 
American foreign policy decisions. 
Helms II becomes intensely patriotic, 
militaristic, aggressive.

4. He is transformed and becomes 
the fool of Dulles, carries out the 
assassination conspiracy (and probably 
others he's afraid to talk about).

Hunch: Alien Dulles was always 
known to be a confirmed Germano- 
phile. The so-called dangerous OSS 
mission could have taken place in 
Germany. In Berlin to be exact. My 
guess is that Dulles engineered a 
daring rescue mission in Berlin in 
1944. This explains the elaborate 
disguise, the removal of the subject's

teeth, the underground corridor, 
escaping through the bombs into a 
waiting plane, etc. etc. It had to be 
you-know-who. Dulles probably set 
up a perfect double for you-know-who, 
and got the real teeth planted into 
the double's mouth. When the 
remains of the body had to be identi 
fied, the teeth would be genuine and 
everyone would be satisfied. Switzer 
land? That was simply for youth 
treatments. The Niehans treatments 
did their job. He would now be about 
eighty-six, but he looks about sixty.

If we accept this hunch, everything 
else falls into place. The elaborate 
rehabilitation-brain washing-surgery 
program. The role as secret foreign 
policy adviser, the intense patriotism 
and anti-Communism and militaristic 
bent.

The dreams, the strange behavior.
1. The dream where he was 

trapped in a large house that was 
set on fire. The Reichstag Fire of 
1933?

2. Being overrun by geese. Goose- 
stepping soldiers?

3. Sitting on a zeppelin and stabbing 
it. The Hindenburg? Stabbing the 
old general in the back in his rise to 
power?

4. Walking dogs in a mountain 
village. Berchtesgaden? Tiny airplanes 
coming out ol cuckoo clocks, strafing 
in Luftwaffe style?

5. Other signs: sadomasochism — 
hot lentil soup down his back, 
bananas dipped in ketchup (blood), 
women with penises (dominant 
mother)-—overpowering love for 
Wagner — confirmed vegetarian — 
penchant for young blond girls who 
love their country — last, but not 
least, his shrieking, guttural Germanic 
outpouring before I put him to sleep.

Helms II saw me again the 
following day, and I was ready for 
him. He listened politely as I 
explained my theory, but he wasn't 
convinced. In fact, he was incredu 
lous. As he countered my ideas, I 
put on a tape recording of a Nazi 
rally made in 1939 with our subject 
as the star orator. Suddenly. Helms II 
sat up and listened carefully. The 
voice on the tape seemed to burrow 
into his head like a hand operated 
drill. The familiar shriek, the building 
of excitement, the simple, rhythmic 
style as the audience is carefully 
manipulated and hypnotized into 
action. I played the tape over and 
over (it was looped). Finally, he fell 
back and screamed the deepest,
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loudest, most primal scream I ever 
heard. He now knew who he really 
was.

Everything was coming back to 
him. At first, he cried and moaned. 
Then he turned and cursed me, calling 
me every vile anti-Semitic name in 
the book. He threatened to have me 
eliminated (he could have done this 
easily). I was surprisingly cool. I told 
him that a psychiatrist never violates 
the confidences ol his patients (I lied, 
of course). He was greatly relieved to 
hear this. This would be our little 
secret, he said. There was no point 
in raking up old coals. The past should 
be forgotten. He was now very good 
at his job. He was serving the 
country he loved with all his strength 
and talents. Why blow such a perfect 
cover? He dried his tear-soaked face, 
winked, and said, "So 1 had a few 
bad years...nobody's perfect."

As he left my office, he added, 
"Besides, how do you know I wasn't 
a CIA agent, even way back then?"

William Colby
Code Name: Brlllo
Period of treatment: 1974-1975

William Colby first came to me 
after the Watergate business, when 
he succeeded Richard Helms as 
director of the CIA. He already had 
a long and successful career, espe 
cially in Laos and Vietnam, where 
he specialized in counter-terror 
tactics — subversion, interrogation, 
and assassination. As head of the 
famous Operation Phoenix,, he was
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Diplomatic Muscle
continued from page 79

McCarthy was the code name for the 
Secretary of State.

The President was Snerd.
Boyle got the phone and started 

talking into it.
"Hughes designed the thing," the 

Chief of Staff was telling his tree, 
"and Abplanalp's going to market it." 

* * #
"I don't get it," said the President 

of the United States.
He was speaking to the conference 

table at large, which included about 
half the cabinet, the Speaker of the 
House, various majority and minority 
leaders, several lobbyists, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, a few military attaches, 
a couple of bankers, some presidential 
aides, and a masseur. Nobody was 
listening.

"Well, then, what the hell is it?" 
the Vice-President was asking the 
Secretary of Defense.

"Look," said Defense, "you rush 
me, you're not gonna get anything." 

"Well, what, for Chrissake?" 
snapped the Vice-President.

"Well, in considering the Soviet 
Union — "

"Horseshit, Stinky," said the V.P. 
"If Redland was breaking a product 
like this, I'd have 15 percent and 
territory."

"The Chinese?"
"Nuts. Much bigger than the Peril. 

Better packaging, too.*'
"Jesus," said Defense/'McDonalds?"
"It doesn't make sense," said the 

President.
"Get him his duck," said the 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs.
The Secretary of State cleared his 

throat copiously. He was thinking 
how nice the Secretary of Defense's 
balls were going to look up on his den 
wall. This was, he reflected, one ol 
those suspended moments in history 
when a man with guts and something 
on his shoulders besides a doorstop 
could end up with the world on his 
roach clip. He addressed the table.

"Our advanced alien contact R and 
D team. Project Zarkhov, has a spe 
culative report in," he said leisurely. 
"As nearly as can be determined at 
this time, we are confronted with a 
UFO guided by and possibly con 
taining life-forms of an alien intel 
ligence of a highly accelerated capacity, 
from an unknown alternate solar 
system. The object itself is a vehicle, 
with lethal defense capacity and pos 
sibly military but primarily transporta-

tional, apparently traveling on bands 
of high-intensity magnetic energy. We 
indicate a continuous strobelike 
polarity reversal enclosing the object. 
Our guess is that the controlling 
intelligence can effect total conversion 
from energy to matter and vice versa. 
These, of course, are abstractions."

"For not cooking this prick. Hitler 
deserved it," the Secretary of Agri 
culture whispered to the Attorney 
General.

"I wouldn't turn niy back on piggy 
in a roomful of nuns," replied the A.G.

"Are we going to have lunch down 
here, or go up?" said the President.

"Where's his paints?" said a 
general crossly. "Give the dipshit a 
crayon, will you?"

"Let's get to net figures," said the 
Vice-President. He had a voice you 
could scale fish with. He brought his 
hands into himself like a man with a 
spade flush. "Technologically, we 
have to give them an edge. But how 
big an edge? How long for our outfit 
to make parity?"

The Secretary of State blew his 
nose.

"Right!" said the President.
"Who unlocked his office?" asked 

a British major.
"Turn off his pacemaker," said the 

Secretary of Labor.
State snapped his fingers, and the 

chief science adviser stepped forward. 
He was frowsy and shrimpish. He 
could have signed Woody Alien's 
checks anywhere. "Mister President," 
he said, "research isn't predictable. 
Otherwise, it wouldn't be necessary. It 
follows no timetable. Madame Curie 
cut three decades off atomic research 
by accident, whereas we fooled around 
trying to turn lead into gold for 
centuries."

"Who is this, Mr. Wizard?" the 
House Speaker asked the Majority 
Leader.

"Cut the classroom shit. Jocko," 
said the Vice-President. "What's our 
counter-thrust potential?"

The chief science adviser sighed. 
"Let's say every relevant research 
project we now have in the oven came 
to fruition in a week. It still wouldn't 
be a horse race." He hacked croupily 
into his fist. "No contest," he 
shrugged.

"Take some honey lemon for that," 
said the President.

"We can't make his life story since 
William Bendix died," said the Post 
master General.

"His campaign slogan for seventy-

six is b'deah b'dcah/'said the Marine 
Commandant.

"Cut it out," the Vice-President 
told them. He had a voice like a band 
saw going through a duck. "Dingy," 
he addressed the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs, "what do your people 
calculate as our chances in an all-out 
scrap? Facts and figures. How do we 
stand, planetary-conflict wise?"

"Facts and figures. Rock?" smiled 
the Chairman. He pantomimed pull 
ing his penis out oi his pants. He 
pantomimed cutting it off with hedge 
shears.

There was a considerable silence.
The President leaned forward 

urgently. "Sounds like!" he yanked at 
his earlobe.

"It moves and talks," said the NRA 
lobbyist.

"Sell it," said the chairman of the 
Chemical Bank.

The Vice-President was looking at 
the Secretary of State the way you 
look at your tax accountant. "Well?" 
he said.

"In a no-win situation," the Secre 
tary of State sat back with a small 
smile, "we are left at a binary option 
point. Cooperation or resistance. 
Insofar as resistance is prelude to 
confrontation, it is inadvisable. It is a 
mathematical simplicity." He folded 
his arms. He felt terrific. He'd pulled 
the world's dick off the tracks more 
than often enough. Let the teeming 
multitudes tough it out on their own, 
for a change. He was going for the 
Big Score.

"So what's our first step?" the Vice- 
President asked. "How do we market 
vulnerability?"

"We could give them a deal on 
wheat," said the President.

"Set fire to him," said the senator 
from Utah.

"We begin with concession," said 
State. "We offer them ease and econ 
omy of operation, rather than difficulty 
and waste. We give them something, 
rather than inconveniencing them to 
take it." He leaned forward amiably. 
He was only going to give those space 
cadets the world's ass on a spit. Up 
humanity's.

"So what do we give them?" asked 
the V.R

The Secretary of State looked 
exactly at him. "We give them," he 
said, "anything they want." He 
repeated it around the table. "Any 
thing they want. As the outcome of 
any conflict is preordained, our only
recourse is alliance."

continued on page 98
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The Conspiring 
Photographer

H by Dean Latimer

Q: Where were you on November 22,1963, when 
you learned President Kennedy had been shot?

Fidel Castro, Hauana, Cuba: 
Oh, I'm don't like to think hack on 
that terrible week. It was a Thursday 
he's dead on, no? I'm in hospital when 
the news comes that day, my cousin 
Rosalba who's hostess in the Pink 
Pussy Lounge in Dallas, she's call 
fong distance to tell me. Now me, I'm 
laid up a few days just then, because 
my new cobbler, on Tuesday there he's 
give me a brand new pair stack heels: 
and Wednesday when I'm stamp to 
attention at parade review they're go 
bam.' bam.' Damn near blew my ass 
off, man. And then Thursday they're 
go nail poor John. A terrible week for 
all the Americas.

Jacqueline Kenned)' Onassis, 
Florence, Italy;
I was right next to him in the car, for 
heaven's sake! All of a sudden he 
pitched over forward, and then he 
jerked back, and then in the iront seat 
Connally jumped a foot, and by Jesus I

went right over the rear end of the 
limousine. I'd stilt be running, it ii 
hadn't been for Rufus Youngblood 
pushing me back in. He, by the way, 
was white.

why I went there lor the pasta, instead 
oS Bleecker as usual, where it smelled 
weird, or maybe there was a sale that 
clay....Hey, let me check my notes 
and I'll call back. What sign is your 
phone?

Hughes, Las Vegas, Nev.: 
No, I wasn't in any Pink Pussy Lounge, 
I was right here at my desk, looking 
alter my affairs. It's not particularly 
romantic, but you'll notice it's 
who got killed.

him

Patty Hearst, Redwood City, Calif.: 
I remember it plain as day. It was right 
after lunch, and we were lined up in 
the cafeteria to go back to class when 
the P.A. system came on and the princi 
pal himself said school would be 
closed for the rest of the week be 
cause President Kennedy was dead. I 
didn't know what it meant. I was sorry 
he was dead, but glad to get a vacation. 
That night, though...! dunno, I just 
cried and cried.

Paul Krassner, Berkeley, Calif.: 
Listen, I know it sounds weird, but 
I'm beginning to really think he wasn't 
shot on November 22 at all. I know 
they want us to think it was the twenty- 
second, they're really very, very, very 
specific on that one point. It all seems 
to hinge on the date. But I was in an 
Italian bakery on Carmine Street when 
I heard about it, and I remember think 
ing days beforehand that something 
had to be in the air, because that's

E. Howard Hunt, Orlando, Fla.: 
It was one of those corpse-gray Novem 
ber mornings that make Washington 
look like something they dragged out 
of a river with hooks. My stakeout
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bench in the park across from the 
Chilean Embassy was raising welts on 
ray rear end, I'd been there so long. 
Suddenly beautiful Rosalba, in a brief 
leathery outfit that rustled over the 
abundant cafe'-au-lait flesh beneath it 
like the fingers of a dazzled teenager, 
set a tall, gleaming Pink Pussy Rum 
Carioca in front of me and whispered 
under the grueiing bossa nova beat: 
"It's on the house, Ecluardo. Compli 
ments of Madam Ruby."

I pretended not to notice anything 
awry, although my armpits were eddy 
ing down suddenly over my short ribs. 
In Moscow, you're being watched 
every living second....

Marilyn Monroe, Forest Lau'n, Calif.: 
That's one thing you can't blame me 
for, you lying bastards, I was dead. I'd 
been dead lor a year. II you want to go 
pointing lingers, where was that punk 
Bobby when it happened? 1 suppose 
he's dead by now too, huh?

Richard. Helms, Teheran, Iran: 
Well, senator, it's hard to remember 
back to that exact point in time, but if 
my memory's correct, 1 was on vacation 
in Nome, Alaska. I think, oh yes, I 
heard about it over the radio in a duck 
blind. As I recall, I was just witnessing 
an affidavit from my Eskimo guide that 
I had been in the blind a good two 
hours- No sir, I don't recall a Pink 
Pussy Lounge anywhere near that 
duck blind....

Why do you want
to shoot President Ford ?

Jeff Davis Cunningham, Tucker, Ala.: 
I'm happy you asked, sir. The reason 
is perfectly pragmatic: I desire, simply 
enough, to bp president myself. I have, 
and you can quote this, an undisclosed 
number of persons around this great 
land who only await the signal from my 
right hand to rise up and fall solidly 
behind me in my surge to power. We 
are unanimous and confident on this 
point: I tuill, and therefore must, be 
president. Simple as that.

Selena Hushpupiyy, Boulder, Colo.: 
Isn't it pretty peculiar that there are 
six people in Gerald Ford's family? 
And how many terms did he serve as 
senator? That's right, six. And how old 
is he? Sixty/ That gives 6660, the Mark 
of the Beast of Revelations plus a zero, 
the only number invented by the Hin 
dus, being the very signature of ihe 
Antichrist, or Nero returned to Earth 
in the Last Days. Ephesians 17:19, 
look it up. Don't you think it's |ust a 
little bit coincidental that all these 
things should happen on this planet 
just as Edgar Cayce predicted sixty 
years ago? Listen, ihe Reverend Moon

and Guru Maharaj-ji have both come 
to me in dreams, and it's my job to 
bring on the Armageddon, and mine 
alone, by slaying the Beast on the 
Final Day. When's that?

Darryl Brennan, Muncie, 
It's not him so much, it's the woman. 
She just a fucking slut, that's all. Can 
you imagine that titless old whore be 
fouling the same bed Bess Truman and 
Mamie Elsenhower slept in? It's an 
affront to God. Did you hear the filth 
she's always spouting? I can't believe 
she eats with that mouth. America 
doesn't need some nigger-loving ex- 
chorus hooker preaching free love and 
abortion in the White House, and I for 
one won't stand lor it. I'll blow them 
both to fucking hell and gone, I don't 
care if I do go to jail for it.

F. Lawrence Morely, Alexandria, Va.: 
The iirst thing you learn in this busi 
ness is not to ask questions. You do 
what you're told, whether you like it 
or not. When you start asking why, 
you lose your effectiveness immediately, 
and then you're no good (or anybody, 
not even yourself.
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Diplomatic Muscle
continued from page 92

"1st das nicht der ballsy Kraut?" 
said the Minority Leader.

"Jah das ist der ballsy Kraut," said 
the masseur.

The Vice-President mulled it over. 
"If you can't lick 'em," he mused,"suck "em?"

* * *
The Secretary of State walked like a 

man who's jusl discovered that his 
shit was emeralds. He w<\s the only 
human being on earth who knew, 
understood, and could make simul 
taneous sense of the state policies 
and principles of the Americans and 
the Vietnamese, the Arabs and the 
Jews, rhe Russians and the Chinese, 
the British and the French. He would 
effectively be the Ambassador of 
Earth to these intergalactic schmucks. 
More than thai, as far as these bo/os 
were concerned, he would be, nego 
tiation-wise, The Man, Mister Earth, 
the spokesman-in-fact and thus 
practical leader of the peoples of the 
world.

Give the bastards Australia, he was 
thinking. Give them Iran, give them 
California, give them the Sony Com 
pany, give them the Celtics, Jackie 
Kennedy, gum, parking. Give them

anything they fucking want.
And you'll get it back in spades.
They moved out through the James 

K. Polk French doors and across the 
Schuyler Colfax patio to where a 
small group of edgy brass huddled.

Soldiers, scattered around the White 
House grounds like the cast of The 
Green Berets between takes, stood and 
talked in small, aimless clusters; the 
aroma of Colombo bango curled from 
behind sandbags; a handful of Spec 
Fives were pitching pennies against 
the Robert Taft retaining wall. Some 
body inside one of the tanks was 
laughing like hell. It was noon, bright, 
warm, comfortable; unless you were 
supposed to be in charge.

"Mr. President!" Major Orst's 
eyes were something from an aquar 
ium. "It isn't sale for you out here!"

"It isn't safe for him in the 
shower," said the Attorney General.

"If you gentlemen would please 
remain here," State turned, halted 
them with a hand. "I believe the 
concept of threat to be universal, 
and universally associated with 
quantitative size. Therefore, I would 
recommend a clearly partial gesture — 
one element of the group approaching 
singly, in a refrresen.t.ati'ue manner. As 
we are here to negotiate, I must
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logically suggest that 1, myself, be — "
"Go on, then, for Chrissake, be 

fore they decide we're a curious herd 
of game." said the Vice-President. 
"Hold his coat, will you, Hunk?"

"Right."The President took State's 
overcoat.

"Good luck," the President told 
State, gripping his arm emotionally 
and adding, with a wink, "I've always 
said I'd rather have you in my corner 
than theirs, but I'd rather have you 
in their pants than mine," and shoved 
him slightly toward the energy cyst.

"1 get his autographed Mao picture," 
said the Secretary of the Interior.

"Dibs on his rubber suits," said the 
CIA director.

1 he Secretary of State came to a 
halt when he was twenty yards from 
the energy cyst. He felt like a million 
bucks. He was going to make Nero 
look like Jackie Gleason. He was 
going to get himself in tighter than 
Jesus, ant! he was feeling chipper. 
Give the fuckers anything they want.

He had a battery-powered bullhorn 
in his hand, and he brought it up to 
his mouth and flicked its switch with 
his thumb.

"Attention in the craft. We are 
sentient, {leoceful, socially organised 
beings. I am. a civilian representative 
of my people and their government. I 
tuish to communicate urith you. 
Will you respond? We want only to 
cooperate."

The energy cyst gave a hum, then a 
clank, then a sort o! caw, and then 
the saline crackle of electronically 
amplified sound.

"Well, why didn't you say so."
A four-by-seven section of the 

cyst dematerialized, and out of it came 
three slender, youthful male human- 
oids in bright, kaleidoscopic silks. 
They drifted via self-levitation to the 
ground.

They had pouting, narrow faces, 
pale as whey; hands fluttered 
around the delicate features. They 
had curly blond hair. Their eyes 
were deep blue and they had teeth you 
could go snow blind from. They 
halted, their gazes fixed on the 
Secretary of State. The tallest of the 
three gasped, spoke to the others.

"OH, Marri, he's just darlmg!"
The smallest one clapped his 

hands.
"He's beautiful, you bitches, and 

he's mine."
And with hungry moves, and 

gay as goddamn iawns, they pranced 
forward to begin negotiations. D
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Couched in Secrecy
continued from page W

responsible for the deaths of over 
40,000 Viet Cong.

The beauty part of Colby is that 
he didn't look like a killer. He looked 
like an accountant., as his critics 
have said. I agreed, though I preferred 
to picture him as someone who sold 
marine insurance in, s;iy, Philadelphia. 
He was slight in build, dressed 
anonymously, and had an equally 
anonymous small-boned face.

As soon as he walked through my 
door, 1 detected his problem. His nose 
was growing bigger. A physical 
impossibility, but true nevertheless. 
He had been examined by our best 
physicians and they could Kind no 
cause for the growth. He had no 
allergies, no sinus problems. He was 
in perfect health. But the nose just 
grew and grew anyway. It was now 
almost seven inches long and three 
inches thick. It was very disconcert 
ing ior a man with a bland, anony 
mous face. Colby was very upset. 
Regular physicians couldn't help him. 
His nose was growing bigger and 
fleshier every day. Perhaps he had a 
psychosomatic problem, he said.

He gave me a short, concise 
biography and a description of his 
duties, playing down his role in 
clandestine operations, preferring to 
describe himself as an "intelligence 
gatherer and administrator." He was 
deeply religious — a regular church 
goer— but had no problem resolving 
the moral dilemma of his previous 
assassination and "interrogation" 
programs, k was work that had to be 
done for a higher and more profound 
cause —our national security and our 
way of life.

Though he was more of adminis 
trator than ever, he still liked to keep 
his hand in what he called "e and e" 
(extraction and elimination), and so 
he started a "junior" Phoenix program 
with the members of his Boy Scout 
troop where he served as scoutmaster. 
"It's a Phoenix on a very small scale." 
Colby said. "I've gotten the boys to 
capture all kinds of animals and some 
humans, mostly derelicts who haven't 
got much to live for, anyway. I've 
trained them to interrogate and 
extract information out of the ani 
mals in the same manner as our 
regular operatives do with humans. 
The boys have taken to the program 
marvelously, and have even come up 
with their own original interrogation 
devices. I award them merit badges

for the degree of information they 
can extract. Say they capture a pig or 
a cow and interrogate it with their 
electrical equipment. I can judge how 
well they do by the intensity of the 
animal's squeals, which I record on 
my sound measuring devices. The 
higher the squeal, the better the job 
and the bigger the merit badge. I'll 
never forget the time one of my boys 
got a bear to talk. Not actually talk, 
but scream out in real bear language. 
Of course, we don't get fop-flight 
information out of the animals — 
mostly a lot of sounds —grunts, moans, 
squeals, that sort of thing. And the 
humans, the hopeless derelicts, are 
almost as inarticulate. But the 
experience is wonderful for the boys 
and there's no doubt that I'm building 
some great prospects for the agency. 

While Colby was telling me this, 
he was methodically squeezing some 
thing, which I thought was one of 
those sponge rubber balls athletes 
use to strengthen their hands and 
wrists. It was a small bird. He had a 
dozen or so small birds and rodents 
with him that he liked to squee/e to 
death while he talked. He squeezed 
them slowly and carefully, listening 
for their faint cries oi pain. His face 
never changed while he was squeez 
ing, nor did he stop the flow of his 
narrative. He did it automatically. 
J>rofesstoTuiti}', he might say. Occa 
sionally, he would utter a deep sigh of 
pleasure after a particularly plump 
mouse or a young robin had given 
him a bit of a fight and he had to 
squee/e harder. Was there something 
sexual in this? Perhaps. But more 
important, how did a man like this 
start growing such a big nose?

My notes on Colby's nose problem
I. The nose as a penis-substitute. 

Was Colby impotent? Was he a victim 
of the classic sadist-sublimating-sex- 
into-forture syndrome? Answer: no. 
Besides having no guilt about tortur 
ing and killing, Colby also manages to 
have intercourse with his wife three 
times a week, according to my tapes* . 
2. Unconscious desire to use his nose 
as an instrument o( torture? A possi 
bility. But how? Using the nose as a 
club and bludgeoning people to death? 
Blowing massive shots of mucus on 
an unsuspecting victim, perhaps giving

*As 11 rule, all CIA people bug and tape each 
other and play the funniest stuff at parties 
where iheir victims are no! invited. One of 
the buggers, George I.aXiir, is a good friend of 
mine.am! gives me duplicates oi everything
ho does. continued
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continued
him an infection and a bad cold? 
Nothing is impossible at the CIA.
3. As a specialist in extraction and 
elimination, Colby is one of those rare 
folk who is both oral and anal-oriented. 
Savors the prospect of "sucking" out 
information from the enemy. Also 
loves to eliminate or "waste" the 
enemy, as he calls it. Hence, no con 
flict in moral values. Oral and anal 
drives perfectly balanced. No schiray 
stuff here. This man enjoys his work.
4. Has he contracted a rare disease? 
Something he picked up in Laos or 
Vietnam in a jungle swamp or a rice 
paddy? The medical boys said no, but 
they don't know everything. The thing 
could be a fungus.
5. I give up for now. I'm seeing him 
again in two days.

Two days later. I probe deeper into 
Colby's past for a clue. On a hunch, 
I ask him how he feels about Jews. 
Jews and big noses always go to 
gether. He hesitates for a few seconds 
before answering (the first time he's 
done this). He answers with the usual 
liberal platitudes about equality, etc., 
etc. But I found an opening. Did he 
ever have any contact with Jews as 
a boy? No, he answers. Are you sure?

At least one or two Jews at college? 
It seems as if his otherwise superb 
memory is a bit fuzzy here. He covers 
his face (and his monstrous nose) with 
his hands and tries hard to remember 
a Jew. There's only one way he can 
remember — if I can jus: "interrogate" 
him a bit he might be able to jog his 
memory. Highly irregular for an analyst 
to torture his patient, but it is an 
emergency. He brings me his fancy 
electrical stuff and a lew shots of the 
wires on his genitals brings it all back.

"Yes! Yes! A Jew! Of course. I 
remember," cried Colby.

My Jewish Problem 
Colby's story

"Ama/ing how I forgot the whole 
thing. It happened when I was a fresh 
man at Princeton...it must have been 
1935, '36. I was pledging for one of 
the eating clubs, and in those days 
they put you through a pretty rigorous 
initiation. I remember being blind 
folded and put in a car and driven for 
a long time. Then 1 was taken out and 
something was put in my hand. I 
couldn't figure out what it was. The 
upperclassmen ordered me to squeeze 
it with all my strength until they 
told me to stop. If I stopped, they
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would burn my hair oil. I squeezed 
very hard and heard someone scream 
in pain. But I had to keep squeezing. 
Finally I heard something snap. The 
guys pulled off my blindfold and I had 
a nose in my hand! On the ground 
was a little old man with a long, 
scraggly beard and a funny set of 
curly sideburns. He was bleeding 
heavily and moaning. I had torn off 
his nose. The guys were ecstatic, 
congratulating me and pounding my 
back. I had just completed my most 
difficult initiation assignment, and I 
would be assured a membership. I had 
produced a genuine Jewish nose, a 
fresh one. There was just one last 
order. I had to eat it. You have no 
idea what we went through in those 
days just to be accepted by the 
right crowd.

"I was told that we were in Brook 
lyn, in a section called Williamsburg 
(no connection with Williamsburg, 
Virginia, heh, heh). The guys knew 
that Williamsburg had this big colony 
of very orthodox, very religious Jews 
called Hasidim. Evidently. I had 
squeezed the nose off a very promi 
nent member of the community, a 
holy man or something. Because the 
next thing I knew, there were about 
twenty of these bearded, black-coated 
fellows running after us, screaming in 
a strange language. As we dived into 
our car, one man pointed a finger at 
me and chanted something, as if he 
were putting a curse on me. I didn't 
take it very seriously. After all, it is 
just a college prank, admittedly a little 
mean, but still just a prank. I forgot 
about the whole thing in a few days."

Colby's story certainly added a new 
dimension to the problem. I know it 
sounds a little strange, but in 1975 
we analysts look at the world of mysti 
cism and the occult with a lot more 
respect than we used to. There's just 
too much going on in that world that 
science can't explain. So the curse put 
on Colby years ago may have finally 
come true. It was pretty simple. Colby 
ripped off the holy man's nose and ate 
it. The other holy man probably told 
Colby that the nose would come back 
to haunt him someday. Hence the 
monstrous protuberance on his face 
right now. I'm not saying that I 
believed it. But if there is a God, 
there's no doubt that He works in 
strange ways. Colby scoffed at the 
idea, but I had a thought, What if the 
holy man who cursed him were still 
alive? Maybe Colby could find him
and get him to take the curse oil and

continued
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continued
get his nose back to normal. Wo 
didn't have much else to go on. Colby 
shrugged and said it wouldn't do any 
harm to try. He'd have someone run 
a check on the Williamshurg colony 
ro iind out who the Grand Holy Man 
was. If he was still alive, he would be 
close to ninety. But maybe we can get 
something out of him with a little e 
and e, he said.

By now, I figured anything could 
happen, and, of course, the old Holy 
Man was still alive, age eighty-nine, 
and still living in Williamsburg as 
the spiritual leader oi the community, 
virtually a saint, a living legend. 
Colby personally arranged for a "pick 
up." Three of his most trusted 
operatives in the dirty tricks depart 
ment were disguised as Hasidim (they 
were fluent in Yiddish and the hooks 
of the Torah) and got an audience 
with the Holy Man. They drugged 
his stuffed derma, rendering him un 
conscious. Unfortunately, in abduct 
ing him they had to fight their way 
past some unusually brave members of 
the congregation and left a few dead 
and wounded strewn about. Colby 
was furious at the mess they created, 
but at least they got the old man up 
up to the e and e center in McQean, 
Virginia, in one piece.

The man's name was Rabbi Yehudi 
Ben Hebrewbaum. He was a direct 
descendant of the man called the 
Baal Shem Ton, the founder ol the 
Hasidic sect. Hebrewbaum was 
reputed to possess the same magical 
powers, the same holiness of the 
legendary Baal Shem. It was difficult 
to tell how old be was because his 
face was completely covered with a 
dirty pepper-and-salt beard and long, 
curly sideburns called payes.. He 
reminded me of Martin Buber. the 
philosopher. He smelled like a cross 
between an unwashed basketball 
player's jockstrap and a pot of cooked 
cabbage. About a hundred years ol 
tenement hallways was in that smell.

Colby himself handled the interro 
gation (through an interpreter, of 
course). Lots of cool, ominous threats, 
careful explanations of how e and e 
works, how painful the interrogation 
can be if the information has to be 
extracted involuntarily. Colby had 
absolutely no qualms about extract 
ing information from an eighty-nine- 
year-old man. It would all be done 
carefully, in correct proportions. But 
the old man was a tough nut, much 
tougher than he looked. Answered 
every question with another question.

"Who is to say what is true and what 
is false?" Or with a parable that no 
one could follow. "I am reminded of 
the story of the blacksmith and the 
chicken." Even when Colby attached 
the electrical wires to the old patri 
arch's genitals (they were huge, with 
the testicles hanging down to his 
knees), he wouldn't give in. With 
each shock wave the old man wailed 
and broke into song, that "biddie. 
biddie, o" stuff from Fiddler on the 
Roof. Eighty-nine years old and as 
tough as a Jerusalem olive tree.

He tried other methods. A little 
bribery. ("How would you and your 
congregation like to live in a nice 
little settlement in Georgetown? We 
can arrange St.") The old Nazi-style 
extortion ploy. ("We know you have 
many followers in Poland and Russia. 
We could see to it thai they escape... 
or...that they are never heard from 
again.")

The old man resisted everything. In 
desperation, Colby force-fed him 
pork chops, pork being one of the 
forbidden foods in the Jewish reli 
gion. But the Grand Rabbi went 
crazy over the stufi and asked if 
he could also try ham, shrimp, and 
lobster. The old man was so saintly 
he was beyond ordinary sinning. He 
could even justify eating pork. Colby 
looked grim. His eyes were washed 
out, his face (not counting the flesh- 
pot of a nose) was pale and sunken. 
He looked almost beaten when he 
said, "My God is just as good as your 
God. I'm going to pray to Him every 
day to cure me of this affliction." 
The Grand Rabbi did his typical 
Jewish shrug (thousands of years of 
oppression and cynicism go into it). 
"Pray in good health, Mr. Colby," 
said the Grand Rabbi. "It took me 
Over forty years of steady praying, 
day and night, to make my curse on 
you come true. An eye for an eye, a 
tooth for a tooth, a nose for a nose, 
right? You took away Reb Yankel's 
nose, so I asked God to reincarnate it 
on you, only bigger and fatter. Finally, 
after all these years, He listened to 
me. I prayed too long to get the nose. 
I'm not going to start a whole megila 
and ask God to take it away. It's too 
much to ask for another favor so soon. 
Besides, I'm an old man and I can't 
pray as long and hard as I used to. So 
I wish you a lot of luck in praying to 
your God. I hope it doesn't take you 
forty years."

For a time, Colby thought that the 
Grand Rabbi was a Russian agent

from the KGB. Perhaps the curse was 
actually some kind of secret weapon 
developed by the Soviet scientists, 
a breakthrough in protoplasm research. 
And the Grand Rabbi was the front, 
making Colby believe that the curse 
came from a mystical, religious 
source. The whole thing was an in 
genious Soviet plan to subvert the 
activities of the CIA by giving its 
director the biggest pimple in the 
world, slowly driving him insane.

He was now determined to beat the 
Russians at their own game. He got 
the finest team oi plastic surgeons 
to remove his nose and install some 
kind o! artificial gizmo that looked 
exactly like his old one and was 
guaranteed to work just as well. 
Everything was fine for a month or so 
when the artificial nose started to 
loosen. Colby discovered he could 
pull the thing right off. And behind 
the artificial nose was that monstrous 
pimple, the affliction. It was growing 
again and pushing the plastic nose 
right off his face. And it was growing 
at an even faster rate than before. 
The doctors told Colby there was only 
one thing left. He simply had to shave 
his nose every day, along with the rest 
of his face. Every morning, a team of 
surgeons and nurses would descend 
upon his bathroom, do a complete 
operation, and stick a false nose on 
him. It was expensive, but Colby was 
an old hand at burying extra expenses 
in the CIA budget. About two thou 
sand a day for nose grooming. We 
taxpayers would hardly feel it.

The Grand Rabbi is on our side 
now. Colby finally gave up and 
decided to recruit him and use him 
as a double agent. Of course, the old 
man may not have been a Russian 
spy at all. He was delighted to be work 
ing for Colby, even after all the inter 
rogation he went through. Something 
about the interrogator and the victim 
iorming a love-hate thing. They 
actually liked each other. Colby took 
the Rabbi on derelict-hunting trips 
with the Boy Scout troop. He said 
the old man was going to make a fine 
e and e man some day.

One of my colleagues in neuro- 
surgery, Sy Spittsbard, has a crazy 
theory that Colby's affliction comes 
from some kind of brain damage he 
got from playing around with all 
those electrical wires used for interro 
gation. Somehow, the electrical im 
pulses played hell with his nose over 
the years. Go figure that one out. 
Anything is possible in the CIA.D
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